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Abstract

Peer-to-peer systems have been deeply investigated during the last years, and a num-
ber of distributed services (e.g., storage, streaming, file sharing) have been re-designed
in pure decentralized domains. The motivations of such a research trend can be found
in many interesting features of the peer-to-peer paradigm, such as the scalability of the
applications, load balancing, availability and persistence of the information, and so on.

Recently, many efforts have been put in defining the idea of up-and-coming new
decentralized market places, where users trade with each other without being controlled
by a third party and not depending on a given single point of failure of a typical client-
server architecture (e.g. eBay). In such a context, an intriguing aspect is played by the
protection of author’s intellectual property: existing decentralized approaches do not
deal with the legal threat in trading resources that are protected by copyright.

For this purpose, a legal, secure and efficient profit-sharing protocol, named Fair-
Peers, is introduced. In such a system, authors are stimulated to insert original contents
because they are guaranteed that each replication of their product will be properly paid.
At the same time, users are encouraged to participate in the system providing their own
resources, like storage space or uploading bandwidth, because they are refunded when
a content they store is uploaded. A prototype has been implemented to show the feasi-
bility of the proposed protocol and efficiency and security analyses have been performed
as well.

In order to design a decentralized legal marketplace that shows quality of services and
functionalities comparable to the centralized ones, this thesis shifted the focus towards
the problem of searching similar content without sufficient personal experience of the
alternatives. For this purpose, a proactive decentralized recommender system, named
DeHinter, is introduced. This approach is based on the definition of a family of struc-
tures, called Affinity Networks, that show the presence of self-organized interest-based
clusters of customers. Empirical evidence proves that Affinity Networks are small worlds
and scale-free networks. Exploiting these characteristics, this approach is based on the
intuition that a user would trust her network of elective affinities more than anonymous
and generic suggestions made by impersonal entities.
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Preface to Revisors

To improve the readability of the thesis, I outline here the macro-areas in which it is
divided. The original contributions will be presented in Part III where the building
blocks of a fair peer-to-peer marketplace protecting copyright, namely FairPeers, are
presented and deeply investigated. Whereas, Part I and Part II survey the background
concerning, respectively, technical and economic aspects in peer-to-peer systems, that
are essential to understand the rest of the dissertation. Nevertheless, a proficient reader
in such topics could skip introductory chapters.
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Chapter 11

Introduction and Scope2

In the last years, Internet is becoming more popular as a distributed marketplace where3

buyers and sellers can discover and trade resources in an easy and fast manner. A new4

generation of services and innovative ways to provide services are ever more proposed,5

bringing about an exponential increment of the kind of goods traded and possibilities6

for users. In addition, also the volume of providers and consumers is continuing to. The7

success of real systems such an eBay, Amazon or iTunes are some empirical proof of8

such interesting trend.9

The vast majority of similar electronic marketplaces is centered around a client/server10

architecture. The interaction is based on a message passing scheme in which a user sends11

a request to a server, or a set of distributed servers, waiting for a response in terms of12

service provision. Even if the client/server model shows several positive features, e.g.,13

efficiency, data consistency, access control, standardization, easy system management14

and many others, it arises some scalability issues in a context where the volume of15

transactions and actors involved is growing fast. Furthermore, a centralized approach16

fosters reliability and security threats due to the presence of single points of failure as17

well as the way to be prone to Denial of Service attacks.18

To counter these problems, the last years have seen an increasing interest in the19

peer-to-peer model, both in the academia research as well as in industry and, primar-20

ily, in user adoption. Peer-to-peer applications are distributed systems consisting of21

interconnected nodes able to self-organize into network topologies with the purpose of22

sharing resources such as content, CPU cycles, storage and bandwidth. They are ca-23

pable of adapting to failures and accommodating transient populations of nodes while24

maintaining acceptable connectivity and performance, without requiring the interme-25

diation or support of a global centralized server or authority [Androutsellis-Theotokis26

and Spinellis, 2004]. The first widespread application of P2P paradigm is file shar-27

ing : users share music songs, videos and other files, searching and downloading for28
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free whatever they prefer. Starting from the ancestor Napster [Napster-PROJ], going1

through the notorius Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR] and KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ], we arrive at2

the more recent BitTorrent [BitTorrent-PTR], eMule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005] and3

Overnet [Overnet-PROJ] networks. But peer-to-peer computing is not only file sharing.4

Recently, increasing emphasis is also being placed on new applications, including global5

storage utility like PAST [Druschel and Rowstron, 2001], Oceanstore [Bindel et al., 2002;6

Kubiatowicz et al., 2000] or CFS [Dabek et al., 2001], application level multicast infras-7

tructure, e.g. SCRIBE [Castro et al., 2002a], cooperative web caching, e.g. SQUIRREL8

[Iyer et al., 2002], high-bandwidth content distribution, e.g. SplitStream [Castro et al.,9

2003], instant messaging and VOIP, e.g. Skype [Skype-PROJ], distributed computing,10

e.g. seti@home [SETI@home-PROJ], and much more.11

Exploiting the power of peer-to-peer computing to implement a marketplace is one of12

the major aspects discussed in this thesis. From this perspective, nodes behave both as13

customer buying services and resources as well as provider of resources to the community.14

It is worth noting that this is a revolution in respect to centralized digital market both15

in terms of technical issues but also from an economic point of view, involving a new16

generation of business processes and interaction dynamics between users and suppliers.17

Furthermore, peer-to-peer model raises a prominent field of investigation also in the18

behavioral sphere. Peers are rational and untrusted agents that reciprocally interact19

in a distributed manner, sharing resources to perform a task. They create a network20

where nodes are owned and managed by independent entities, without any form of con-21

trol or central authority. The result is a completely self-organizing and self-maintaining22

network where a user can voluntarily decide its degree of resource contribution. Inde-23

pendence and freedom allow a node to decide whether to collaborate or not, including24

deviating from the standard protocol in the case that her welfare could be increased.25

These premises bring to the evidence of a free-riding phenomenon in which selfishness26

and malicious behavior are the twofold core. Accordingly, the design of a peer-to-peer27

marketplace needs to provide useful incentive mechanisms in order to foster cooperation28

and fight collusions.29

A fundamental aspect of a peer-to-peer marketplace that comes from the unregu-30

lated content management of peer-to-peer data sharing systems, e.g., file sharing appli-31

cations, is the copyright defense that doubtless is a prime requirement in an economic32

environment. The legal fight contended by the major record companies against Nap-33

ster represents a well known example of the importance of copyright laws infringement34

in modern economies. Therefore, a first goal in implementing market-oriented applica-35

tions is to provide incentives to legal shares, in which authors of content traded, will be36

remunerated when a transaction involves their own items.37

Another compelling aspect is to guarantee fairness and a rightful profit sharing. In38
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fact, in a standard economic transaction all the participants have to be refunded for the1

actions performed. In a peer-to-peer scenario, the users share not only digital contents,2

but also hardware resources like computational power or bandwidth. The idea is to3

refund a peer both for the original content she shares (i.e., the authoring component)4

as well as for the physical resources she provides (i.e., the distribution component). In5

other words, not only authors must be stimulated to insert original contents because6

they are guaranteed that each replication of their product will be properly paid. At the7

same time, users need to be encouraged to participate in the system providing their own8

resources, like storage space or uploading bandwidth, because they are refunded when9

an upload of a content they store occurs.10

It is evident that the success and the long-term affirmation of a digital market are11

strongly related to technical and economic aspects, e.g., product alternatives and quality,12

friendly user interfaces, efficiency, reliability, along with the provision of some core func-13

tionalities such as effective services discovery and composition, pricing and accounting14

mechanisms, security, privacy, legality and many others. Anyhow, a merely structural15

analysis is not sufficient to fully meet the users’ needs and to implement a profitable16

business. Moreover, it would be a mistake to see peer-to-peer computing merely from17

a technological point of view. On the contrary, a social perspective is a fundamental18

building block towards the comprehension of strengths and opportunities offered by the19

model. Such observation is encouraged by the considerable attention that the scientific20

community has put into social dynamics and their impact in designing a wide range of21

services based on a peer-to-peer infrastructure. Thus, in order to speed up the process of22

designing valuable services for the common users, researchers from industry and academy23

should deal with the important problem of providing features with a quality comparable24

to centralized ones. Of course, recommendation to users represents a valuable example25

of it.26

In the last decade, a strategic effort has been put into the design of personalization27

schemes, exploiting a user-centric view that contrasts with the classical product-centric28

view of a market. Furthermore, the increase in information available and in volume29

of products and services traded result in an information overload phenomenon, where30

customers risk to wasting time surfing between the alternatives rather than to trade31

goods. In such a context, both academic and industrial research have put much effort32

into designing recommender systems in order to guide the user in the huge universe of33

alternatives, selecting a subset of items according to the customer’s preferences. Recom-34

mender systems are now widely believed to be critical to sustaining the Internet economy35

[Shapiro and Varian, 1998]. The emphasis in recommendation as a key service in any36

market-oriented system is encouraged by the crowd of real e-commerce businesses that37

provide recommender functionality in a wide field of applications, e.g. books, movies,38

music songs, news, web pages, foods, bookmarks, thematic blogs and others, and in a39
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wide range of technologies and types of gathered information.1

Anyhow, recommender systems are not merely this: they have an inherently social2

attitude to bring people together by way of the power of human relations. Even though3

social dynamics have been strongly under-emphasized in literature, a connection-centric4

[Perugini et al., 2004] approach to study recommender mechanisms is adopted through5

this thesis. We address the task of exploiting spontaneous partnerships between users for6

pushing suggestions to them. Like in the real world, even in virtual communities people7

can meet each other for conversing about their favorite topics. Hence, a user would8

trust another user if they have many interests in common: they create a de facto word9

of mouth mechanism that helps both to select an item, before buying or downloading it,10

amongst the huge volumes of data that are available on the peer-to-peer marketplace.11

For the sake of simplicity, we imagine a scenario where a user is looking for a new music12

album. She asks a tip to a friend that shares similar interests with her. At the same time,13

the adviser knows that the user likes country music and, accordingly, he recommends14

a Randy Travis’s album. This simple sketch shows the social dynamics that foster the15

recommendation process.16

We want to stress that spontaneous relationships between actors in given systems, de-17

tected by means of network analysis, are going to be exploited in many other application18

domains. We have the sensation of being just over the top of an iceberg.19

1.1 Contributions20

The general scope of this thesis is the design, the implementation and the evaluation21

of a general-purpose peer-to-peer marketplace protecting copyright in which fair profit-22

sharing, security and efficiency are achieved. A significant guideline followed in this23

work is to investigate all the aspects fostered by matching a peer-to-peer model with a24

market-oriented framework, i.e. technical, economic and social.25

To summarize, this thesis mainly provides the following contributions:26

- The definition of a protocol, namely FairPeers, for the publishing, retrieval and27

download of digital contents protected by copyright law over a peer-to-peer infras-28

tructure. A Java prototype is given based on a customized PAST [Druschel and29

Rowstron, 2001] storage layer, and a PPay [Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003b] imple-30

mentation for accounting and payment. Even tough it shows a hybrid architecture,31

FairPeers protocol is completely independent from the underlying accounting, pay-32

ment, or storage layers, so as we could adopt fully decentralized solutions without33

affecting the system’s properties. At last, a performance evaluation studies the34
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applicability of the market proposed in terms of efficiency and scalability perspec-1

tives.2

- The comprehension of social attitude of users to join spontaneously in communities3

of like-minded people in order to shape innovative ways to provide market-oriented4

services. To hit the mark, the concept of Affinity Networks will be introduced.5

More formally, they are a family of graphs where nodes are users and an edge6

between two generic users exists if and only if they share at least m files. By7

means of the empirical analysis of Gnutella network, a small-world and scale-8

free behavior of affinity networks will be proved in a real context. This result is9

generalizable outside Gnutella, because it is not related to the file sharing network10

topology or to the given search mechanism, but depends on relations amongst11

users.12

- The proposal of a decentralized recommender service, namely DeHinter, exploiting13

the small-world topology of affinity networks to make useful suggestions to users.14

The intuition behind this scheme is that a user would trust her network of elec-15

tive affinities more than anonymous and generic suggestions made by impersonal16

entities. The ability of nodes to join in clusters, typical in a small-world network,17

is exploited to identify groups of people with similar interests.18

Afterwards, a Java implementation is provided as a plug-in of the open source file-19

sharing client Phex [Phex-PROJ]. Although the implementation of the proposed20

recommender algorithm is independent from a particular file-sharing application21

and could be applied in different applicative environments, the integration with a22

popular tool represents a valuable outcome in terms of applicability and effective-23

ness.24

At last, an evaluation process based on a 10-fold cross validation task is applied25

to estimate the accuracy of the suggestions made by the DeHinter recommender26

system.27

1.2 Outline28

This thesis is divided in three main macro-areas: Part I surveys the technical aspects29

defining peer-to-peer paradigm and overlay networks topology. Afterwards, Part II de-30

scribes the economics of peer-to-peer systems investigating the free-riding problem and31

the proposed incentive mechanisms to counter it. At last, in Part III the building blocks32

of a fair peer-to-peer marketplace protecting copyright will be presented and deeply33

investigated.34

In more details, the remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:35
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Chapter 2 introduces the distinctive features of peer-to-peer model in contrast1

with the client/server paradigm prevailing in distributed systems. The concept2

of overlay network is introduced and a classification in function of the degree of3

centralization and structure are presented.4

Chapter 3 defines the concept of unstructured overlay network identifying three5

different topologies in relation to the presence of central entities. At the beginning6

a partially centralized approach is presented, i.e. Napster, afterwards a purely7

decentralized one, i.e. Gnutella, at last two hybrid systems, namely the modern8

Gnutella protocol (i.e., version 0.6) and FastTrack. At the end of the chapter, the9

loosely structured systems are presented along with a description of Freenet that10

is the most representative application of such approach.11

Chapter 4 introduces the key concepts regarding structured overlay networks de-12

scribing in details some existing proposals such as Chord [Stoica et al., 2001a],13

Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a], Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières,14

2002] and CAN [Ratnasamy et al., 2001]. After all, a summing up comparison15

between the previous proposals is performed, along with an analysis about the16

challenges and the security aspects in implementing structured topologies.17

Chapter 5 analyzes the economic problems in peer-to-peer systems focusing on the18

causes of the free-rider phenomenon. Two game theoretic models, the Prisoner’s19

Dilemma and the Tragedy of the Commons, are outlined in order to investigate the20

foundations of such uncooperative behavior . At last, a taxonomy of incentives to21

cooperate is introduced in respect to the adoption criteria in peer-to-peer systems.22

In Chapter 6 trust-based and reputation-based techniques to counter the free-23

riding phenomenon is discussed. After a brief survey concerning some prominent24

proposals, i.e. eBay [Omidyar, 1995], EigenTrust [Kamvar et al., 2003b], XREP25

[Cornelli et al., 2002], TrustMe [Singh and Liu, 2003], P-Grid [Aberer and Despo-26

tovic, 2001], and NICE [Sherwood et al., 2006], a comparison analysis encloses the27

chapter.28

Chapter 7 contains a description about monetary incentives to cooperation with29

particular regard on the key aspects in designing micropayment schemes in peer-30

to-peer networks. A prominent role is granted to PPay [Yang and Garcia-Molina,31

2003b] protocol adopted in the implementation of the FairPeers prototype as ac-32

counting and payment substrate.33

Firstly, Chapter 8 describes the architecture of a general-purpose digital market-34

place in order to identify the requirements and the key components of a market-35

oriented application. Moreover the definition of a Fair Peer-to-Peer Marketplace36

is introduced and discussed.37
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Chapter 9 the FairPeers protocol is introduced and the mechanisms able to guar-1

antee copyright protection, fairness, security and efficiency are deeply investigated.2

Afterwards, a Java prototype is depicted (see Appendix A for a performance eval-3

uation).4

Chapter 10 outlines recommendation to users as a key service in market-oriented5

systems. It presents different techniques such as content-based, collaborative fil-6

tering, demographic and hybrid approaches. After a discussion about the standard7

centralized architecture of systems like Amazon, Reel, Pandora and many others,8

the focus shifts towards the implementation of recommender systems in a decen-9

tralized environment identifying the most problematic aspects and the proposed10

solutions.11

In Chapter 11 the recommendation process is analyzed under a social perspective12

as a way to bring people together by way of the power of human relations. Firstly,13

the concept of Affinity Networks as graphs interconnetting users that share similar14

interests is presented. After, this chapter contains an investigation about the15

structural properties of complex networks, with particular interest on small-world16

and scale-free networks. At last, an empirical proof of small-world and scale-free17

behavior of Affinity Networks in a real file-sharing community, in our case Gnutella,18

is performed.19

In Chapter 12 the small-world character of Affinity Networks is exploited to de-20

sign a proactive decentralized recommender system, namely DeHinter, that takes21

advantage to the presence of self-organized clusters of like-minded users to make22

useful suggestions. The intuition behind this scheme is that a user would trust23

her network of elective affinities, i.e. users within her cluster, more than anony-24

mous and generic suggestions made by impersonal entities. At last, it presents25

a Java prototype implemented for further feedbacks from the users and a 10-fold26

cross validation in order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed recommendation27

process.28

Chapter 13 summarizes and discusses the main contribution of this thesis suggest-29

ing some interesting guidelines for future works and extensions.30
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Part I1

From Client-Server to Peer-to-Peer2

Paradigm3
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Chapter 21

From Client-Server to Peer-to-Peer2

Model3

2.1 The Crisis of Client-Server Model4

Doubtless, client-server model forms the basis of most network communication and is5

fundamental to understand the foundation on which distributed systems are built. In6

more details, a client-server architecture is a distributed network which consists of one7

higher performance system, the server, and several mostly lower performance compo-8

nents, the clients. The server is the central registering unit as well as the only provider9

of content and service. A client only requests content or the execution of services, with-10

out sharing any of its own resources. The interaction between client and server takes11

place by way of a simple request-response paradigm in which request messages are sent12

towards the service provider that, after a processing phase, answers to clients. A simple13

sketch of a typical client-server interaction is depicted in Figure 2.114

There are a great number of client-server systems in a typical distributed computing15

environment. Some examples of servers include the following:16

File servers: programs that manage disk storage units on which file systems reside.17

The operating system on a workstation that accesses a file server acts as the client,18

thus creating a two-level hierarchy: (1) the application processes talk to their local19

operating system and (2) the operating system on the client workstation functions20

as a single client of the file server, with which it communicates over the network.21

Database servers: in a database application, there is usually a library of procedure22

calls with which the application accesses the database, and this library plays the23

role of the client in a client-server communication protocol to the database server.24
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Figure 2.1: A typical client-server interaction

Network name servers: name servers implement some form of map from a symbolic1

name or service description to a corresponding value, such as an IP address and2

port number for a process capable of providing a desired service.3

Network time servers: processes that control and adjust the clocks in a network, so4

that clocks on different machines give consistent time values (values with limited5

divergence from one another).6

Network security servers: most commonly, these consist of a type of directory in7

which public keys are stored, as well as a key generation service for creating new8

secure communication channels.9

Network mail and bulletin board servers: programs for sending, receiving, and for-10

warding e-mail and messages to electronic bulletin boards. A typical client of such11

a server would be a program that sends an electronic mail message or that displays12

new messages to a user who is using a newsreader interface.13

WWW servers: the World Wide Web is probably the most widespread example of a14

client-server architecture. The Web stores hypertext documents, images, digital15

movies, and other information on Web servers, using standardized formats that can16

be displayed through various browsing programs. These systems present point-and-17

click interfaces to hypertext documents, retrieving documents using Web document18

locators from Web servers, and then displaying them in a type-specific manner. A19

Web server is thus a type of enhanced file server on which the Web access protocols20

are supported.21

To summarize, we focus on the Web to shape what client-server model is. In par-22

ticular, a client initiates a connection to a well-known server, downloads some data,23
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and disconnects. When the user has finished with the data retrieved, the process is re-1

peated. The model is simple and straightforward. It works for everything from browsing2

the Web to watching streaming video, and stock transactions, interactive games, and3

many others. The machine running a web client does not need to have a permanent or4

well-known address, nor a continuous connection to the Internet. It just needs to know5

how to ask a question and listen for a response.6

Despite the large success and adoption in distributed systems area, client-server7

model shows the following weaknesses:8

Scalability: when the number of transactions increases, the centralized server has to9

manage a growing computational burden. Since the server has a finite amount of10

resources, it could become overloaded and the system’s performance could decrease11

until the complete unavailability of the service. The scenario is really common in12

the Web where very popular sites have to fulfill millions of requests and guarantee a13

reasonable quality of service. Capacity planning techniques are deeply investigated14

in literature to cope with the problem of dimensioning web farms [Ruffo et al.,15

2004a,b].16

Fault-tolerance: a client-server architecture is strongly dependent to faults in server17

components. In fact, since the server represents a single point-of-failure, hardware18

breakdowns or software crashes bring to the unavailability of the service. Further-19

more, the presence of a single point-of-failure makes the client-server paradigm20

subject to Denial of Service attacks.21

Cost: the implementation of a client-server system able to manage a widespread popu-22

lation of users is a very costly task due to management, hardware and maintaining23

costs.24

In the remaining of this chapter, an emerging paradigm in distributed system, namely25

the peer-to-peer model, will be deeply investigated.26

2.2 Peer-to-Peer Model27

Nowadays, distributed systems in the Internet are mostly based on a centralized client-28

server architecture with the advantages and shortcomings depicted in the previous sec-29

tion. Anyhow, recent years have seen an increasing interest in the peer-to-peer model,30

both in the academia research as well as in industry and, primarily, in user adoption.31

The first widespread application of P2P paradigm is file sharing : users share music32

songs, video and other files, searching and downloading for free whatever they prefer.33
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Starting from the ancestor Napster [Napster-PROJ], going through the notorius Gnutella1

[Gnutella-PTR] and KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ], we arrive at the more recent BitTorrent2

[BitTorrent-PROJ], eMule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005] and Overnet [Overnet-PROJ]3

networks.4

But peer-to-peer computing is not only file sharing. Recently, increasing emphasis is5

also being placed on new applications, including global storage utility like PAST [Dr-6

uschel and Rowstron, 2001], Oceanstore [Bindel et al., 2002; Kubiatowicz et al., 2000]7

or CFS [Dabek et al., 2001], application level multicast infrastructure, e.g. SCRIBE8

[Castro et al., 2002a], cooperative web caching, e.g. SQUIRREL [Iyer et al., 2002],9

high-bandwidth content distribution, e.g. SplitStream [Castro et al., 2003], instant mes-10

saging and VOIP, e.g. Skype [Skype-PROJ], distributed computing, e.g. seti@home11

[SETI@home-PROJ], and much more. The huge success of the peer-to-peer paradigm12

involves not only the wide multitude of users, but it spans a very large set of research13

areas. The effort is very powerful, bringing up some open issues.14

2.2.1 Towards a definition of peer-to-peer15

An interesting subject of discussion regards the definition of what is exactly the peer-to-16

peer model. It is a joint observation that a complete and universally accepted definition17

about peer-to-peer does not exist, rather a set of proposals has been suggested differing18

both in the basic components screened and in extensiveness.19

The strictest definition of pure peer-to-peer system is done below:20

Definition 2.1 Peer-to-Peer systems are fully distributed systems, in which all nodes21

cooperate to perform a critical function in a decentralized manner. All peers are both22

consumers and providers of resources and can access each other directly without inter-23

mediary entities.24

Notwithstanding, such definition does not include, for instance, systems that are based25

on the concept of supernodes, like KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ] or the second generation of26

Gnutella protocol [Gnutella-PTR], or systems that rely on some centralized server infras-27

tructure to implement non-core functionalities, e.g. bootstrapping, keeping reputations28

rating and so on.29

A more general and widely accepted definition is introduced in [Shirky, 2000a]:30

Definition 2.2 Peer-to-Peer is a class of applications that take advantage of resources,31

e.g. storage, CPU cycles, content, human presence, available at the edges of the Internet.32

The previous interpretation, however, does not comprise systems that rely completely33
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upon centralized servers for their working, like, for instance, the seti@home project1

[SETI@home-PROJ] or the notorious file sharing client Napster [Napster-PROJ], as2

well as several applications coming from the Grid computing. It is worth noting that3

there is not a general agreement about the exact limit between p2p and not-p2p. A4

proper motivation is due in [Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis, 2004], where the lack5

of agreement is the result of how the peer-to-peer model is perceived externally, rather6

than in regards to internal architecture. In other words, every application that includes7

a direct interaction between computers is felt as peer-to-peer. In a general perspective,8

the two key characteristics of the peer-to-peer model are:9

• The sharing of computer resources by direct exchange without any intermediation10

of a centralized entity. Anyhow, some centralized servers can be exploited for11

specific tasks, e.g. bootstrapping, obtain cryptographic keys pair and so on.12

• The ability to treat instability and variable connectivity, automatically adapting13

to failures as well as to transient population of nodes.14

According to these properties, afterwards we introduce a definition presented in15

[Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis, 2004] that, in our opinion, is quite comprehensive16

and tenable in settling “what is” and “what is not” a peer-to-peer system:17

Definition 2.3 Peer-to-Peer systems are distributed systems consisting of interconnec-18

ted nodes able to self-organize into network topologies with the purpose of sharing re-19

sources such as content, CPU cycles, storage and bandwidth, capable of adapting to20

failures and accommodating transient populations of nodes while maintaining acceptable21

connectivity and performance, without requiring the intermediation or support of a global22

centralized server or authority.23

At last, even though this definition embraces a wide range of peer-to-peer systems, from24

completely decentralized to hybrid architectures, in this thesis we will not limit our25

investigation to these bounds proposed, focusing, for instance, on systems like Napster26

where a centralized indexing server exists.27

2.2.2 Main features28

In the last analysis, the peer-to-peer model provides the following interesting features:29

Decentralization: in order to counter the inefficiency, bottlenecks and wasted re-30

sources typical in a centralized client-server architecture, the peer-to-peer paradigm31

grounds on a decentralized model where entities work together in absence (totally32
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or partially) of centralized authorities. The main effect of this degree of decen-1

tralization is the ability to control locally resources and data: for instance, in a2

file-sharing system a user is able to decide the files shared or the bandwidth pro-3

vided. On the one hand, better control and freedom is doubtless a benefit, but4

it gives rise to a class of no-cooperative behaviors due to inherent rational and5

self-interest nature of users (see Chapter 5).6

Improved scalability and reliability: an immediate benefit of decentralization is im-7

proved scalability. Scalability is limited by factors such as the amount of centralized8

operations (e.g, synchronization and coordination) that needs to be performed, the9

amount of state that needs to be maintained, the inherent parallelism an appli-10

cation exhibits, and the programming model that is used to represent the com-11

putation. Accordingly, the lack of a centralized server that performs all tasks12

represents a positive aspect regarding the system’s ability to scale. Furthermore,13

the absence of a single point of failure, i.e., the server, brings on an improved14

reliability, usually implemented by means of replication techniques. At last, a15

challenging aspect of P2P systems is that the system maintenance responsibility16

is completely distributed and needs to be addressed by each peer to ensure avail-17

ability. This is quite different from client-server systems, where availability is a18

server-side responsibility.19

Improved performance: peer-to-peer paradigm aims to improve system performance20

by aggregating resources. For instance, distributed storage capacity is brought21

together in file sharing systems like Gnutella, computing cycle of devices spread22

across the network is exploited to perform complex tasks like in seti@home plat-23

form. The criterion is simple: the aggregation of a large population of low-capable24

devices produces a system with a better performance in respect to a high-level25

cluster of mainframes. Because of the decentralized nature of these models, the26

performance is affected essentially by processing power, storage and networking27

resources. Of course, bandwidth plays a strong role due to the number of mes-28

sages that are propagated in the network due to maintaining protocols or the large29

number of files are being transferred among many peers.30

Cost sharing: a notable consideration is that shared ownership reduces the cost of31

owning the systems and the content, and the cost of maintaining them. Peer-to-32

peer paradigm allows to spread the cost of system implementation at the edges of33

the network. Instead of a cluster of high-level server characterized by expensive34

hardware, software and maintenance procedures, the cost sharing permits to break35

down the effort to build a distributed platform. For instance, the seti@home36

network is faster than the fastest computer in the world, yet at only a fraction of37

its cost.38
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Dynamism: a prominent characteristic of peer-to-peer model is the high dynamism of1

nodes. In fact, they join and leave the system in an unpredictable manner. The2

effect is the necessity to implement valid mechanisms to adjust the system due to3

changes. An example is the stabilization procedure used in Chord [Stoica et al.,4

2001a] ring (see Section 4.3.4). Moreover, dynamism has a strong influence in5

system availability and reliability.6

Self-organization: one of the most important characteristic of peer-to-peer model is its7

ability to spontaneously react to changes in the system. Due to unpredictability8

of peer behavior, together with the dynamism inherent in the joining and leav-9

ing of users, the peer-to-peer model shows the need of a mechanism to provide10

self-maintenance and self-repair without any dedicated central coordinator. The11

network is able to adapt itself in order to guarantee functionalities and structural12

properties, like scalability and reliability.13

Anonymity: the lack of a rigid authentication and authorization procedure allows peer-14

to-peer systems to provide a high degree of anonymity. It is worth to underline that15

there are several levels of anonymity in respect to the entities involved in a pair-16

wise communication. Therefore, peer-to-peer applications enforce three different17

kinds of anonymity: sender anonymity, which hides the sender’s identity; receiver18

anonymity, which hides a receiver’s identity; and mutual anonymity, where the19

identities of the sender and receiver are hidden from each other and other peers.20

Let us notice that anonymity allow people to use the system without any legal21

problem and it does not enable any form of censorship of digital content. Anyhow,22

some applications do not require anonymity: in this thesis we will describe a peer-23

to-peer marketplace protecting copyright that is orthogonal to systems, like Free24

Haven [Dingledine et al., 2000], based on anonymity. In an economic-based market25

the accountability and traceability of users actions is a fundamental prerequisite.26

Of course, peer-to-peer systems cover a widespread range of applications in a multi-27

tude of areas, therefore it is very difficult to point out a single system that implements28

all the features of the model in a pure manner.29

Starting from this analysis, it is possible to identify a set of troublesome aspects that30

arise from the peer-to-peer model. Firstly, security represents a problematic area: the31

decentralized, autonomous and untrusted population of peers induce more weaknesses32

in respect to standard client/server architectures. The lack of useful authentication and33

authorization mechanisms, the ability to gain multiple identities, the anonymity inherent34

in many class of applications, make alternative trust models necessary, often based on35

reputation schemes (see Chapter 6).36

Furthermore, the lack of control and the freedom of peers introduce a class of social37

issues. In a peer-to-peer scenario a user is completely free to decide the degree of coop-38
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eration, the amount of resources he wants to share and the strategy to adhere in order to1

maximize their own utility. A node could decide whether to collaborate or not, including2

deviating from the standard protocol in the case that personal benefits could increase3

notwithstanding the community’s welfare. Accordingly, the free-riding phenomenon, i.e.4

the opportunity of a user to exploit the system without any contribution (see Chapter 5),5

represents one of the most critical points against the success of peer-to-peer applications.6

Another problematic aspect is the accountability of resource consumption and the7

traceability of user’s actions. On the contrary, client-server systems provide a full au-8

diting feature and a complete control on how much the server resources are exploited9

by the clients. It is worth underlining that applications like Freenet voluntarily does10

not cope with traceability and accountability issues. On the contrary, market-oriented11

systems need specific mechanisms to tackle this problem, and the work in this thesis12

goes in this direction.13

At last, in Table 2.1 we summarize a comparison between centralized, client-server14

and peer-to-peer systems concerning some relevant features discussed in this section.15

With the term centralized system we indicate a single-unit solution like a multiproces-16

sor machine or a high-level supercomputer or mainframe. The comparison underlines17

that the centralized solution is characterized by a costly, poorly scalable model with18

a high degree of security and performance. Moreover, peer-to-peer model shows its19

main features, e.g., high decentralization, scalability, self-organization, fault-tolerance20

and anonymity, together with its shortcomings, e.g., low degree of security and manage-21

ability. An opposite discourse is valid for client-server systems.22

Features Centralized Client-server Peer-to-Peer

Decentralization none medium high
Ad-hoc behavior none medium high
Cost of ownership very high high low
Anonymity none medium high
Scalability low medium high
Performance very high (individual) medium high (aggregate)
Fault resilience low low high
Self-organizing low medium high
Security very high medium low
Manageability high high low

Table 2.1: Comparison between client-server and peer-to-peer models (adapted
from [Milojicic et al., 2003])
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(a) A set of nodes are connected
through the global Internet (dotted
lines).

(b) Together with Internet-based con-
nectivity, peer-to-peer systems build
a logical overlay network that is in-
dependent from lower level infrastruc-
ture (solid lines).

Figure 2.2: Internet and corresponding overlay network.

2.3 Overlay Network Formation and Classification1

A common characteristic of all kinds of peer-to-peer systems is the ability to build2

up a logical overlay network on top of lower level communication mechanisms. Even3

tough peer-to-peer systems could be implemented over a wide range of communication4

infrastructures like mobile ad-hoc networks or local-area intranet, during this thesis we5

assume that nodes are connected through the global Internet. The assumption of a6

logical layer connectivity allows peer-to-peer networks to abstract from the underlying7

infrastructure and its complexities.8

An example is shown in the Figure 2.2. On the left side, several hosts (indicated by9

letters A-F ) are connected through the Internet. They establish end-to-end communi-10

cations among themselves taking advantage of the complex infrastructure of routers and11

backbones (hidden behind the cloud) in the Internet. Furthermore, some of them (in12

particular peers A,B,C,D and F ) run a peer-to-peer service collaborating to perform a13

common task. On the right side, the formation of the corresponding overlay network14

is shown (solid lines). In more details, the link between B and C means that they are15

connected at overlay level even if at physical level does not exist a direct connection.16

For instance, peer B could be a laptop in the United States and peer C a personal17

computer in China. The connection in the overlay network is fostered by the interaction18

at application level providing a transparent end-to-end connection mechanism.19

Accordingly, we define an overlay network as:20
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Definition 2.4 An overlay network is a collection of nodes that are connected via virtual1

links on top of an underlying network infrastructure that provides the required end-to-end2

connectivity for these links.3

Another main element is the concept of neighbor :4

Definition 2.5 Two peers maintaining a direct link in an overlay network are called5

neighbors.6

An overlay network can be classified concerning two complementary features: (1)7

overlay structure and (2) degree of centralization. In accord with the rules by way of the8

topology is built and the content is placed, we define two major classes of peer-to-peer9

systems:10

Unstructured: an unstructured overlay network is composed by peers that join the11

network without any rigid rules or prior knowledge of the topology. Furthermore,12

the content is placed into nodes without any topological relations. One of the13

most important problems in an unstructured system is locating the content: sev-14

eral searching approaches can be applied, starting from brute force mechanisms15

such as flooding, to more sophisticated strategies that exploit random walks or16

routing indexes. These techniques are valid to find highly replicated items, but17

they suffer with rare content. Moreover, due to sensible traffic generated, they18

have implications regarding scalability, availability and persistence. At last, un-19

structured overlay are generally more suitable in highly-transient node populations20

since they well manage peers who frequently join and leave. Some examples of such21

systems are Napster [Napster-PROJ], Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR], KaZaA [KaZaA-22

PROJ], Overnet [Overnet-PROJ], eMule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005], and so on.23

Chapter 3 will describe the most representative approaches.24

Structured: the structured approach is essentially born as an attempt to deal with the25

scalability issues of unstructured systems. In a structured network the topology26

is rigidly controlled and the items are placed following a rigorous protocol that27

will make subsequent queries more efficient. The most famous form of structured28

systems are doubtless the Distributed Hash Table(DHT) paradigm: a unique iden-29

tifier in a large identifier space corresponds to each node and item. A (reference30

of) content is mapped to a key, in the form of a pair (key, value) and it is placed,31

deterministically, at node with identifier closer to the key according to a specific32

distance metric. Relevant examples of structured systems are CAN [Ratnasamy33

et al., 2001], CHORD [Stoica et al., 2001a], Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a],34

Tapestry [Zhao et al., 2004], Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières, 2002], Viceroy35

[Malkhi et al., 2002] and many others. In Chapter 4 we will survey the most rele-36

vant proposals.37
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.3: Overlay classification based on the degree of centralization.

Orthogonally, according to the the presence of central entities we can identify the1

following categories:2

Purely Decentralized Architectures: in a purely decentralized system each peer has3

the same role and functionalities. The nodes interact directly with each other4

without any central entity or coordination server (see Figure 2.3 (a)). The most5

19



representative system that implements such scheme is Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR]1

that will be described in Section 3.2.1.2

Partially Centralized Architectures: in this approach all nodes are connected to a3

central directory server that maintains both a table of registered user with associ-4

ated connection information and a table listing the metadata of files shared by the5

peers. When a node joins the network, it needs to send the list of its resources to6

the server. Every search is managed by the central server that answers with the7

location of the searched file’s owner. Subsequently, the interaction between peers8

is direct (see Figure 2.3 (b)). The example of Napster will be outlined in Section9

3.1.1.10

Hybrid Decentralized Architectures: this scheme represents a middle way to the11

previous two approaches. It uses the concept of supernodes that are peers dynami-12

cally elected to provide the indexing and caching functionalities of a small subpart13

to the network. A peer can become a supernode if it has sufficient bandwidth and14

processing power to serve other nodes. Supernodes index the files shared by peers15

connected to them, and proxy search requests on behalf of these peers. All queries16

are therefore initially directed to supernodes (see Figure 2.3 (c)). Section 3.3.1 and17

Section 3.3.2 will describe respectively the second generation of Gnutella protocol18

and the FastTrack proposal.19
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Chapter 31

Unstructured Overlay Networks2

A common denominator in the first generation of peer-to-peer applications is that they3

are founded on unstructured overlay networks : the nodes participating in the system4

are linked without following a rigid and deterministic scheme, and the placement of the5

content is completely unrelated to the underlying topology. The most impressive effect6

of such scheme is visible in the search process. On the one hand, they provide a high7

expressive power of queries allowing to specify complex and keyword-based searches. On8

the other hand, the lookup process is inherently slightly efficient and scalable, ranging9

from brute force method, such as flooding, to random walks or expanding-ring time-to-10

live searches.11

In this chapter, we analyze the different approaches in unstructured systems con-12

cerning the degree of centralization they show: in other words, the focus becomes the13

presence of central entities and the role that they play in the system. In Section 3.1, we14

will present the partially centralized approach in which some centralized authority ex-15

ists, e.g., the directory service in the ancestor file-sharing client Napster [Napster-PROJ].16

Furthermore, Section 3.2 describes the purely decentralized class where no central points17

are present, like the first version of Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR]. At last, an hybrid solution,18

implemented in KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ] and the second version of Gnutella, is proposed19

in Section 3.3. For the sake of completeness, in Section 3.4 we will describe the loosely20

structured systems, in particular the most representative example Freenet [Clarke et al.,21

2000, 2002], that is a compromise between unstructured and structured (see Chapter 4)22

overlay networks.23
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3.1 Partially centralized1

A partially centralized system is characterized by the presence of a central server that2

facilitate the interaction between peers by maintaining directories of metadata, describ-3

ing the shared files and the users that store them. Although the end-to-end interaction4

and the data exchange may take place directly between nodes, the central entity is able5

to perform the lookup statements returning to the querying peer a list of nodes shar-6

ing the searched content. To better understand the presence of a mediator part, this7

kind of systems could be indicated with the expressions “peer-through-peer” or “broker8

mediated”. Such systems with the central server are simple and they operate quickly9

and efficiently for discovering information. Searches are comprehensive and they can10

provide guarantee in searches. On the other hand they are vulnerable to censorship and11

malicious attack. Because of central servers they have a single point of failure. They12

are not inherently scalable, because of limitations on the size of the database and its13

capacity to respond to queries. As central directories are not always updated, they have14

to be refreshed periodically.15

In the following, we will present the most famous exponent of such systems, namely16

Napster [Napster-PROJ], that has been the first widespread application of the peer-to-17

peer paradigm and the ancestor of all file-sharing systems.18

3.1.1 Napster19

Napster, originally created by Shawn Fanning in June 1999, was the first widely-used20

peer-to-peer music sharing service. Its technology allowed music fans to easily share21

MP3 format song files with each other, making a significant impact on how people used22

the Internet. The fame of Napster is due also to the legal fight versus the major recording23

companies that accuse it of massive copyright violations. As a consequence, after a failed24

appeal to the Ninth Circuit Court, an injunction was issued on March 5, 2001 ordering25

Napster to prevent the trading of copyrighted music on its network and, in July 2001, it26

shut down the network. Today Napster assumes the form of a on-line pay music service.27

From a technical point of view, Napster was composed by a directory server that28

contains a large database with available music files. A host connecting to the Napster29

directory server adds descriptions for all its music file to the database. Queries to the30

directory server can then be processed efficiently. To make good use of bandwidth31

the actual download takes place directly between the client and the host storing the32

file. Figure 3.1 shows the main steps that a user must perform in order to lookup and33

download a music song. Moreover, in the following we will present a detailed procedural34

description of a standard interaction scheme:35
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Figure 3.1: Napster client querying directory server and downloading file: a
user (Peer A) is looking for a Pearl Jam song specifying the query string “thumb-
ing pearl jam” to the directory server. It answers with the name of a set of re-
sources that satisfy the query, e.g., in the example the “Thumbing my way.mp3”
song and the address of peers that share them, e.g. the peer B. At last, peer A
contacts directly the owner of the file and starts a download process to gather
the resource.

1. The client tries to connect to the Napster directory server.1

2. The directory server accepts the connection.2

3. The client sends a query to the directory server describing the music file wanted.3

This could for example include the name of the song, the artist performing it or4

the name of the album where it resides.5

4. The directory server processes the query and sends a response, containing the hosts6

that have music files matching the query, back to the client.7

5. The client disconnects from the directory server.8

6. The client connects to one or more of the hosts that have the music file.9

7. Hopefully at least one of the hosts accepts the connection.10

8. The client requests the music file.11

9. The other host (or possibly hosts) respond by sending the music file.12

10. When the client has downloaded the file it disconnects.13

Even though the Napster’s protocol is inherently efficient because it relies to a central14

indexing repository, it suffers from scalability issues and from the presence of a single15

point of failure.16
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3.2 Purely Decentralized1

To counter the lack of reliability due to the presence of a single point of failure, the2

publishing and discovery of resources could be implemented in a fully decentralized3

manner instead of exploiting an indexing server. In a pure topology, all nodes have the4

same functionalities and the interaction between peers is not mediated by any centralized5

entity. It is worth underlining that the efficiency of the lookup process is adversely6

affected due to the complexity of searches. The most relevant example of such approach7

is the Gnutella system where peers, called servent because they acts both as server8

as well as client, use the flooding mechanism to retrieve the content. In the following9

section, we will describe in more detail the key elements of this protocol.10

3.2.1 Gnutella11

Gnutella is a file sharing network used primarily to exchange files in a completely dis-12

tributed manner. Since its origin in 2000, it has caught the interest of a vast population13

of users mostly attracted by the possibility of shares file for free. During the years,14

Gnutella has been the subject of a large amount of work intended not only to improve15

the protocol, but also to study the pattern of traffic generated and the dynamics of user16

relationships. In fact, Gnutella represents the first widespread pure peer-to-peer system17

reflecting the behavior of a self-organizing community of millions of users.18

In the original version of the protocol, each node plays the same functionalities,19

acting as a server that provide content and as client looking for it. From a technical20

point of view, each node, called servent, knows a set of neighbors which it is connected21

to in the overlay network. Gnutella uses IP as its underlying network service, while22

the communication between servents is specified in a form of application level protocol23

supporting five types of messages:24

Ping: used to actively discover hosts on the network. It is sent by a node joining the25

network to announce its presence. Ping messages are broadcasted to all reachable26

hosts.27

Pong: includes the address of a connected Gnutella servent and information regarding28

the amount of data it is making available to the network. The Pong messages are29

sent as response to an incoming Ping message.30

Query: it is the primary mechanism for searching the distributed network. A servent31

receiving a Query descriptor will respond with a QueryHit if a match is found32

against its local data set. A Query message contains a minimum speed field that33

represents the lower bound of connection speed a servent accepts, and a search34
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criteria field that is a string of keywords. Servents should only respond with files1

matching all keywords. Matching should be case insensitive.2

QueryHit: it represents the response to a Query message. This descriptor provides the3

recipient with enough information to acquire the data matching the corresponding4

Query.5

Push: it is a mechanism that allows a firewalled servent to contribute file-based data6

to the network.7

After joining the network by way of contacting a bootstrap node known in advance,8

for instance from a database like gnutellahosts.com, a peer needs to explore the network9

by means of sending a Ping message at any node it is connected to. The receiver nodes10

answer sending back a Pong message containing information about the peer and they11

propagate the message to their neighbors. Exploiting this broadcast mechanism, a peer12

is able to build a partial knowledge of the overlay network.13

Since in an unstructured system it is not possible to make assumptions regarding the14

placing of files, a nondeterministic approach to search is adopted. Like Ping/Pong mes-15

sages, a lookup request uses the flooding mechanism to explore the network forwarding16

at each step a Query message to its neighbors. When a peer receives a Query message17

containing the query string and some information about the minimal bandwidth that18

the servent accepts, it checks if local data satisfies the search criteria and, in the positive,19

it replies with a QueryHit message indicating the target file details. In the negative,20

the node forwards the query to its neighbors. Once a querying node receives a set of21

QueryHit messages, it selects the desired target file and initiates a download session22

directly with the peers storing the resource. In Figure 3.2 an illustrative example about23

the search and download process in a Gnutella network is presented.24

The response messages received are routed back along the same path through which25

the original request arrived. To limit the spread of messages through the network, each26

message header contains a time-to-live (TTL) field. At each hop, the value of this field is27

decremented, and when it reaches zero, the message is dropped. The above mechanism is28

implemented by assigning each message a unique identifier and equipping each host with29

a dynamic routing table of message identifiers and node addresses. Since the response30

messages contain the same ID as the original messages, the host checks its routing table31

to determine along which link the response message should be forwarded. In order to32

avoid loops, the nodes use the unique message identifiers to detect and drop duplicate33

messages, to improve efficiency, and preserve network bandwidth.34

This proposal is affected by some scalability issues. In fact, the use of the TTL35

effectively segments the network imposing the user to explore only a sub-part of the36

entire space. If the desired content stands beyond this limit it never be found. On37
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Figure 3.2: a user (Peer A) is looking for a Pearl Jam song specifying the query
string “thumbing pearl jam”. The Query message is routed to its neighbors (Peer
B) that does not hold a resource matching the search criteria. Peer B forwards
the Query search to its neighbors (peers C, D and E) following the classic
flooding scheme. Finally, peer E holds a useful item and it answers with a
QueryHit message with the information about the given file and its location.
Following the opposite path, the QueryHit reaches the querying peer A that is
able to starts a download session directly with the provider peer E.

the other hand, the absence of a limit could cause a wasteful control traffic making the1

network unusable. A number of approaches has been proposed to counter the scalability2

problem: in [Lv et al., 2002a] the flooding mechanism is replaced by a set of random walks3

where each node selects a node at random and forward the messages only to it. Using4

random walks combined with a proactive object replication scheme, the performance5

in terms of query resolution time, per-node query load and message traffic generated6

is significantly improved. Other solutions s been described in [Chawathe et al., 2003;7

Crespo and Garcia-Molina, 2002; Kalogeraki et al., 2002; Lv et al., 2002b; Xu et al.,8

2003; Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2002].9

3.3 Hybrid10

Many recent proposals adopt an hybrid approach in order to exploit the advantages of11

both centralized and pure topologies together with the aim to counter their drawbacks.12

These systems use the concept of supernodes that are nodes, dynamically assigned, able13

to serve a small subpart of the network by indexing and caching files contained therein.14

Usually, the supernode election criteria are based on the bandwidth and processing15

power provided: a supernode will be a high-capacity peer since it has to serve a set of16
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low-capacity leaf nodes.1

Supernodes index the files shared by peers connected to them, and proxy search re-2

quests on behalf of these peers. All queries are therefore initially directed to supernodes.3

Two major advantages of hybrid systems are that:4

• Discovery time is reduced in comparison with purely decentralized systems, while5

there still is no unique point of failure. If one or more supernodes go down, the6

nodes connected to them can open new connections with other supernodes, and7

the network will continue to operate.8

• The inherent heterogeneity of peer-to-peer networks is taken advantage of, and9

exploited. In a purely decentralized network, all of the nodes will be equally (and10

usually heavily) loaded, regardless of their CPU power, bandwidth, or storage11

capabilities. In hybrid systems, however, the supernodes will undertake a large12

portion of the entire network load, while most of the other (so called “normal”)13

nodes will be very lightly loaded in comparison [Lv et al., 2002b; Xu et al., 2003].14

In the field of research area, many studies have been performed addressing the design15

of, and searching techniques for, hybrid unstructured peer-to-peer networks [Yang and16

Garcia-Molina, 2001, 2002, 2003a]. Regarding real application, KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ]17

is a widespread instance of a hybrid file-sharing system. Unfortunately, due to the18

proprietary protocol, there are no details on its structure or a complete documentation19

regarding it. Another proposal comes from the modern Gnutella network, i.e. the version20

0.6 of the protocol, based on the concept of superpeers (see Section 3.3.1).21

3.3.1 Modern Gnutella protocol22

Originally, all Gnutella nodes were connected to each other randomly. On the one hand,23

it worked fine for users with broadband connections, but not for users with slow modems.24

On the other hand, the standard flooding mechanism could generate bad performance25

in query process due to forwarding traffic. These problems can be solved by organizing26

the network in a more structured form.27

The basic structure of Gnutella version 0.6 consists in a two-tier overlay where a set28

of interconnected ultrapeers forms the top-level overlay to which a large group of leaves29

are connected. Leaves never forward messages: they send queries to the ultrapeers and30

wait for a set of QueryHits matching the searching criteria. Otherwise, an ultrapeer31

acts as a proxy to the Gnutella network for the leaves connected to it. Ultrapeers are32

connected to each other and to regular Gnutella hosts. QueryHit messages return back33

to the querying user by reverse path forwarding. This ensures that only those servents34
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Figure 3.3: Peer A is looking for a Pearl Jam song specifying the query string
“thumbing pearl jam”. The Query message is routed to the responsible ultrapeer
that, because the leaf nodes connected to it do not store any interesting files,
forwards the message to the adjacent ultrapeers (in a flooding-based manner).
When a ultrapeer can answer positively to a query, it responds with a QueryHit
message that follows the opposite path until it reaches the querying peer A. At
last, the download phase can start directly with the node that holds the content.

that routed the Query message will get the returning QueryHit message. Therefore, a1

ultrapeer receives all QueryHit messages addressed to its leaves. Figure 3.3 shows an2

example of the lookup and download mechnisms of modern Gnutella protocol.3

Ultrapeers shield leaf nodes from almost all Ping and Query traffic. Mainly two4

suggested approaches of managing ultrapeers and leaf nodes have been proposed.5

Indexing: means that ultrapeers periodically send an indexing query to each leaf node6

and the leaf nodes respond with a message naming all shared files. The ultrapeer7

uses these to build an index of the leaf nodes, which is then checked when a query8

arrives.9

Bit vector matching: means that each leaf node constructs an array based hash table10

from words that causes matches for a certain shared resource. Stored in the hash11

table is simply a flag (or bit) indicating “present”. The bit vector is then sent to12

the ultrapeer. The ultrapeer can then check the words of an incoming query, by13

running them through the same hash function, and forward the query if the bit14

vector indicates that matching resources are present in the leaf node.15

Some of the benefits of bit vector matching is that the bit vector can be compressed and16
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has better support for incremental updates. It is easier to implement the hash check then1

to efficiently check an index. Ultrapeers communicate with other ultrapeers using the2

broadcast scheme initially presented by Gnutella. It is also possible to have ultrapeers3

perform additional levels of bit vector passing, creating several layers of ultrapeers, but4

this has not been implemented.5

3.3.2 FastTrack6

One of the newer and more innovative peer-to-peer architectures is the FastTrack net-7

work. It came as a solution to the problems that both Napster and Gnutella were facing.8

The FastTrack network is by nature a hybrid architecture, it is namely the cross between9

centralized and decentralized topologies. The FastTrack protocol is a proprietary archi-10

tecture, where rights to use the network has to be obtained through a company called11

Sherman Networks [Bergner, 2003]. Therefore, very little is known of the actual protocol12

used. Many attempts have been made to reverse engineer the FastTrack protocol. The13

most well known to date would be the giFT project , as they were the closest to finally14

cracking the protocol. FastTrack reacted by changing its encryption to the point where15

it was virtually impossible to reverse engineer. The work done by the giFT project ,16

however, was sufficient to give a rough outline of how the FastTrack protocol actually17

works, even if the information may now very well be outdated. The following section18

contains a description of the architecture used by all FastTrack clients.19

This technology uses two tiers of control in its network: the first tier is made up of20

clusters of ordinary nodes that log onto supernodes (ordinary machines with high-speed21

connection). As discussed previously, this sort of connection mimics the centralized22

topology. The second tier consists of only supernodes that are connected to one another23

in a decentralized fashion. The number of peers that can be designated as supernodes24

can vary from ten to several thousand. This is because these supernodes themselves are25

just ordinary nodes that can and will join or leave the network as they please. Therefore,26

the network is dynamic and always changing. In order to ensure the constant availability27

of the network, there exists a need for a dedicated peer (or several of these peers) that28

will monitor and keep track of the network. Such a peer is called a bootstrapping node29

[Kurose and Ross, 2002] and it should always be available online. When a FastTrack30

client, for example Kazaa [KaZaA-PROJ], is executed on a peer, it will first contact the31

bootstrapping node. The bootstrapping node will then determine if that particular peer32

qualifies to be a supernode. If it does, then it will be provided with some (if not all)33

IP addresses of other supernodes. If it qualifies to be only an ordinary peer, then the34

bootstrapping node will respond by providing the IP address of one of the supernodes.35

Certain FastTrack clients such as Kazaa use a method known as the Reputation36

System, where the reputation of a certain user is reflected by their participation level (a37
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number between 0 and 1,000) in the network. The longer the user stays connected to the1

network, the higher its participation level will be, which in turn means that it will be2

more favored in queuing policies and hence should receive better service. This is mainly3

to encourage users to share files and thus effectively reduce the number of free-riders on4

the network.5

Resource discovery is accomplished through the act of broadcasting between supern-6

odes. When a node from the second tier makes a query, it is first directed to its own7

supernode, which will in turn broadcast that same query to all other supernodes to which8

it is currently connected. This is repeated until the TTL of that query reaches zero.9

So, if for example, the TTL of a query is set to 7 and the average amount of nodes per10

supernode is 10, a FastTrack client is able to search 11 times more nodes on a FastTrack11

network as compared to Gnutella [Aitken et al., 2001]. This provides FastTrack clients12

with a much greater coverage and better search results.13

Each of the supernodes that received the query performs a search through its indexed14

database that contains information of all the files shared by its connected nodes. Once15

a match is found, a reply will be sent back following the same path the search query16

was propagated through until it reaches the original node that issued the query. This17

method of routing replies is similar to Gnutella scheme.18

3.4 Loosely Structured System19

Loosely structured systems represent a compromise between unstructured and structured20

approaches. Even though the location of content does not follow rigid rules like struc-21

tured systems nor it is completely unpredictable like unstructured ones, it is affected by22

routing hints. The defining characteristic of loosely structured systems is that the nodes23

of the peer-to-peer network can produce an estimate of which node is most likely to24

store certain content. This affords them the possibility of avoiding blindly broadcasting25

request messages to all (or a random subset) of their neighbors. Instead, they use a26

chain mode propagation approach, where each node makes a local decision about which27

node to send the request message to next [Androutsellis-Theotokis and Spinellis, 2004].28

The most valuable example of this class of networks is Freenet [Clarke et al., 2000, 2002]29

that will be described in the following section.30

3.4.1 Freenet31

Freenet [Clarke et al., 2000, 2002] is a collaborative virtual file system that allows the32

publication, replication and retrieval of data in a completely decentralized manner. The33
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focus is put on anonymity : in fact, the system guarantees anonymity of both authors1

and consumers of information. Furthermore, it ensures deniability for storers, resistance2

to attempts by third parties to deny access to content, an efficient dynamic storage and3

routing along with a decentralization of all network functionalities.4

In order to identify a resource, this approach make use of unique binary keys. Three5

type of keys are introduced:6

Keyword-Signed Key (KSK): this is the simplest type of key, which is derived from7

a short descriptive text string chosen by the user, e.g. /music/rock/Springsteen.8

The descriptive text string is used as the input to deterministically generate a9

public/private key pair, and the public half is then hashed to yield the data file10

key. The private half of the asymmetric key pair is used to sign the data file,11

thus, providing a minimal integrity check that a retrieved data file matches its12

data file key. The data file is also encrypted using the descriptive string itself as13

a key, so as to perform an explicit lookup protocol to access the contents of their14

data-stores. However, nothing prevents two users from independently choosing the15

same descriptive string for different files.16

Signed-Subspace Key (SSK): introduced to prevent collisions, it enables personal17

namespaces. The public namespace key and the descriptive string are hashed18

independently, XOR’ed together and hashed to yield the data file key. For retrieval,19

the user publishes the descriptive string together with the user subspaces public20

key. Storing data requires the private key, so that only the owner of a subspace21

can add files to it, and owners have the ability to manage their own namespaces.22

Content-Hash Key (CHK): used for updating and splitting of contents, it is de-23

rived from hashing the contents of the corresponding file, which gives every file a24

pseudo-unique data file key. Data files are also encrypted by a randomly gener-25

ated encryption key. For retrieval, the user publishes the content-hash key itself26

together with the decryption key. The CHK can also be used for splitting data files27

into multiple parts in order to optimize storage and bandwidth resources. This is28

done by inserting each part separately under a CHK and creating an indirect file29

or multiple levels of indirect files to point to the individual parts.30

Each Freenet node maintains its own local data store, that it makes available to31

the network for reading and writing, as well as a dynamic routing table containing the32

addresses of other nodes and the files they are thought to hold. To search for a file, the33

user sends a request message specifying the key and a timeout (hops-to-live) value. The34

Freenet protocol is based on the following messages:35

- Data Insert: a node inserts new data in the network. A key and the actual data36

are included.37
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- Data Request: a request for a certain file. The key of the file requested is also1

included.2

- Data Reply: a reply initiated when the requested file is located. The actual file is3

also included in the reply message.4

- Data Failed: a failure to locate a file. The location of the failure and the reason5

are also included.6

In order to retrieve a file, a user must first obtain its binary file key. Subsequently,7

it sends a Data Request message to his own node specifying the given key and the hops-8

to-live value. When a node receives a request, it checks if the content is available locally9

and, if positive, it returns back along with the information about the source of data. In10

the case the file is not found, the node lookups in the routing table the nearest key to11

the requested key and it forwards the message to the corresponding node. If the request12

is successful and the data reaches the requester node, the protocol caches the file in13

the data store and accordingly modifies its routing table. If a node cannot forward a14

request to its preferred downstream node because the target is down or a loop would15

be created, the node having the second nearest key will be tried, then the third-nearest,16

and so on. If a node runs out of candidates to try, it reports failure back to its upstream17

neighbor, which will then try its second choice, and so on. If the hops-to-live limit is18

exceeded, a Data failure message is spread back to the original requestor stopping the19

active search process. It is worth noting that the routing protocol is designed to improve20

its performance over time, due to two main reasons: (1) nodes should come to specialize21

in locating sets of similar keys, (2) nodes should become similarly specialized in storing22

clusters of files having similar keys. In fact, forwarding a request successfully will result23

in the node itself gaining a copy of the requested file, and most requests will be for24

similar keys, the node will mostly acquire files with similar keys.25

In Figure 3.4 is depicted the scheme of a typical searching and retrieving process.26

The user initiates a data request at peer A, which forwards the request to peer B, and27

then forwards it to peer C. Peer C is unable to contact any other peer and returns a28

backtracking failed request message to peer B. Peer B tries its second choice, peer E,29

which forwards the request to peer F , which then delivers it to peer B. Peer B detects30

the loop and returns a backtracking failure message. Peer F is unable to contact any31

other peer and backtracks one step further back to peer E. Peer E forwards the request32

to its second choice, peer D, which has the data. The data is returned from peer D,33

via peers E, B and A. The data is cached in peers E, B and A, therefore, it creates a34

routing short-cut for the next similar queries.35

When a new item has to be inserted, firstly, a user calculates the corresponding36

binary file key. Thereafter, the insertion process follows a parallel strategy with respect37
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Figure 3.4: A typical request sequence in Freenet.

to requests. In fact, the user sends a Data Insert message to its own node containing the1

file key and the hops-to-live value that points out the number of nodes in which the file2

will be stored. When a node receives an insert message, it checks if the corresponding3

key is stored locally and, if positive, returns the file to the sender that knows that a4

collision has been caught. If negative, the node forwards the message to the node with5

the key closest to the insertion one. A possible collision is routed back to the original6

node. On the contrary, if the hops-to-live horizon is reached without any collision, the7

insertion process is completed successfully. An interesting mechanism to avoid security8

issues allows any node along the way to unilaterally decide to change the insert message9

to claim itself or another arbitrarily-chosen node as the data source.10

Of course, a storage system has to deal with the problem of finite storage capacity.11

Each node Freenet decides a quota of disk space to build the local datastore. Moreover,12

a Least Recently Used (LRU) policy is adopted as replacement scheme: when a new file13

arrives which would cause the datastore to exceed the designed size, the least recently14

used files are deleted to make sufficient space. Accordingly, a file in Freenet is not15

permanent because, if not accessed, the data management process could be automatically16

delete each cached replica from the network.17

To summarize, Freenet provides the following valuable properties:18

- Nodes tend to specialize in searching for similar keys over time, as they get queries19

from other nodes for similar keys.20

- Nodes store similar keys over time, due to the caching of files as a result of successful21

queries.22

- Similarity of keys does not reflect similarity of files.23

- Routing does not reflect the underlying network topology.24
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Chapter 41

Structured Overlay Networks2

In the previous chapter we have introduced the key concepts concerning the unstruc-3

tured overlay networks like Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR] or KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ]. In order4

to counter the shortcomings of this approach and, firstly the scalability and efficiency5

troubles inherent in systems based on flooding, a great number of structured network6

proposals have been introduced in the last years. In a structured overlay network the7

topology is tightly controlled and the content is not placed at random peers but at spec-8

ified locations that will make further searches more efficient. The core service that these9

networks provide is a location independent key-based routing. In other words, given a10

message that is relayed to an unique virtual identifier id, the overlay is able to route11

the message to the ultimate destination dest(id) that is relayed to the id value in a12

protocol-dependent manner. On top of this core service a number of high-level services13

such as Distributed Hash Table (DHT), point-to-point communication or one-to-many14

communications such as multicast [Castro et al., 2002a; IEEE, 2003] or broadcast [Alima15

et al., 2003b; El-Ansary et al., 2003], object replication and caching can be implemented.16

Firstly, in this chapter we will introduce a general framework [Alima et al., 2004] able17

to describe the common characteristics shared by the various and fragmented proposals18

concerning structured overlays (see Section 4.1). Afterwards, in Section 4.2 the concept19

of a distributed hash table will be presented along with some basic approaches, e.g.,20

Chord [Stoica et al., 2001a], Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a], CAN [Ratnasamy21

et al., 2001] and Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières, 2002]. At last, Section 4.8 and22

Section 4.9 will describe respectively the main challenges in using DHTs and the most23

relevant security threats that such systems enclose.24
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4.1 Key concepts1

Several are the structured overlay networks proposed in literature in the last years and,2

presumably, others will be introduced in the future. Instead of presenting a comprehen-3

sive description of every approach, the effort shifts towards the definition of a framework4

able to identify the common aspects of structured overlays and foster a better compre-5

hension of them. The framework suggested is based on the work in [Alima et al., 2004].6

A mindful analysis of most of the existing structured overlays argues the presence of7

at least two common properties:8

Logarithmic diameter: one of the most important characteristic of all existing pro-9

posals is the ability of guarantee a logarithmic diameter even in very large-scale10

networks. The performance of a lookup, in term of number of hops performed,11

demonstrates a logarithmic behavior in the number of the nodes. Typically, the12

routing table at each peer is either of logarithmic or constant size.13

Stabilization: peer-to-peer systems shows a very high dynamism in peers joining and14

leaving. To cope with this uncontrolled effect a structured overlay network must15

provide a mechanism to guarantee the correctness of routing procedure in an au-16

tomatic and self-maintaining way. In this direction, some practical maintenance17

schemes have to be properly implemented.18

In the rest of this section, the focus shifts to the definition of the key steps in design-19

ing structured overlay networks: (1) identifier space construction, (2) peers and items20

mapping and (3) id-based routing and lookup procedures identification.21

4.1.1 The identifier space and the proximity metric22

Firstly, the design of a structured system involves the definition of a Identifier Space,23

that we denote with I throughout the document. The choice of the identifier set I is24

guided by several reasons:25

Addressing: the identifier space I represents the set of keys used to identify unam-26

biguously the resources and the nodes in the overlay. In other words, every node27

and every resource hold an identifier selected within the space I.28

Scalability: in order to handle a large amount of resources the identifier space I must29

be very large. Typically, the size |I| = N , where N represents the number of nodes30

in the system, follows the law O(kd), with k ≥ 2 and some large positive integer31

d� 0. Thereafter, given k, the identifier space dimension grows exponentially.32
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Location-Independent Communication: the virtual identifier space I allows the1

peers to communicate with each other independently from the real position in the2

network.3

Let us introduce a distance function σ : I × I → <, where < denotes the set of real4

numbers. It is required that σ satisfies at least the following relations:5

1. ∀x, y : x, y ∈ I : σ(x, y) ≥ 06

2. ∀x : x ∈ I : σ(x, x) = 07

3. ∀x, y : x, y ∈ I : σ(x, y) = 0⇒ x = y8

In the cases where it is possible, the function σ satisfies also the following two properties:9

4. ∀x, y : x, y ∈ I : σ(x, y) = σ(y, x)10

5. ∀x, y, z : x, y, z ∈ I : σ(x, z) = σ(x, y) + σ(y, z)11

In the case where σ function satisfies all the properties described above, we have that12

(I, σ) is a metric space. Anyway, in general this is not the case and we have a pseudo-13

metric space where the first three properties are valid while the last two are optional.14

The closeness metric σ has two purposes:15

• Clustering of resources around peers : typically, a generic resource r will be man-16

aged by the peer whose virtual identifier is the closest to the identifier of r.17

• Routing message: the identifiers are exploited to routing the messages to respon-18

sible peer.19

4.1.2 Nodes and items mapping20

Each node participating in the system receives a virtual identifier id, selected from the21

I set. As shown in Figure 4.1, a function F1 maps the nodes onto the identifier space.22

To implement this mapping, each peer p can have some unique attribute that can be23

exploited in several ways. The typical approach is to use a hash function such as SHA-1:24

the main advantage is that it gives a uniform distribution on the identifier space. It is25

worth noting that in some cases, e.g. in order to make ad-hoc topologies that guarantee26

load balancing or physical proximity, the uniformity property is not necessary and we27

want to cluster the peers in some specific manner.28
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Figure 4.1: Key steps in implementing a generic structured overlay network.

The scenario depicts the identifier space as partitioned into subparts that are man-1

aged by peers. This partition is achieved by means of a mapping function that build2

a correspondence between each identifier and a set of responsible peers. The fact that3

several peers are responsible for a single resource is intended to improve the performance4

and the fault-tolerance of the system. More formally, let P ⊆ I denote the identifiers of5

the peers at a specific point in time. A function mP : I ⇒ 2P transforms an identifier6

in a subset of peers that are responsible for that id. Therefore, at any moment, every7

peer manages a subset of the identifiers following the relation rP : P ⇒ 2I , where rP is8

defined by rP (p) = {i ∈ I : mP (i) = p}.9

An analogue step is performed in order to map every resource in an identifier (see10

F2 in Figure 4.1). In addition to a hash function, a quite widespread way to map the11

resources is according to the lexicographical order. A logical closeness of the resources12

makes it easier to find similar objects, in spite of the loss of a uniform key distribution.13

When both the resources and the nodes have been mapped within the identifier space,14

the peers’ identifiers can be used to generate the overlay network following some linking15

strategies. The structure created is a graph where the nodes are peers and the outgoing16

edges represent the routing pointers that each node has to store in order to forward17

the messages to the proper destination. Usually, a structured overlay network ensures18

a logarithmic diameter in respect to the overall number of peers in the network. This19

property is related to the size of the routing table that is determined in function of the20

cardinality of I.21

Another important decision step is the strategy to maintain the overlay network. In-22

deed, this choice has a significant impact in the bandwidth consumption that is, doubt-23

less, one of the critical resources in the context of emerging peer-to-peer technologies.24
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In the following, we discuss some of the existing techniques for maintaining structured1

overlay networks:2

Periodic stabilization: the proposed strategy consists of running, periodically, sepa-3

rate routines in order to correct routing information that peers store. For instance,4

it is performed in systems such as Chord [Stoica et al., 2001a], CAN [Ratnasamy5

et al., 2001] and Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a].6

Each peer, from time to time, checks its neighborhoods to detect some changes7

in the environs of the monitored peer. This technique has the evident advantage8

that the changes can be detected very quickly. In any case, the overhead in the9

bandwidth consumption can be very high, especially in periods of low dynamism.10

Adaptive stabilization: to overcome the inherent drawback of the cost of stabilization11

in slightly dynamic environments, the adaptive approach considers a rate depend-12

ing on some observed conditions or system parameters [Mahajan et al., 2003].13

Anyhow, it is not so clear which strategy to pursue for selecting what parameters14

are the best and, above all, how to manage the system monitoring in a large scale15

and highly dynamic environment.16

Correction-on-use: the idea is to take advantage of the use of the overlay network17

in order to let it self-organize in face of changes [Alima et al., 2003a]. When a18

peer joins the system it receives an approximate routing information that becomes19

more precise over time with the active use of the system. The authors show that20

if the ratio of the traffic injected is high enough, the overlay converges to a valid21

configuration.22

Correction-on-change: whenever a change is detected, all peers that depend on the23

peer where the change occurred are corrected [A. Ghodsi and Haridi, 2003]. A peer24

p is dependent on another peer p′ if and only if peer p′ should be in the routing25

table of peer p in a stable configuration.26

4.1.3 Key-based routing and lookup27

In client-server systems the lookup process can be managed via centralized indexes stored28

in the server side: the query is directed to the server that provides an answer to the client.29

As described in Chapter 3, in an unstructured peer-to-peer system the search requests30

are forwarded to peer’s neighborhoods, e.g. the flooding mechanism in the Gnutella31

[Gnutella-PTR] protocol. In both the previous cases, the string queries contain some32

key terms mapping the user’s desires. The easiness inherent to search process correspond33

to a heavy traffic generated by the volume of the queries, especially in an unstructured34

system like Gnutella. For instance, the flooding mechanism will replicate the messages35
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for all neighbors in every routing step. In this way, we can observe the horizon, i.e. the1

set of nodes that receives at the same time a query message, in other words, the peers2

that are equally distant in the searching path, that in a very few steps, even just six3

or seven, can reach the entire peers’ population. Notwithstanding the heavy traffic, in4

the majority of the file sharing applications such technique is very useful: even in the5

presence of an incomplete query string, the nodes with resources similar to the requested6

ones will answer.7

On the contrary, in a structured overlay network a query contains the exact key the8

user is looking for. The query is forwarded across the network until it reaches the peers9

responsible for the given key. The structured overlays do not support directly textual10

searches, even if it can be implemented on top of the overlay level [Reynolds and Vahdat,11

2003].12

The routing strategies is implemented in different manners depending on the system13

selected, nevertheless there is a set of common task summarized below:14

1. Identifier generation.15

2. Forwarding the message containing the key to the responsible nodes concerning16

to the strategy implemented in the overlay (in many approaches, the numerically17

closest to the identifier).18

3. Successive approaching steps towards the destination by means of forwarding chain19

[Stoica et al., 2001a] or the return of the subsequent node in the path [Maymounkov20

and Mazières, 2002].21

4. Convergence of the algorithm and achievement of the desired information.22

4.2 Distributed Hash Table: some existing propos-23

als24

Distributed Hash Tables (DTHs) represent the most famous class of structured overlay25

networks. They are systems in which (key, value) pairs are stored and retrieved in a26

fully distributed manner. In the remaining of this chapter, we will outline some existing27

proposals such as Chord [Stoica et al., 2001a], Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a],28

Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières, 2002] and CAN [Ratnasamy et al., 2001].29
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4.3 Chord1

Chord [Stoica et al., 2001a] is probably the most famous proposal in the field of Dis-2

tributed Hash Table (DHT) systems. It mainly provides a function that maps a key3

in a node. Depending on the application that takes advantage of the Chord layer, the4

node responsible can store a value related to key. Generally, a node stores a set of pairs5

< key, value > regarding the keys it is responsible for.6

Chord is intended to address the following intricate problems:7

Load balance: the algorithm provides a natural degree of load-balancing due to the8

hash function exploited that spreads uniformly the keys over the nodes.9

Decentralization: the approach is fully distributed where every peer has the same10

functionalities increasing the robustness of the system.11

Scalability: the lookup function is logarithmic in the number of nodes, it enables the12

management of very large systems.13

Availability: the algorithm adapts automatically its routing tables when a new node14

joins the system or it fails. This ensures that a node responsible for a key is always15

to be found, leaving out the failures of the underlying network.16

Flexible naming: the structure of the keys is completely flat providing a high flexibility17

on the mapping names-keys.18

Basically, the Chord library provides two functionalities:19

1. lookup(key): given a key the lookup function returns the IP address of the node20

responsible for it.21

2. Notifies the applications regarding changes in keys that the node is responsible for.22

Several applications can be built on top of the Chord layer like cooperative mirroring,23

time-shared storage, distributed indexes, large scale combinatorial search and so on.24

4.3.1 Consistent hashing25

The consistent hash function assigns a m-bit identifier at each node and key using a base26

hashing function like SHA-1 [sha, 1995]. The node’s identifier is calculated, generally,27

as the hash of the IP address or the cryptographic public key of the node. Similarly, the28

identifier of a key is generated via the hash of the key. It is worth to underline that the29
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Figure 4.2: Example of consistent hashing: in a the system (m = 3) containing
three active nodes, we insert the keys k1 = 1, k2 = 2 and k3 = 6 respectively in
the nodes 1, in fact successor(1) = 1, 3 since successor(2) = 3 and 0, in fact
successor(6) = 0.

size of m is a very impressive parameter in order to ensure a negligible probability of1

collisions. Exploiting the consistent hashing, the identifiers are ordered in a ring modulo2

2m. Let us define the concept of successor :3

Definition 4.1 The successor of a given key k, denoted by successor(k), is the node4

characterized by the identifier equal to or immediately subsequent to the identifier of k.5

If the identifiers are represented as a ring of numbers from 0 to 2m − 1, then the6

successor(k) is the first node clockwise from k. In the Figure 4.2, we describe a system7

with m = 3. The ring is composed by three nodes, i.e. nodes 0, 1 and 3. Since the8

successor of the key 1 is the node 1, this key is therein stored. Similarly, key 6 is inserted9

into the node 0, whereas the key 2 into the node 3.10

One of the most important property of the consistent hashing is the ability of min-11

imizing disruption in the case of joining or leaving a node. When a node n joins the12

network, some keys that were previously assigned to n’s successor become assigned to n.13

Conversely, when a node leaves the system all resources are reassigned to n’s successor.14

These are the only operations that we have to manage joining and leaving nodes.15

Moreover, consistent hashing functions show the following meaningful property [Karger16

et al., 1997]: For any set of N nodes and K keys, with high probability:17

1. Each node is responsible for at most (1 + ε) · K
N

keys18

2. When a node joins or leaves the network, O(K
N

) keys change the responsibility19

value.20
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If the consistent hashing is implemented as described above, we can prove [Karger et al.,1

1997] that a bound of ε = O(logN) exists.2

4.3.2 Key location3

In this section we focus on the implementation of the lookup function in Chord, with4

particular attention to the state a peer must maintain in order to correctly find the5

responsible node for a given key. A very simple strategy is to store only one’s own6

node successor in the ring. Of course, the inefficiency of this scheme is glaring: in the7

worse case it can require traversing the entire N nodes. In order to speed up the lookup8

process, Chord maintains this additional information:9

finger table: a sort of routing table with (at most) m entries, where m is the number10

of bits of the identifiers . The ith element of the table at node n contains the first11

node, namely s, that succeeds n by at least 2i−1 on the ring, with 1 ≤ i ≤ m. In12

other words, s = successor(n+2i−1). We call node s the ith finger of node n. The13

first finger of a node called the successor of n.14

Each entry in the finger table contains these fields:15

• finger[k].start: n+ 2k−1 mod 2m, with 1 ≤ k ≤ m16

• .interval: [finger[k].start, finger[k + 1].start)17

• .node: first node ≥ n.finger[k].start18

• successor: the next node in the ring, that is finger[1].node19

• predecessor: the previous node in the ring20

The scheme depicted has some important consequences:21

• Each node stores information about a small fraction of nodes, moreover, it knows22

more about peers closer in the ring rather than about nodes farther away.23

• Generally, a finger table does not contain enough information to identify the suc-24

cessor of a generic key k25

In the case node n does not know the successor of an arbitrary key k, i.e. the node26

responsible for the key, the routing protocol has to be performed. The main idea is27

that a node that has an identifier closer than n to the key k, will know more about the28
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Figure 4.3: Finger tables and key locations for a network with nodes 0, 1 and
3, and keys 1, 2 and 6. The diagram shows the routing path created when the
peer 3 generates a lookup for the key 1.

node responsible for k. Therefore, n searches in the finger table the node j with the1

immediately previous identifier of k, and asks it about the node it knows to be closest2

to k. Repeating this strategy, the node n learns some information about nodes closer3

and closer to k.4

Figure 4.3 depicts an illustrative example where node 3 wants to find the node re-5

sponsible for key 1. Since key 1 belongs to the circular interval [7,3), the node contacts6

the peer in the third line of your finger table, i.e. the node 0. Similarly, key 1 in the7

finger table at node 0 belongs to the interval [1,2), then the next node to contact is the8

node 1, i.e. the node responsible for the searched key.9

From the scheme described above follows the succeeding theorem:10

Theorem 4.2 With high probability the number of nodes that must be contacted to find11

a successor in an N-node network is O(logN).12

The formal proof of the proposition is out of the scope of this thesis, the reader can find13

it in [Stoica et al., 2001a].14
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4.3.3 Node join1

A peer-to-peer system is characterized by a high dynamics: peers join and leave the2

system frequently and in an unpredictable manner. In a similar context, the main3

challenge is to protect the ability of the system to locate every key. In order to hit the4

mark, Chord holds true such invariants:5

1. Each node’s successor is correctly maintained.6

2. For each key k, the node responsible for k corresponds to the successor(k).7

It is possible to demonstrate that in an N-Chord network will use O(log2N) messages8

to re-establish the Chord routing invariants and finger tables [Stoica et al., 2001b].9

However, in order to simplify the joining procedure, the protocol maintains a predecessor10

pointer that is used to navigate the ring counterclockwise.11

The strong assumption in Chord joining procedure is that the node n must know at12

least an existing node n′ in the ring. When a new node joins the network, the protocol13

specifies the following task to perform:14

1. Initialize the predecessor and the fingers of node n. The peer n asks n′ to look15

them up.16

2. Update the fingers and the predecessor regarding the addition of n. In fact, the17

node has to be added in the finger tables of some existing nodes: the algorithm18

starts with the ith finger of node n walking counterclockwise on the ring until it19

reaches a node whose ith finger comes first n.20

3. Transferring keys. Once the node n is entered in the system, it is necessary to21

move responsibility for all the keys for which n is now the successor.22

Figure 4.4(a) shows the snapshot of the ring when the node 6 joins the system. It is23

worth noting that such algorithm is valid for non concurrent joinings. On the contrary,24

in a peer-to-peer system characterized by a high turn over and dynamism on peers on-off25

time, we need to deal with a massive parallel joining of nodes, along with the problems26

regarding the failure and the voluntary leave of peers. The stabilization procedure27

described in the next section is intended to resolve these significant issues.28

4.3.4 Stabilization procedure29

Every node in a Chord ring runs the stabilization function periodically in order to30

keep node’s successor pointers up to date and to ensure the correctness of the lookup31
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(a) Join of node 6 (b) Leave of node 1

Figure 4.4: Finger tables and key locations after a join and leave procedures.

operation. When a node n runs the stabilize function, it asks n’s successor in order1

to know his predecessor, namely p, and it decides if p can be a valid successor for n.2

This situation could be the case if the node p recently joined the system. Moreover,3

this function also notifies the n’successor of its existence, providing to the successor the4

possibility to change its predecessor to n. The successor does this replacement only in5

the circumstance that it knows no closer predecessor than n.6

As a simple example, suppose node n joins the system, and its identifier stands7

between nodes np and ns. n would acquire ns as its successor. Node ns, when notified8

by n, would acquire n as its predecessor. When np runs stabilize, it will ask ns for its9

predecessor (which is now n); np would then acquire n as its successor. Finally, np will10

notify n, and n will acquire np as its predecessor. At this point, all predecessor and11

successor pointers are correct.12

It is possible to demonstrate [Stoica et al., 2001a,b] that in a stable network with N13

nodes, the lookups still take O(logN) time with high probability in front of a set of up to14

N nodes joins the network with no finger pointers, but with correct successor pointers.15

Another meaningful situation is represented by a node failure: when a peer n fails,16

nodes whose finger tables contain n need to know the n’successor in order to correctly17

update its state. For the purpose of simplifing this procedure, each Chord node maintains18

a successor list of its r nearest successors on the ring. If a node n becomes aware that19

its successor has failed, it replaces the node with the first alive successor present in the20

successor’s list. In this manner, node n can forward lookup messages for keys for which21
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the failed node was responsible for, to the new successor. Moreover, the stabilization1

procedure will adjust finger table and successor list entries that previously pointed to2

the failed node.3

4.4 Pastry4

Pastry acts as a generic peer-to-peer object location and routing scheme, based on a5

self-organizing overlay network of nodes connected to the Internet [Rowstron and Dr-6

uschel, 2001a]. The properties of fault-resilience, scalability, reliability, full distribution7

and routing dependent on locality of peers, make Pastry a complete substrate for the8

construction of a variety of peer-to-peer applications like global file sharing, file storage,9

group communication and naming systems.10

Every node that participates in a Pastry overlay receives an identifier when it reaches11

the system. Such identifier, namely nodeId, is a sequence of 128 bit generated randomly12

that represents a position in a circular space consisting of nodes with id between 0 and13

2128−1. An important assumption is that the identifiers have to be distributed uniformly14

within the nodeId space: they could be calculated, for instance, applying a cryptographic15

hash of the nodes public key or its IP address. As in Chord, the randomness gives rise16

to the observation that adjacent nodes are probably different in geography, ownership17

and jurisdiction.18

Seeing nodeIds and keys as a sequence of digits with base 2b (b is a configuration19

parameter that usually is equal to 4), the main idea behind Pastry is to route messages20

to the node whose nodeId is numerically closest to the desired key. In each routing21

step, a node normally forwards the message to a node whose nodeId shares with the22

key a prefix that is at least one digit (or b bits) longer than the prefix that the key23

shares with the present nodes id. If no such node is known, the message is forwarded24

to a node whose nodeId shares a prefix with the key as long as the current node, but25

is numerically closer to the key than the present nodes id. In a network with N nodes,26

Pastry can reach a node responsible for a given key in less than
⌈
logb

2(N)
⌉

steps under27

normal system configuration.28

4.4.1 Model the state of a Pastry node.29

In order to perform the protocol functionalities, each node Pastry maintains three data30

structures (see the Figure 4.5):31

Routing table R: composed by dlog2bNe rows, each of them contains 2b − 1 entries.32
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Figure 4.5: State of a hypothetical Pastry node with nodeId 10233102, b=2,
and l=8. The shaded cell in each row of the routing table shows the correspond-
ing digit of the present nodes nodeId. The nodeIds in each entry have been split
in three parts [common prefix with 10233102 - next digit - rest of nodeId] (e.g.
1-1-301233 means that the common prefix is the digit 1, the next digit is 1 and
that the rest of the nodeId is 301233).

Every entry at row n refers to a node whose nodeId shares the first n digits with1

the considered node, but whose (n + 1)th digit has one of other possible values.2

Each entry contains also the IP address corresponding to the nodeID.3

Leaf set L: this structure is logically split into two parts that contain respectively the4

|L|
2

numerically closest to the larger nodeIds, and the |L|
2

numerically closest to the5

smaller nodeIds in respect to the considered node. The leaf set is used during the6

routing protocol and, generally, the value of L is 2b.7

Neighborhood set M : stores the nodeIds and the IP addresses of the |M | nodes that8

are closest to the considered node with respect to a proximity metric. A common9

value for M is 2× 2b.10

4.4.2 Routing11

The routing scheme in Pastry belongs to the family of key-based routing since the for-12

warding strategy depends on the value of the key to be found along with the nodeIds of13

the existing nodes.14

Let k be the key in a lookup message. If k falls within the range of nodeIds covered15

by the leaf set, the message is forwarded directly to the destination node, namely the16
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Figure 4.6: Example of the Pastry routing procedure.

node in the leaf set whose nodeId is closest to the key (possibly the local node). On the1

contrary, if the key is not covered by the leaf set, the message is forwarded to a node2

that shares a common prefix with the key by at least one more digit. This information3

is extracted from the routing table. In certain cases, it is possible that the appropriate4

entry in the routing table is empty or the associated node is not reachable, so the message5

is forwarded to a node that shares a prefix with the key at least as long as the local6

node, but numerically closer to the key. Figure 4.6 depicts an example in which the7

node 65A1FC is looking for the key D46A1C in a typical Pastry ring.8

This routing procedure always converges, because each step takes the message to a9

node that, regarding the nodeId of the local node, either:10

• shares a longer prefix,11

• shares as long a prefix with, but is numerically closer to the key.12

Performance studies concerning the routing procedure show that the expected num-13

ber of routing steps is dlog2bNe, assuming accurate routing tables and no recent node14

failures.15

4.4.3 Node join16

When a new node wants to join the system, it needs to initialize its state and inform17

the other peers of its presence. The assumption is that the incoming node knows at18

least a bootstrap node A in the living Pastry ring that is near to X according to the19

proximity metric. Let X be the nodeID of the new node: X then asks A to route a20
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specific join message. As any message, the routing protocol forward the message to the1

existing node, namely Z, whose nodeID is numerically closest to X.2

In response to the join message, all nodes met in the path from A to Z send their3

routing table, leaf and neighborhood sets to X. Therefore, the incoming node updates4

their state depending on the information received, moreover, it can request additional5

knowledge regarding other nodes. At last, X notifies any nodes about its arrival in order6

that they can correctly update their state.7

Since node A is assumed to be in proximity to the new node X, A’s neighborhood8

set is exploited to initialize X’s neighborhood set. Moreover, Z has the closest existing9

nodeId to X, thus its leaf set is the basis for X’s leaf set. Let’s consider the general case10

in which X and A do not share any common prefix: the row X0 is initialized with the11

values present in the row A0. In fact, since these values do not share any prefix with A,12

for transitivity, they do not have any prefix in common also with X. Otherwise, the row13

X1 is generated by the row B1, where B is the first node encountered along the routing14

path. In general, the row Mi, where M is the ith node across the routing path, concurs15

to initialize the row Xi of the incoming node.16

Furthermore, the leaf set of the node X is built from the leaf set of Z, since Z is17

the node numerically closest to X, and the neighborhood set derives from the node A18

whereas it was selected on the base of a proximity criterion. At last, X sends a copy19

of its state to each node present in the neighborhood and leaf set, and in the routing20

table, so as they can update their state in function of the new arrival. The cost of the21

join procedure, in terms of the number of messages exchanged, is O(log2bN) [Rowstron22

and Druschel, 2001a].23

It is worth noting that Pastry uses an optimistic approach to face the problem of24

concurrent joins and leaves. If the number of arrivals and departure of nodes affect only25

a small fraction of the overall nodes, this optimistic approach can be valid. In order26

to manage this problem, Pastry attaches a timestamp to each message containing state27

information exchanged between nodes.28

4.4.4 Node leave29

In the case a node fails or leaves the system voluntary, it is necessary to update the state30

of nodes that maintain references to inactive peers. Each Pastry’s node periodically sends31

a message in order to check the state of nodes in the leaf set. To replace a failed node in32

the leaf set, its neighbors in the nodeId space contacts the live node with the largest index33

on the side of the failed node, and asks that node for its leaf table. From the received34

information, that probably will be overlapped with the leaf set of the answering node,35

the peer will select the most appropriate one, verifying that it is alive. This procedure36
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guarantees a valid solution unless
⌊
|L|
2

⌋
nodes with adjacent ids fails contemporary: this1

condition is very unlikely due to the property of nodeIDs generation.2

The failure of a node that appears in the routing table of another node is detected3

when that node attempts to contact the failed node and there is no response. To repair4

a failed routing table entry Rd
l , a node contacts first the node referred to another entry5

of the same row, namely Ri
l with i 6= d. In the case that none of the entries in row l have6

a pointer to a live node with the appropriate prefix, the node next contacts an entry in7

the next row, viz Ri
l+1 with i 6= d. This procedure is likely able to find a valid substitute8

in routing table if it exists.9

Even though the neighborhood set is not directly used in routing decisions, it is10

important to maintain it up to date in order to take advantage of proximity information.11

For this purpose, each node tries to contact the nodes in neighborhood set periodically12

to see if they are still alive. If a node does not respond, the peer asks other members for13

their neighborhood set and, calculated the distance of each of the new nodes, it updates14

its table consequently.15

4.4.5 Exploiting locality16

The concept of network proximity is based on a scalar proximity metric, like the number17

of IP routing hops or a geographic distance. To compute this distance estimation some18

network services such as traceroute or Internet subnet maps could be used. We suppose19

that each application on top of Pastry overlay implements this function depending on our20

selected metric and that a smaller value corresponds to a more desirable condition. In21

[Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a], the authors underline that the proximity space should22

be Euclidean, i.e. between Pastry’s nodes should hold the triangulation inequality.23

Indeed, several metrics, for instance the number of IP routing hops in the Internet, are24

not euclidean: this does not impact the basic routing protocol, but it affects the Pastry’s25

locality properties.26

In order to improve the efficiency of the routing protocol, it is necessary to hold true27

the property that each entry in a generic row of the routing table contains the most28

nearest nodes (depending on the proximity metric selected) in respect to all possible29

nodes that share the same common prefix. Assuming that this property is valid in an30

existing network, it is possible to demonstrate that the joining of a new node maintains31

it true [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a].32

Even though the Pastry’s routing algorithm does not ensure the discovery of the33

minimal path, it selects a good route in terms of the proximity metric selected. This is34

useful in applications such as storage management, e.g. PAST [Druschel and Rowstron,35
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2001; Rowstron and Druschel, 2001b], because retrieving a file from a nearby node1

minimizes client latency and network load.2

4.4.6 Pastry API3

The Pastry software can be viewed as an Application Programming Interface(API) that4

provides basic functionalities to the applications on a higher level. It provides these5

operations:6

nodeId = pastryInit(Credentials, Application): initializes the state of the local7

node, joining an existing ring or creating a new one. The Credential parameter8

gives the application-specific credentials in order to authenticate the node. The9

Application is a handle to the application that exploits Pastry API.10

route(msg,key): routes the given message to the node with nodeId numerically closest11

to the key.12

Applications layered on top of Pastry can furnish these functionalities:13

deliver(msg,key): called when a message is received and the local nodeId is the nu-14

merically closest in respect to all living nodes.15

forward(msg,key,nextId): called before the forwarding to nextId, allowing the ap-16

plication to modify the message or the next hop, or else to break the routing17

procedure.18

newLeafs(leafSet): called whenever a change in the leaf set happens.19

4.5 Kademlia20

One of the most promising protocols in the field of distributed hash table systems is21

doubtless Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières, 2002]. Due to its simplicity and ef-22

ficiency it has been applied in recent file sharing applications such as Emule [Kulbak23

and Bickson, 2005], RevConnect [RevConnect-PROJ] or Overnet. A key reason for its24

success is that it shows a number of desirable features not simultaneously offered by any25

previous peer-to-peer system.26

A node in Kademlia is represented by a 160-bit identifier shaping a key space I ≡ 2160.27

A set of pairs < key, value > are stored on peers whose ids are near to destination key.28

One of the significant novelties in Kademlia is the definition of a new distance metric29
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based on the XOR operator. XOR is symmetric, allowing Kademlia participants to1

receive lookup queries from precisely the same distribution of nodes contained in their2

routing tables [Maymounkov and Mazières, 2002]. More formally, we define a distance3

function δ : I × I → N as δ(x, y) = x ⊕ y, given two identifiers x and y. It is possible4

to verify that the XOR operator satisfies the following properties:5

1. ∀a, b : a, b ∈ I : δ(a, b) ≥ 06

2. ∀a : a ∈ I : δ(a, a) = 07

3. ∀a, b : a, b ∈ I : δ(a, b) = 0⇒ a = b8

4. ∀a, b : a, b ∈ I : δ(a, b) = δ(b, a)9

5. ∀a, b, c : a, b, c ∈ I : δ(a, c) ≤ δ(a, b) + δ(b, c)10

Moreover, it is valid also that:11

1. Given d ∈ N,∀a⇒ ∃!b : a, b ∈ I : δ(a, b) = d.12

The last relation guarantees that the distance function δ is unidirectional, exactly as the13

clockwise circularity of Chord’s ring. The unidirectional approach makes sure that all14

lookups for the same key converge along the same path, regardless of the originating15

peer. Hence, caching < key, value > pairs along the lookup path alleviates hot spots.16

It is worth noting that, on the contrary of Chord, but similarly to Pastry, the distance17

metric in Kademlia is symmetric (property 4): this allows to minimize the configuration18

messages exchanged since they spread automatically as a side-effect of the key lookups.19

4.5.1 Node state20

Each node in the Kademlia network stores a list of k, where k is a system-wide replication21

parameter, triples on the form:22

[IPaddress, UDPport,NodeID]23

for peers of distance between 2i and 2i+1 from itself. This list is called a k-bucket. Each k-24

bucket is ordered following a least recently seen criterion: the nodes more recently visited25

will move in the tail of the list, while the peers in the head will be good candidates to26

be replaced with nodes just known. For small values of i, it is reasonable to assume27

that the related k-bucket are almost empty, due to the sparsity of the identifier space.28
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The system parameter k is chosen such that any given k nodes are very unlikely to fail1

within an hour of each other (for example k = 20) [Maymounkov and Mazières, 2002].2

When a lookup message passes through a node, the related triple of the originating3

node is used to calculate the distance between nodes. If the sender node is present in4

the k-bucket of the receiving peer, it is moved to the tail of the list. If the node is5

not already in the proper k-bucket and the bucket has fewer than k entries, then the6

recipient just inserts the new sender at the tail of the list. If the k-bucket is full the7

recipient pings the least recently seen element in order to decide what to do. If it does8

not answer, it is eliminated from the list and the new node is inserted in the tail of the9

list. Otherwise, it is moved to the tail and the new node is discarded. Furthermore, this10

procedure provides resistance to certain DoS attacks: in fact, flooding the system with11

a flurry of new nodes is unsuccessful since new nodes are added in k-buckets when old12

peers leave the system.13

4.5.2 Protocol14

The Kademlia routing protocol provides these basic functionalities:15

PING: probes a peer to check if it is alive.16

STORE: stores in a peer a pair < key, value > for later retrieval.17

FIND NODE: takes a 160-bit id and returns the triples18

[IPaddress, UDPport,NodeID] for the k known peers that are closest to target19

identifier. This list can come from a unique k-bucket if it is full, but also from20

multiple k-buckets, being still valid the proximity criterion.21

FIND VALUE: similar to FIND NODE, it returns the k triples except in the case22

which the node has received a STORE for the key, so it just returns the stored23

value.24

The most important procedure a Kademlia peer must perform is to locate the k closest25

nodes to some given node identifier. This procedure is called a node lookup and it is26

performed by means a recursive algorithm. The lookup initiator starts by picking X27

peers from its closest non-empty k-bucket, and then sends parallel asynchronous FIND28

NODE to the X peers it has chosen. If FIND NODE fails to return a peer that is any29

closer, than the closest peers already seen, the initiator resends the FIND NODE to all30

of the k closest peers it has not already queried. It can route for lower latency because31

it has the flexibility of choosing any one of k peers to forward a request.32
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Other operations are implemented exploiting the lookup described above. For ex-1

ample, in order to save a pair < key, value >, Kademlia calls the store procedure that2

consists in a lookup for the key that return the reference to k closest nodes. Afterwards,3

each of them calls the STORE function mentioned earlier. In order to assure the per-4

sistence of the pair stored, every node publishes all the couples < key, value > it holds5

each hour.6

Another important function is performed by the find procedure that is intended to7

discover a < key, value > pair. To hit the mark, a peer starts by performing a lookup8

to find the k peers with IDs closest to the key and, for each of them, it calls the FIND9

VALUE procedure. The search terminates when a node gives back the value requested.10

Furthermore, the originating node sends a STORE message to the node closest to the11

key that does not answer the request: since the XOR metric is unidirectional, next12

searches likely will contact these nodes allowing an improved performance.13

At last, to join the network, a peer n must have contact to an already participating14

peer m. Peer n inserts peer m into the appropriate k-bucket, and then performs a15

peer lookup for its own peer ID. Peer n refreshes all k-buckets far away from its closest16

neighbor, and during this refreshing, peer n populates its own k-buckets and inserts17

itself into other peers k-buckets, if needed.18

4.6 Content Addressable Network (CAN)19

The Content Addressable Network(CAN) [Ratnasamy et al., 2001] is based on the con-20

cept of a distributed hash table, which is essentially a data structure that maps keys into21

values efficiently. The basic operations performed by CAN are the insertion, lookup and22

deletion of (key, value) pairs in an Internet-scale hash table. This approach provides23

these main features:24

• Purely decentralized25

• Scalable: nodes maintain a small part of the state of the system, independently of26

the number of active nodes.27

• Fault-tolerant: nodes are able to route messages also in the presence of failures.28

CAN uses a virtual d-dimensional Cartesian coordinate space to store (key, value) pairs.29

The zone of the hash table that a node is responsible for corresponds to a portion of30

this coordinate space. Every key k is, therefore, deterministically mapped, by means of31

a uniform hash function, onto a point P in the coordinate space. The (K,V ) pair is32

then stored at the node that is responsible for the zone within which point P stands.33
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(a) Path to find point P from
node A.

(b) Join of the node G.

Figure 4.7: Example of a CAN network in a 2-dimensional space, i.e. d = 2,
initially with 6 nodes (from A to F).

In Figure 4.7(a) an example of a 2-dimensional CAN space with 6 nodes are depicted.1

Point P belongs to the zone which node F is responsible for.2

To retrieve the entry corresponding to K, any node can apply the same deterministic3

function to map K to P and then retrieve the corresponding value V from P . If P is4

not owned by the requesting node, the request must be routed from node to node until5

it reaches the node in whose zone P lies.6

CAN nodes maintain a routing table containing the IP addresses of nodes that hold7

zones contiguous to their own, to enable routing between arbitrary points in space. Intu-8

itively routing in CAN works by following the straight line path through the Cartesian9

space from source to destination coordinates. Figure 4.7(a) shows the path between10

node A and point P lain in zone F : it is possible to note that the route follows adjacent11

zones, in our example from A, going through zone D, and, at last, reaching zone F .12

New nodes that join the CAN system are allocated their own portion of the coordinate13

space by splitting the allocated zone of an existing node in half, as follows:14

• The new node identifies a node already existing in CAN, using some bootstrap15

mechanism as in [Francis, 2000].16

• Using the CAN routing mechanism, it randomly chooses a point P in the space17

and sends a JOIN request to the node whose zone contains P. The zone will be18

split, and half will be assigned to the new node.19
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• The new node learns the IP addresses of its neighbors, and the neighbors of the1

split zone are notified so that routing can include the new node.2

Figure 4.7(b) shows how the CAN space changes in regard to the arrival of a new node.3

Let us observe the disjunction of the zone E in order to give place to joining node G.4

When nodes leave CAN, the zones they occupy and the associated hash table entries5

are explicitly transfered to one of their neighbors. Under normal conditions a node sends6

periodic update messages to each of its neighbors giving its zone coordinates, list of7

neighbors and their zone coordinates. If there is a protracted absence of such an update8

message, the neighbor nodes realize there has been a failure, and initiate a controlled9

takeover mechanism. If many of the failed nodes neighbors also fail, an expanding ring10

search mechanism is initiated by one of the neighboring nodes, to identify any functioning11

nodes outside the failure region.12

In [Ratnasamy et al., 2001], the authors propose a list of design improvements re-13

garding different aspect of the protocol:14

• Use of multi-dimensional coordinate space for improving network latency and fault15

tolerance with a small routing table size overhead.16

• Use of multiple coordinate spaces, namely realities, for fault tolerance.17

• Better routing metrics, by taking into account the underlying IP topology and con-18

nection latency alongside the Cartesian distance between source and destination.19

• Overloading coordinate zones by allowing multiple nodes to share the same zone20

for improved fault tolerance, reduced per-hop latency and path length.21

• Use of multiple hash functions to map the same key onto different points in the22

coordinate space for replication.23

• Topologically-sensitive network construction, assuming the existence of a set of24

machines that act as landmarks on the Internet.25

• More uniform partitioning when a new node joins by preferring to split larger26

zones.27

• Use of caching and replication techniques.28
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4.7 A summing up comparison between DHT pro-1

posals2

Some major DHT proposals have been described in the previous sections sketching3

the guidelines in implementing structured overlay networks based on the distributed4

hash table paradigm. For the sake of completeness, in the following we will present a5

conclusive comparative analysis (see Table 4.1) that are founded on three meaningful6

criteria: (1) the size of routing table information (2) the performance or routing scheme7

in terms of number of hops performed and (3) the behavior in front of the transient node8

populations joining and leaving the system.9

Criteria Chord Pastry Kademlia CAN

Architecture One way ring Plaxton-style global XOR metric distance d-dimensional ID
mesh network coordinate space

Routing hops O(logN) O(logBN) O(logBN) + c where O(d ·N 1
d )

c is a small constant

Routing state logN logBN B · logBN + B 2 · d
Join/Leave (logN)2 logBN O(logBN) + c where 2 · d

c is a small constant

Table 4.1: Comparison of major DHT proposals (adapted from [Lua et al.,
2005])

In this parallel analysis, the value N indicates the number of peers in the system,10

B represents the base of digits that compose NodeIDs and keys in Pastry or Kademlia11

networks (where B = 2b with typical value of b = 4), and, finally, d is the number of12

dimension in the CAN space.13

4.8 Challenges in using DHTs14

Even if DHTs offer a very good level of scalability and robustness, they suffer also from15

various drawbacks. Some of them are summarized below:16

• Exact match lookups: in order to locate the node that stores a key, one needs to17

know in advance the exact identifier, but this cannot be always assumed at the18

application level. So, distributed applications based on structured peer-to-peer19

overlay networks have to set up an interface to communicate with the peer-to-peer20

network providing the keys used for both routing messages and searching resources.21
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As a consequence, many solutions have been proposed: from the insertion of meta-1

information and meta-keys to the parsification of the query string (such as in2

eMule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005] with Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières,3

2002] support).4

The impoverished query language due to the key based routing (i.e., the lack of pos-5

sibility to send complex queries to the system) is the object in [Harren et al., 2002]:6

authors try to give a entity-relational view to the peer-to-peer search mechanism,7

basing their work on CAN, through a three-tier architecture.8

The query mechanism proposed in [Garcés-Erice et al., 2004] relies on indexes,9

stored and distributed across the nodes of the network: given a broad query,10

a user can obtain additional information about the data items that match the11

original query, recursively querying the DHT layer. The whole system creates12

multiple indexes, organized hierarchically, which permit users to access data in13

many different ways. Indexes are distributed across the nodes of the network and14

contain key-to-key (or query-to-query) mappings.15

• Bootstrapping: when a new node joins the network, he needs to know at least16

one living peer that is contacted in order to gather the necessary information to17

build the peer’s state and the related routing table. Obviously, the bootstrap node18

represents a single point of failure: in fact, if it is off-line, the oncoming node19

can not enter correctly the system. However, usually the new peer holds a list20

of existing peers and, it contacts each of them until an on-line node is reached.21

Of course, the presence of the bootstrap node raises also some security issues, as22

discussed in Section 4.9, since the correctness of information provided is necessary23

to ensure a valid join mechanism. In other words, a malicious bootstrap node24

could connect the novel peer in a parallel and fraudulent network without being25

discovered.26

• Latency in routing: conforming to routing in structured overlay the next hop in the27

path towards the node responsible for a given key could be very far away regarding28

the physical topology of the underlying IP network. Due to this effect, the lack of29

a location-aware criterion can raise a high network delay and unnecessarily long30

distance traffic. To deal with this problem, some approaches consider a proximity31

metric in order to guide the selection of the following node in the routing chain32

[Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a; Yu et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2004].33

• Consistency: every information is replicated and cached in the system, to improve34

reliability and performance: this leads to the problem of balancing the trade-35

off between consistency and communication overhead between peers that need to36

update their cache. In [Sriram Sankararaman and Shenker, 2005], authors point37

out the difference between key consistency and data consistency. While it is true38
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that only one node must be responsible for a certain key, it is also true, due to the1

desired performance, that data have to be replicated and cached in some way.2

• Equality: the distributed hash table paradigm assumes that all peers participate in3

an equivalent manner to the system without any difference in terms of bandwidth,4

computational power or resource availability of nodes. In such a scenario, it is5

possible that low-capacity peers act as a bottleneck in terms of system performance.6

4.9 Security aspects7

As previously described, the distributed hash table systems show good properties in8

providing efficient and robust lookup mechanisms. Such positive characteristics ground9

on the assumption that peers behave correctly following protocol rules. Unfortunately,10

nodes participating in the system are autonomous and, usually, untrusted, so the de-11

sign of structured overlays have to deal with the presence of misbehaving peers. In the12

following, a list of what security problems are inherent in large DHTs systems are pre-13

sented [Sit and Morris, 2002]. Furthermore, very clear and useful descriptions of security14

considerations can be found in [Castro et al., 2002b; Douceur, 2002b; Sit and Morris,15

2002; Wallach, 2002].16

• Incorrect lookup routing: a malicious node could forward lookup messages to an17

incorrect or non-existent node. Evident wrong forwarding can be detected because18

the asker should check if the next hop node is closer to the key identifier. Of course,19

in order to perform such validity control, the querier node needs to monitor the20

progress of the routing process. Unluckily, some structured proposals do not allow21

such a monitoring capability, e.g., CAN [Ratnasamy et al., 2001].22

• Incorrect routing updates: since a node is able to build its routing table by means23

of the information gathered from other nodes, a malicious peer could corrupt the24

routing tables of participants by sending them incorrect updates. The major con-25

sequence is that the routing process will not work properly since the well-behaving26

nodes will unawares forward messages to incorrect or non-existent peers due to27

the wrong information at disposal. To counter this problem, the updating peer28

can check the requirements inherent in certain update procedures. For instance,29

in Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a] an entry in the routing table shares a30

precise prefix, so the check of this requirement can help to detect malicious activ-31

ities. Furthermore, a more subtle attack exploits the presence of multiple correct32

routing entries, e.g., in CAN’s RTT optimization, in order to choose unreliable33

nodes, high latency or fellow malicious nodes.34
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• Partition: in the previous section we have introduced the bootstrap problem in1

structured overlays. When a new node wants to join the system, a malicious2

bootstrap peer can partition it in an incorrect network. this parallel network is3

internally consistent and may even contain real data. In order to prevent this4

effect, it is necessary that the bootstrap procedure takes place by way of trusted5

nodes. This source will likely be out-of-band to the system itself.6

• Storage and retrieval issues: let’s suppose that a malicious peer correctly joins the7

network and participates in the lookup process. On the contrary, when asked the8

data it is responsible for, it denies its existence and does not serve it to the clients.9

To counter this attack, the storage layer must provide a replication mechanism in10

a way so that no single node is responsible for replication or facilitating the access11

to the replicas. In such a manner, no single point of failure exists.12

• Inconsistent behavior: one of the most difficult weakness to detect happens when13

a well-behaved node regarding some part of the network, whereas it acts as a14

malicious peer toward the rest of the system.15

• DoS: a very common attack that it is not intended only for structured overlay16

networks. Since nodes are able to generate packets, they can attempt to overload17

victim nodes with garbage messages. The effect is the apparent failure of target18

peer so the system responds as if the node had failed in some normal manner. The19

impact of denial of service attacks can be partially mitigated by ensuring that the20

node identifier assignment algorithm assigns identifiers to nodes randomly with21

respect to network topology.22

• Rapid joins/leaves: all the DHTs approaches depicted in the previous sections23

underline the significance of a proper mechanism to rebalancing the system due to24

joins and leaves of nodes (e.g. the stabilization procedure in Chord). Furthermore,25

in Section 4.7 we pointed out that this procedure is a costly operation in terms of26

traffic generated. Starting from this scenario, a malicious peer could repeatedly27

join and leave the system giving rise to a bulky control and data traffic due to28

reconfiguration. This behavior will reduce the efficiency and the performance of the29

network, and, could even saturate the bandwidth making the system unavailable.30

• Sybil attack: usually, in a system different identities correspond to different entities.31

In a peer-to-peer scenario this claim is no longer valid. In fact, a malicious node32

can forge multiple identities controlling a coalition of misbehaving peers [Douceur,33

2002b]. To counter the Sybil attack, certified identities are necessary and, as34

pointed out in [Douceur, 2002b], a logically centralized authority must be imple-35

mented. In [Dingledine et al., 2001] some countermeasures have been proposed36

based on puzzle schemes, including the use of micro-cash, which allow peers to37

build up reputations.38
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• Eclipse attack: each node in an overlay network maintains overlay links to a set1

of neighbor nodes. These links are used both to maintain the overlay and to im-2

plement application functionality, for example, to locate content stored by overlay3

nodes or to multicast messages. Correct overlay operation requires that correct4

nodes be able to communicate by forwarding messages along overlay links. If an5

attacker controls a large fraction of the neighbor sets of correct nodes, it can eclipse6

correct nodes by dropping or rerouting messages that attempt to reach them. In7

the extreme, the Eclipse attack provides the attacker with full control over all8

overlay traffic [Singh et al., 2004].9

At last, it is important to note that the last two security attacks, i.e., the Sybil and10

the Eclipse attacks, are relied to generic overlay networks and, then, can occur also in11

unstructured systems like those discussed in Chapter 3.12
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Part II1

Economics on Peer-to-Peer Systems2
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Chapter 51

Free-Rider Problem2

5.1 A Cleft in the Peer-to-Peer Model: the Free3

Riding Problem4

Peer-to-peer systems are characterized by a collections of rational agents that recip-5

rocally interact in a distributed manner, sharing resources like computational power,6

disk space or bandwidth. In a file-sharing perspective, nodes share and exchange digital7

contents like videos, music songs or photos. Peers create a network where nodes are8

owned and managed by independent entities, without any form of control or central au-9

thority. The result is a completely self-organizing and self-maintaining network where10

a user can voluntarily decide its degree of resources contribution. Otherwise, traditional11

client-server systems assume that peers have to follow a rigid protocol where the cen-12

tral authority decides the rules of engagement, the service provided and the resources13

involved, without any form of client autonomy. Therefore, in a peer-to-peer scenario a14

user is completely free to decide the degree of cooperation, the amount of resources she15

wants to share and the strategy to adhere to in order to maximize their own utility. In-16

dependence and freedom allow a node to decide whether to collaborate or not, including17

deviating from the standard protocol in the case that her welfare could be increased.18

Since the choice of collaborating could give rise to a significant communication and19

computational burden, the users might choose not to cooperate pursuing self-interest20

first.21

According to these premises, a free-rider peer might be defined as a user that takes22

advantage of the system, exploiting the effort of other peers, e.g. searching for files or23

downloading desired contents, without any contribution in terms of tasks performed or24

resources shared.25

The intrinsic characteristics of the peer-to-peer model that foster the spread of free-26
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rider behavior are considerable: e.g., highly dynamic memberships, the presence of cheap1

identities, even called pseudonyms, the untraceability of the users’ actions and the possi-2

ble collusion of groups of malicious nodes. Several empirical studies have been performed3

concerning the evidence of the free riding in real file sharing communities. For example,4

in 2000, monitoring samples of messages on Gnutella network during a day, Adar and5

Huberman observed that nearly 70% of Gnutella users share no files, and nearly 50% of6

all responses are returned by the top 1% of sharing hosts [Adar and Huberman, 2000]. In7

2002, another empirical evaluation of Napster and Gnutella traffic showed similar results8

[Saroiu et al., 2002]: the authors pointed out that 26% of Gnutella users share no data.9

Likewise, in Napster on average 60-80% of the users share 80-100% of the files, implying10

that 20-40% of peers contribute few or no files. Recently, Hughes et al. [Hughes et al.,11

2005] noted a sharp downgrading in the overall performance of Gnutella where 85% of12

the users’ population are the free-riders.13

In general, a peer can behave as a free rider in different situation:14

- Not sharing any resource but only profit by the system’s features. This is the15

most common behavior in file sharing environment where the majority of users do16

not share files but only download them. Suitable mechanisms, e.g. reputation or17

trade-based approaches (see Section 5.3), are needed in order to stimulate peers to18

behave correctly and counter this form of selfishness. Anyhow, the applicability19

of such incentive schemes are effective only in systems where the peers’ actions20

are accountable. Unfortunately, in several peer-to-peer environments there is not21

accountability especially in relation to basic operations, like forwarding a search22

message.23

- Not cooperating in the standard interaction protocol or not providing the base24

functionalities. For example, a peer can decide not to forward the searching re-25

quests she receives or, in a generic distributed hash table environment, she can26

maliciously not provide the content that she is responsible for. The phenomenon27

becomes worse in a competitive environment like a market place where peers trade28

services each other or in a pay-per-transaction file sharing application, likewise in29

a service discovery platform or a P2P auction system. A peer acting in its own30

best interests will not forward queries to potential competitors [Kamvar et al.,31

2003a]: for example, a hotel service could choose not to send rivals a user’s query32

looking for a touristic arrangement so as to direct the customer’s choice towards it.33

In this case, there is a form of maliciousness that can be contended, for example,34

implementing incentives based on payments, even though the applicability and the35

benefits in many cases are poor.36

An important consideration is related to the unreliability of peers. Starting from37

the observation that a peer does not behave following the rules, does not mean38
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that certainly the node behaves selfishly or maliciously. The peer is inherently1

unreliable, due to faults in communication links or as a result of a system crash or2

simply due to the high turnover rate typical of peer-to-peer networks. Unluckily,3

it is generally impossible to distinguish if a peer acts maliciously or it is only4

unreliable. Is a general opinion that to counter this effect the only valid solution5

is to guarantee redundancy [Shneidman and Parkes, 2003a].6

In such a context some questions arise: (1) What are the costs of participating in a7

peer-to-peer network? (2) How significant are the disincentives for sharing or cooperat-8

ing (leaving out the potential legal liability concerning intellectual property stuffs)?9

Different studies have highlighted the burden that a peer bears as a result of actively10

sharing own resources in behalf of the community. For example, Feldman et al. observed11

that there is a high potential disincentive for sharing. Nodes with a 1.5Mb/s incom-12

ing and 128kb/s outgoing bandwidth (e.g., ADSL) can experience a 5x increase in the13

delay of their downloads when they allow uploads [Michal Feldman and stoica, 2003a].14

Moreover, in a homogeneous system, the difference in performance seen by a user that15

shares and a user that does not share is minimal. This is because in most cases the16

download latency is dominated by the senders outgoing bandwidth rather than the im-17

pact of the receiver’s uploads. Conversely, in a heterogeneous system, the disincentives,18

i.e. performance degradation, grows both in peers with low bandwidth and in peers19

with high bandwidth capacity. Focusing on a media streaming application, Habib et al.20

[Habib and Chuang, 2004] studied the impact of cooperation in video quality using a21

PROMISE [Hefeeda et al., 2003] implementation as a streaming system in PlanetLab22

[PlanetLab-PROJ] test bed. They noticed that the lack of cooperation negatively im-23

pacts the streaming quality: there is a cost related to uploading and a high number of24

concurrent uploading sessions harms the performance of its own quality and the quality25

of remote recipients.26

Therefore, in face of these participation costs what can we do? A simple possibility is27

to rely on peers’ altruism: empirical studies in behavioral economics argues that merely28

self-interest based approaches usually fail to explain the observed behavior of people29

[Camerer, 2003]. Moreover, Andreoni [Andreoni, 1989, 1990] noted that altruistic actions30

may be part of the rational behavior of a human individual: when people make decisions31

about giving, they are influenced by many factors such as social pressure, sympathy,32

guilt, desire to earn prestige, friendship or respect. In accord to these premises, Feldman33

et al. remarked that if the degree of social generosity is sufficiently high, no intervention34

is necessary to counter the free-riding phenomenon [Feldman et al., 2004b].35

Anyhow, in a peer-to-peer environment such altruistic hypothesis are not sufficient to36

counter the predominant egocentric behavior of users observable in modern file-sharing37

communities or in other distributed applications like strategic network formation, selfish38
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routing and caching or congestion control. Let us notice that there are some relevant1

differences in respect to social context: feelings such as sympathy, friendship or longing of2

prestige are not present in an environment characterized by anonymity between peers,3

lack of accountability in resource consumption and actions or absence of permanent4

identities.5

In conclusion, it is necessary to introduce some mechanisms that provide incentives6

and stimulate cooperative behavior between users in order to fight the negative outcomes7

of free-riding, like degradation of the performance, unpredictable and fitful availability8

of resources, or, under the most unfavorable conditions, the complete collapse of the9

system. Let us notice that providing effective forms of incentives is inherently a very10

hard task in a peer-to-peer environment due to the troublesome management of peers’11

identity and the difficulty of tracing past behavior of users.12

5.2 Game Theoretic Approaches13

In order to design appropriate incentives to counter the free riding phenomenon the eco-14

nomic aspects of peer-to-peer paradigm have to be deeply investigated. One interesting15

approach is to analyze the behavior of peers through the fundamentals of game theory16

[Osborne and Rubinstein, 1994]. Accordingly, peers are considered like rational and17

autonomous agents, namely also players, guided by a utility function that depicts their18

preferences regarding the different outcomes of the game. In the following we introduce19

some relevant definitions in the field of game theory that can be exploited in the rest of20

this thesis.21

Definition 5.1 A zero-sum game is one in which the players’ interests are in conflict,22

e.g. in football where one team wins and the other looses. As a consequence, the payoffs23

sum zero in all cases.24

Definition 5.2 In a non zero-sum game the players’ interests are not always in direct25

conflict, so that there are opportunities for both to gain.26

Definition 5.3 A strategy defines a set of moves or actions a player will follow in27

a given game. A strategy must be complete, defining an action in every contingency,28

including those that may not be attainable in equilibrium.29

Another main concept is the idea of equilibrium, proposed by the Nobel Prize-winning30

mathematician John Nash who in 1950 did the most to extend and generalize von Neu-31

mann and Morgenstern’s pioneering work concerning equilibrium in finite games [Mor-32

genstern and Von Neumann, 1944].33
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Definition 5.4 A Nash equilibrium is a set of strategies, one for each player, such that1

no player has incentive to unilaterally change her action. Players are in equilibrium if2

a change in strategies by any one of them would lead that player to earn less than if3

she remained with her current strategy. For games in which players randomize (mixed4

strategies), the expected or average payoff must be at least as large as that obtainable by5

any other strategy.6

In literature, two renowned game theoretic problems that deal with the non coop-7

eration attitude of rational agents, have been deeply investigated: (1) the Prisoner’s8

dilemma described in Section 5.2.1 and (2) the Tragedy of the Common models de-9

scribed in Section 5.2.2. However, in the panorama of peer-to-peer research, several10

proposals based on game theory have been introduced [Antoniadis et al., 2004; Becker11

and Clement, 2004; Blanc et al., 2004; Buragohain et al., 2003; Golle et al., 2001; Kr-12

ishnan et al., 2004b; Michal Feldman and stoica, 2003b].13

For example, Buragohain et al. [Buragohain et al., 2003] define a formal model of14

incentives through differential service in P2P systems, and use the game theoretic notion15

of Nash Equilibrium to analyze the strategic choices by different peers. The peers are16

devised as rational agents maximizing a utility function that depends on the benefit (the17

resources of the system the peers can use) and the cost (their contribution).18

Golle et al. [Golle et al., 2001] describe a formal theoretic game representation of the19

free riding problem in file sharing applications, in the specific case Napster, modeling20

several utility functions that include different categories of outcomes, e.g. amount of21

data downloaded, disk space or bandwidth used, altruism. Regarding each factor, a22

Nash equilibrium and a dominant strategy is formally derived. At last, the authors23

introduce a set of monetary schemes to fight the non-cooperation conduct of peers.24

Stoica et al. [Michal Feldman and stoica, 2003b] use the notion of Evolutionary25

Prisoners Dilemma (EPD) [Axelrod, 1984] to capture the tension between individual and26

social utility. They generalizes the EPD model for asymmetric transactions common in27

peer-to-peer systems, designing and simulating a set of EPD-based incentives techniques.28

Blanc et al. [Blanc et al., 2004] deal with the non-coopearive behavior of peers in29

routing protocols. They model a generic peer-to-peer network as a random-matching30

game and, using a simple reputation system, they derive that cooperation can be sus-31

tained as a stable subgame-perfect equilibrium. By means of simulations, they measure32

the robustness of this scheme against malicious nodes and noise, moreover, they evaluate33

the impact of several adversarial strategies.34

At last, several approaches to build effective incentive schemes are based on the35

Mechanism Design concepts. Mechanism Design (MD) is a sub-field of the game theory36

that investigates the design of rules to achieve a specific outcome in a game. The key37
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feature is to identify a set of rules by means of each player having an incentive to behave1

as the designer intends. In recent years there have been many important applications in2

mechanism design, e.g., in electronic market design, in distributed scheduling problems,3

and in combinatorial resource allocation problems. Most of the results in mechanism de-4

sign have been established by economists, but some mathematicians, computer scientists5

and electrical engineers also work in the field.6

Anyhow, some assumptions in MD theory do not match with peer-to-peer properties.7

First of all, MD assumes that a central entity able to define the proper set of rules exists.8

Secondly, it requires that all players settle on these rules. Of course, peer-to-peer systems9

do not guarantee such prerequisites due to decentralized and autonomous nature. To10

face these problems, in [Feigenbaum and Shenker, 2002] is described the concept of11

Distributed Algorithmic Mechanism Design (DAMD) that is intended to identify a set12

of incentive compatible strategies in distributed systems that combine computational13

tractability in theoretical computer science with incentive-compatible mechanism design14

in the economics literature. The cited paper considers applications of DAMD, two of15

which are peer to peer systems and overlay networks. They pose several open questions,16

including how rational agents might affect network topology formation. Other proposals17

exploiting both MD and ADMD to build effective incentives to cooperate in peer-to-peer18

networks are [Loginova et al., 2006; Shneidman and Parkes, 2003b].19

5.2.1 The Prisoner’s Dilemma20

The key ideas of the famous puzzle were conceived and discussed by Merrill Flood and21

Melvin Dresher in 1950 [Flood, 1952], as part of the Rand Corporation’s investigations22

into game theory (which Rand pursued because of possible applications to global nu-23

clear strategy). Anyway, the name “Prisoner’s dilemma” is due to Albert Tucker, who24

wanted to make Flood and Dresher’s ideas more accessible to an audience of Stanford25

psychologists.26

The game is based on a story where two suspects, named for simplicity A and B, are27

arrested by the police who do not have sufficient proof to have them condemned. They28

have no way of communicating with each other or making any kind of agreement. The29

police visit each of them separately to offer two possible solutions:30

Cooperate: Stay silent without confessing.31

Defect: Collaborate with the police officers betraying the other prisoner.32

It is worth underlining that each suspect does not know the selected strategy of the33

other. After the deposition of both the suspects, there will be different situations:34
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Both cooperate: if both of them cooperate, as a matter of fact, they are working to-1

gether against the police and, due to lack of proof, they receive a light punishment.2

One cooperates, the other defects: if one of them betrays the other one, by confess-3

ing to the police, the denouncer will gain more whereby he is freed. Conversely,4

the silent prisoner obtains the full punishment because he did not confess and,5

consequently, he results the sole culprit.6

Both defect: if both defect, both will be punished but less severely than the case in7

which they had refused to talk.8

B Cooperates B Defects

A Cooperates A : R = 3 A : S = 0

B : R = 3 B : T = 5

A Defects A : T = 5 A : P = 1

B : S = 0 B : P = 1

Table 5.1: Prisoner’s Dilemma payoff matrix.

Table 5.1 shows the payoff matrix of the game: let T stand for Temptation to defect,

R for Reward for mutual cooperation, P for Punishment for mutual defection and S for

Sucker’s payoff. In such a scenario, the following inequalities are satisfied:

T > R > P > S

Let us examine the dilemma from A’s point of view (of course, B’s viewpoint is identical).9

Let us suppose that prisoner B cooperates: then A, in order to maximize one’s own10

profit, will choose to defect (defect=5, cooperate=3). Otherwise, in the case prisoner B11

defects, A will choose to defect again thereby obtaining a light punishment due to the12

mutual defection (defect=1, cooperate=0).13

Let us observe that if A cooperates the worst case is a payoff of 0; on the contrary,14

if prisoner A defects the worst case turns to value 3. The consequences are really15

impressive: a rational agent pursuing purely the personal benefit will never cooperate.16

This strategy represents the unique Nash equilibrium present in the Prisoner’s Dilemma17

problem according to the Definition 5.4. Any player who merely plays for oneself without18

tacking into consideration collective interest, necessarily is incentivated to selfishness19

thus completely non-cooperative.20

The conclusion seems counterintuitive: the rational thing to do in the Prisoner’s21

Dilemma is to defect, even though this appears to waste the prisoner’s utility (in fact,22
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R > P ). The observation that the agents could do better by cooperating, even though1

the rational thing to do is to defect, is why this is referred to as a dilemma.2

The prisoner’s dilemma may seem an abstract problem, but it turns out to be very3

common indeed. In the real world, it appears in situations ranging from nuclear weapons4

treaty compliance to negotiating with one’s children.5

Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma Game and the Axelrod’s Tournament6

In the iterated version of the classical Prisoner’s Dilemma game the players meet each

other more than one time, without knowing if it is the last time or not. The payoff of a

player is then simply the sum of each of its meeting’s payoff. To encourage cooperation,

and also to keep this difference between individual and collective interest the following

inequality has to be respected [Dawkins, 1990]:

R >
T + S

2

Such relationship introduces the limit that the average payoffs for betrayal and full blame7

must be less than the benefit obtained by cooperation. In other words, a strategy of8

alternating between cooperation and defect would mean a lower score than cooperation9

at each step of the game. Of course, with such an iterated game, what the opponent10

did on the past moves may influence the way a player will choose their next one. It is11

then possible to define more strategies in respect to the one shot version of the game.12

In a similar context, the incentive to defect appears to be considerably decreased due to13

these considerations:14

1. If you defect now, your opponent can punish you by also defecting. Punishment15

is not possible in the one-shot game.16

2. If you initially cooperate, and receive the sucker’s payoff on the first round, then17

because you are playing the game indefinitely, this loss of utility can be amortized18

over the future rounds. When taken into the context of an infinite (or at least very19

long) run, then the loss of a single unit of utility will represent a small percentage20

of the overall utility gained.21

As pointed out in [Binmore, 1991], in an iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma game the cooper-22

ation becomes a rational outcome.23

In the late 1970’s, political scientist Robert Axelrod held a computer tournament24

designed to investigate the iterated prisoner’s dilemma game. Actually, there were two25

tournaments: their rules and results are described in Axelrod’s book: “The Evolution26
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of Cooperation” [Axelrod, 1984]. Contestants in the tournament submitted computer1

programs that would compete in an iterated prisoner’s dilemma game of approximately2

two hundred rounds, using the payoff matrix in Table 5.1. Each contestant’s program3

played five iterated games against each of the other programs submitted, and after all4

games had been played the scores were tallied. The contestants in Axelrod’s tournament5

included professors of political science, mathematics, computer science, and economics.6

It is worth speculating on what possible strategies might be employed in the iterated7

prisoner’s dilemma game. Here are some examples:8

Nasty A program using the Nasty strategy simply defects on every round of every9

game.10

Patsy A program using the Patsy strategy cooperates on every round of every game.11

Spastic This program cooperates or defects on a random basis.12

Egalitarian This program cooperates on the first round. On all subsequent rounds,13

Egalitarian examines the history of the other player’s actions, counting the total14

number of defections and cooperations by the other player. If the other player’s de-15

fections outnumber her cooperations, Egalitarian will defect; otherwise this strat-16

egy will cooperate.17

Tit-for-Tat This strategy is as follows:18

1. on the first round, cooperate;19

2. on round t > 1, do what your opponent did on round t− 1.20

Tit-for-Tat was actually the simplest strategy entered, requiring only five lines of21

Fortran code.22

All of these strategies are extremely simple. (Indeed, the first three do not even pay any23

attention to the other player; their responses are uninfluenced by the previous rounds24

of the game.) Nevertheless, simplicity is not necessarily a disadvantage. In fact, the25

winning program, i.e. the strategy with the highest average score, was the Tit-for-Tat26

strategy, submitted by Anatol Rapoport, a professor of psychology at the University27

of Toronto. It is extremely interesting to note that the BitTorrent [Cohen, 2003] file28

sharing system takes advantages of a similar strategy in order to combat the free-riding29

plague and the inherent tendency of users to act as a selfish agent1.30

1For the sake of completeness, in [Jun and Ahamad, 2005] the authors claim that the standard
tit-for-tat mechanism in BitTorrent is not able to counter correctly the free-riding problem because it
is not effective in rewarding and punishing downloaders. In contrast, they propose a new mechanism
that aims to be more robust against free riders.
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Axelrod attempted to characterize the reasons for the success of Tit-for-Tat strategy,1

identifying four basic rules to follow [Wooldridge, 2002]:2

1. Do not be envious. It is not necessary for you to defeat your opponent in order3

for you to do well.4

2. Do not be the first to defect. A program could be nice if it starts by cooper-5

ating. There is clearly a risk in starting with cooperation. But the loss of utility6

associated with receiving the sucker’s payoff on the first round will be compara-7

tively small compared with possible benefits of mutual cooperation with another8

nice strategy.9

3. Reciprocate cooperation and defection. The combination of punishing de-10

fection and rewarding cooperation seems to encourage cooperation.11

4. Do not be too clever. Either surprisingly or not, the simplest strategy fared sig-12

nificantly better than other programs that attempted to make use of comparatively13

advanced programming techniques in order to decide what to do.14

5.2.2 The Tragedy of the Commons15

The Tragedy of the Commons is a famous metaphor used to refer to a class of phenomena16

that involve a conflict between individual interests and public good. The origin of the17

term derives from a little-known pamphlet published by William Foster Loyd in 183318

[Lloyd, 1833] concerning the population growth issue. The concept was popularized19

and extended by Garrett Hardin in the essay “The Tragedy of the Commons” which20

appeared in the journal Science in 1968 [Hardin, 1968]. This work was important in21

explaining behavior in the field of evolutionary psychology and sociology, moreover, it22

has been deeply investigated in a game theory vision.23

In the first part of Hardin’s essay, the concept of problems that have “no technical24

solution” is explained. In detail, they are problems with solutions that require “a change25

only in the techniques of the natural sciences, demanding little or nothing in the way26

of change in human values or ideas of morality”. In any case, there are a class of27

problems that do not belong to this category. Some relevant examples are the human28

population growth or the availability of energy and natural resources on Earth with29

respect to the quality of life. For instance, the first conclusion in Hardin’s paper is that30

there is no technical solution to increasing both human population and their standard31

of living in a finite world. Hardin’s focus is to investigate the relation between rational32

behavior and public good, where a public good can be defined as follows [Dictionary by33

LaborLawTalk]:34
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Definition 5.5 A public good is an economic good which possesses two properties:1

1. It is non-rivalrous, meaning that its benefits do not exhibit scarcity from an2

individual point of view; once it has been produced, each person can benefit from it3

without diminishing anyone else’s enjoyment.4

2. it is non-excludable, meaning that once it has been created, it is impossible to5

prevent people from gaining access to the good.6

Some examples are free-range fish in the sea, clean air, grassland and so on.7

In order to better explain the concept of the tragedy of the common2 Hardin introduces8

an illuminating example regarding a pasture shared by local herders. It is to be expected9

that each herdsman will try to keep as many cattle as possible on the commons. To add10

a new animal in the grazing land carries out both a positive and a negative aspect:11

- The herder receives all of the proceeds from each additional animal (positive)12

- The pasture is slightly degraded by each additional animal (negative)13

In other words, the individual herder gains all of the advantage, but the disadvantage14

is shared between all herders using the pasture. Consequently, the rational herdsman15

concludes that the only sensible conduct for him to pursue is to add another animal16

to his herd. And another; and so on. However, because every herder comes to the17

same conclusion, overgrazing and degradation of the pasture are the long-term effect.18

Hardin summarizes this by the expression: “ruin is the destination toward which all men19

rush, each pursuing his own best interest in a society that believes in the freedom of the20

commons.”.21

The essay contains other examples of commons, but the theme of growth of human22

populations, where the common good is represented by the Earth’s resources, is predom-23

inant. At last, this work addresses some potential solutions like privatization, polluter24

pays or regulation.25

At this point, a natural question arises: what are the connections and the conse-26

quences of the tragedy of the commons paradigm in a peer-to-peer system? Of course,27

the free rider problem is simple to map in the overuse of a public good. Notwithstand-28

ing, a resource in a peer-to-peer environment does not always have the characteristics29

of a public good [Krishnan et al., 2004b]. For example, as described in [Krishnan et al.,30

2004a], the endowment of public goods are typically discrete and fixed with regard to31

2Hardin says that the term tragedy has to be interpreted in the sense that the philosopher Alfred
Whitehead used it: “the remorseless working of things” [Whitehead, 1948]
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Figure 5.1: Taxonomy of incentives to cooperation.

contribution levels: either there is a sufficient level of participation and the good is pro-1

vided or the good is not provided. In contrast, the size of the endowment of resources in2

a P2P network varies based on the level of contribution. Each peer who shares resources3

increases the size of the endowment to all other members. Public and club goods are also4

typically provided through a monetary outlay that is independent from the consumption5

of the resource. In contrast, in P2P networks, provision occurs entirely through resource6

allocation on the part of network participants. Finally, in P2P networks consumers of7

the P2P resources are also the providers of the content in subsequent periods through8

sharing, making content replication both a unique characteristic of provision in P2P9

networks and a factor which can potentially alter the quality and quantity of available10

resources and the dynamics of user participation over time.11

Despite these differences, the applicability of the tragedy of the commons consider-12

ations shows once again the need for effective incentive schemes in order to prevent the13

overuse of the system performed by peers consuming the resources shared without any14

direct contribution.15

5.3 A Taxonomy of Incentives to cooperate16

As described in Figure 5.1 based on [Obreiter and Nimis, 2003], two basic categories of17

solutions are proposed:18

Trust-based Incentives: the interaction between peers is stimulated by the trust that19

one participant puts in the other parties. Reputation mechanisms described in20

Chapter 6 belong to this category. In other words, in order to benefit from services21

or resources in the systems, a peer needs to maintain a good reputation by means22

of a cooperative and honest behavior.23

Trade-based Incentives: in respect to the trust-based approaches, the trade based24
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mechanisms explicitly renumerate a cooperating peer in terms of a service in re-1

turn. For instance, if a node A provides a service to the node B, the latter rewards2

the peer A for the good behavior giving part of its resources in exchange. The con-3

sumer part can recompense the provider immediately, during or after the service4

provision, or can promise the service in return. In the first case, we obtain the5

barter trade pattern, instead, in the second case, we are in front of the bond6

based pattern. Afterwards, we will give a more detailed overview regarding these7

two approaches:8

- Barter-based: accordingly with the meaning of a barter in the real life,9

this scheme is characterized by the ability of the consumer to remunerate the10

provider by simultaneously offering a service in return. A key concept is that11

the interaction involves two entities that, at the same time, play the role of12

consumer and provider of a service. It is clear that both the participants13

are constrained to benefit from the service offered contemporary by an other14

party. Moreover, a peer that provides a service to another peer is bound15

to exploit a service offered by the same peer. This approach guarantees16

anonymity between peers and it offers a better scalability in relation to the17

trust-based schemes.18

Anyway, it suffers from a very poor flexibility. Firstly, there is not the concept19

of price: each service or resource has the same value and a peer cannot20

provide a service to an entity and exploit a resource supplied by another21

entity, e.g. a resource that is more interesting or a service which is more22

needed. Moreover, a provider may not be interested in employing the service23

in return immediately.24

In the last analysis, the barter-based scheme does not fit every application25

and peer-to-peer scenarios, but it has been successfully applied in file sharing26

systems. In fact, the tit-for-tat strategy in BitTorrent [BitTorrent-PROJ;27

Cohen, 2003] and the credits system in Emule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005]28

are two well known examples. In these cases, the resource traded is always29

the same, that is the bandwidth of peers. The simplified scenario is composed30

by users that offer a fraction of its upload bandwidth in place of a fraction of31

the upload bandwidth of the other peer. In simple terms, a user A is able to32

download a resource from B, i.e. exploiting the B’s upload bandwidth, only33

in the case it offers part of its upload bandwidth to B, i.e the peer B can34

download a file from A.35

- Bond-based: trying to overcome the shortcomings of the previous approach,36

this scheme specifies that the consumer transfers to the provider a bond that37

promises a service in return. The bond’s promise is certified by an entity38

called issuer. Of course, the issuer of a bond is not necessary to the consumer39
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since it could have obtained it as a result of a previous interaction. A main1

characteristic of bonds is that they can be transferred.2

In contrast to barter-based approaches, the bond-based mechanisms try to3

unhook the initial service to the service in return. Furthermore, the granu-4

larity of bond’s promises can differ from the service in return, so as the bond5

may specify only a fraction of a service. This mechanism is useful in a context6

where a peer needs to accumulate several bonds before claiming them. In this7

way, a sort of value concerning goods traded is introduced.8

Clearly the transferability of the bonds are a suitable property because the9

provider can spend collected promises in future cooperations. Nevertheless,10

the introduction of a form of money insinuates critical problems like forgery11

and double spending. In the first case, the system can prevent the malicious12

counterfeit of a bond, e.g. a peer that does not provide any service could dis-13

honestly forge a false bond. In the latter scenario, a peer could claim a service14

in return several times presenting the same bond. Therefore, design effective15

countermeasures may add expensive tasks that would make the transaction16

very costly and, under some circumstances, more expensive than the value of17

the good traded.18

Another problem raised by bond-based schemes is the user’s acceptance [Odlyzko,19

2003; Shirky, 2000b]. Moreover, several economic studies have sharpened as20

the flat-fee economic model can generate greater profits per good on respect21

to the pay-per-use model depicted in monetary systems [Bakos and Brynjolf-22

sson, 1997; Fishburn and Odlyzko, 1999].23

Examples of bond-based mechanisms implemented in popular file sharing24

systems are the digital currency named Mojo in Mojonation [MojoNation-25

PROJ] and the Alnet’s points in KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ]. Chapter 7 will sketch26

an overview of most spread micropayment schemes.27

At last, in Table 5.2 is depicted a summary of the main characteristics of different28

approaches regarding incentives to cooperation. Clearly, a mechanism that fulfills all29

desired properties does not exist nor one that is suitable for all kinds of applications.30
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Trust-based
EigenTrust Nice

+/- +/- +/- +/- +/- +/-
TrustMe XRep

Trade-based
Barter-trade BitTorrent eMule + - + + - +
Bond-trade KaZaA MojoNation +/- + +/- +/- + -

Table 5.2: Overview of incentives mechanisms (adapted from [Hausheer, 2006;
Obreiter and Nimis, 2003])
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Chapter 61

Trust and Reputation Management2

Doubtless an effective vehicle to counter the tendency of peers to behave selfishly is to3

build a web of trusted relationships able to induce users to cooperate. Let the peers4

rate each other after an interaction between them, e.g., in a market-oriented context5

after a transaction. Subsequently, it is possible to use the aggregation of ratings to build6

a trust score in order to guide an entity in the decision of interact or not with other7

parties. This scheme represents a natural incentive to good behaviour and it positively8

affects the market quality as demonstrated by several real examples, like eBay, Amazon9

or similar online stores.10

Of course, trust is a concept that is part of our existence and it plays an important11

role in daily life: a person suffering from influenza asks trusted friends to know the rating12

about a given doctor based on their past interactions. After the collection of information,13

the person elaborates the rating and calculates a score after which he decides whether14

interact to or not to with the doctor. Certainly, in a human context this is a implicit15

reasoning. A similar scenario happens when there are several doctors from which the16

patient needs to choose. Probably the doctor with the highest score will be selected. In17

other words, a user makes a choice concerning the reputation of the service provider. In18

fact, reputation is one of the mechanisms by which trust can be built. In our example,19

the patient probably will interact with the doctor with the highest reputation value. It20

is clear that a main issue is to decide how this reputation estimation is built, and in21

a peer-to-peer scenario the complexity greatly increases. Peer-to-peer communities are22

often established dynamically with interested parties that are unrelated and unknown to23

each other. Further, they are anonymous and are only identified by a pseudo-identifier.24

The distributed nature and the security threats, e.g. the presence of several types of25

malicious peers and possible attacks, depict a very complex scenario.26

The goal of this chapter is to investigate the techniques and the problems in building27

trust in peer-to-peer systems. In our vision trust and reputation are a powerful way28
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not only to counter the free-rider phenomenon in both its nuances, i.e. the presence of1

selfish and malicious peers, but also an opportunity to implement a better quality in2

peer-to-peer marketplaces and a way to support a truly decentralized interaction.3

6.1 Trust and Reputation Definitions4

Defining the concept of trust is a challenging task because it manifests itself in many5

different forms. Further, the literature on trust can also be quite confusing because the6

term is being used with a variety of meanings. In the following, we will present some7

definition in order to capture the different spirits that compose it. A first definition of8

trust, that we call reliability trust according to [Jøsang et al., 2006], is done by Gambetta9

(1988) [Gambetta, 1988]:10

Definition 6.1 Trust is the subjective probability by which an individual, A, expects11

that another individual, B, performs a given action on which its welfare depends.12

In any case, the previous definition does not cope with the complexity in the concept of13

trust, above all, because it does not consider the risk inherent in an interaction between14

untrusted parties. To hit the mark, we introduce a more general and comprehensive def-15

inition introduced by McKnight and Chervany (1996) [McKnight and Chervany, 1996]:16

17

Definition 6.2 Trust is the extent to which one party is willing to depend on something18

or somebody in a given situation with a feeling of relative security, even though negative19

consequences are possible.20

This definition shapes the concept of decision trust [Jøsang et al., 2006] and, due to its21

vagueness, it depicts a broad notion of trust. Another interesting definition has been22

introduced by Grandison and Sloman (2000) [Grandison and Sloman, 2000]:23

Definition 6.3 Trust is the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act dependably,24

securely, and reliably within a specified context (assuming dependability covers reliability25

and timeliness).26

A valuable food for thought underlined by this last definition is the importance of the27

context in shaping trust: for example, A may trust B completely when it comes to28

repairing electronic devices but may not trust B when it comes to repairing cars.29

Furthermore, a fundamental notion to understand is how trust is built in systems30

refers to the transitivity property: when agent A trusts B, and B trusts C, and B31
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Figure 6.1: Concept of trust transitivity.

refers C to A, then A can derive a measure of the trustworthiness in agent C based on1

B’s referral combined with its personal opinion about B. As depicted in Figure 6.1,2

the transitivity property allows to derive trust relationships without having a direct3

experience regarding the target agent. The idea mimics the natural behavior in social4

communities in which the trust in a unknown person is built by means of the referral5

given by an experienced entity weighted with the trust the person puts in the referring6

opinion. Following this scheme, a chain of trust connections can be built and several7

approaches in literature exploit this mechanism in different manners.8

According to [Suryanarayana and Taylor, 2004], we classify trust management in9

three categories:10

Credential and policy-based: the main concept is to present a credential in order to11

establish a trust relationship with other participants. Primarily, this mechanism12

is intended to implement a kind of access control, limiting the concept of trust to13

a credential verification process that enforces some application-dependent policies14

restricting access to resources. Some examples can be found in [Blaze et al., 1996;15

Kagal et al., 2001; Li et al., 2002; Yao, 2003; Yu et al., 2001].16

Reputation-based: the trust relationships between peers is built by means of a rep-17

utation score that is calculated in different ways by the community from rating18

direct interactions. We discuss in more details the concept of reputation in the19

following and, in this thesis, we will focus on the reputation-based trust manage-20

ment to cover free-riding threat and malicious behaviors in peer-to-peer systems.21

Examples of such systems include EigenTrust [Kamvar et al., 2003b], XREP [Cor-22

nelli et al., 2002], TrustMe [Singh and Liu, 2003], P-Grid [Aberer and Despotovic,23

2001], and NICE [Sherwood et al., 2006]. In Section 6.3 we will describe the key24

features of such proposals.25

Social network-based: this approach utilizes social relationships between peers when26

computing trust and reputation values. In particular, they analyze a social net-27

work which represents the relationships existing within a community and form28
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conclusions about peers’ reputations based on different aspects of the social net-1

work. Examples of such systems comprehend Regret [Sabater and Sierra, 2001,2

2002b] and NodeRanking [Pujol et al., 2002] proposals (see Section 6.4).3

As stated above, in this thesis we concentrate on the reputation-based trust man-4

agement systems. Of course, the concept of reputation is closely linked to that of trust-5

worthiness: at first, we will present a definition of reputation due to the Concise Oxford6

dictionary and, after, the differences between the two concepts will be explained.7

Definition 6.4 Reputation is what is generally said or believed about a person’s or8

thing’s character or standing.9

The definition is compatible with the social aspect of reputation that is perceived as a10

quantity derived from the underlying social network dynamics. In order to shape the11

differences between the concept of trust and reputation we introduce a simple example12

present in [Jøsang et al., 2006] composed by two statements: (1) “I trust you because13

of your good reputation” (2) “I trust you despite your bad reputation”. The first part14

depicts the common scenario in which an agent trust another agent due to the high15

value of its reputation. The second statement, instead, underlines that a user can trust16

someone despite a bad reputation score, for example, based on information derived from17

a direct interaction.18

Trust ultimately is a personal and subjective phenomenon that is based on various19

factors or evidence, and that some of those carry more weight than others. Personal20

experience typically carries more weight than second hand trust referrals or reputation,21

but in the absence of personal experience, trust often has to be based on referrals from22

others. Conversely, reputation systems produce a public score concerning an agent as23

seen by the community in terms of an objective evaluation of specific events.24

At last, it is interesting to note that reputation systems show some similarities with25

respect to collaborative filtering recommenders (see Section 10.1): in fact, both collect26

ratings from members in a community. In order to point out the differences between27

these two class of applications, it is necessary to underline the assumption behind collab-28

orative filtering, namely that people rate items according to its subjective tastes. The29

affinities between users that rate items similarly are exploited to recommend to users30

new resources. On the contrary, in reputation systems we assume that the judgment of31

a transaction or the quality of a service offered by a user is rated consistently. In other32

words, the ratings are assumed insensitive to personal tastes.33
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6.2 Requirements and Threats in Distributed Sys-1

tems2

Implementing a reputation system in a peer-to-peer context is a challenging task due3

to the technical, security and behavioral aspects. Therefore, a sound design needs to4

consider some significant requirements:5

Node churn: as in routing algorithms or content distribution systems, the impact of6

the unregulated joining and leaving of peers is sensible and it has dramatic effects7

in the reliability of reputation information.8

Reliability and availability: a distributed reputation system has to guarantee the9

availability and persistence of scores with high probability.10

Privacy: usually users that store information about transactions and other sensible11

data, e.g., the ratings, want to protect the content from being accessed by unau-12

thorized users. Therefore, a research challenge is how to share the reputation data13

while respecting the privacy constraints of the data owners.14

Anonymity: guarantee anonymity is a controversial aspect in a reputation scheme due15

to the different degree of anonymity that a peer-to-peer system can provide. As16

discussed above, anonymity can be implemented under several forms: from hiding17

real-world identity behind a pseudonym, to requiring that an agent’s actions be18

completely disconnected from both real identity and other previous actions. It is19

clear that under the last requirement a reputation engine cannot be implemented20

at all.21

Together with technical aspects, the design of a peer-to-peer reputation engine has22

to deal with the threats coming from the untrusted and autonomous nature of peers.23

The two primary types of adversaries are selfish and malicious peers. The first class is24

the subject of Chapter 5. More interesting appears the case of malicious behaviors that25

can harm to either specific targeted members of the network or the system as a whole.26

In the following, a list of possible attacks is outlined:27

Traitors: they are peers that behave correctly for a while in order to build up a strongly28

positive reputation and, then, they begin to defect. A well-known example of29

traitors are represented by eBay merchants that participate positively in many30

small transactions in oder to increase their ratings and, subsequently, they try to31

cheat users in selling high-priced items.32
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Collusion: in many systems the jointly malicious behavior of many peers is able to1

induce a greater damage to the community than single attacks. The situation2

becomes worst in systems where the coalition cannot be traced.3

Front peers: a very common security threat is played by peers that try to improve4

reciprocally their reputation by means of providing incorrect feedbacks. Usually,5

once high reputation scores are reached the front peers use the hyped ratings to6

defraud users.7

Whitewashers: another well-known malicious behavior is done by peers that leave and8

join the system with a new identity in order to reset past bad reputation values.9

This problem is related to the identity management that is a significant issue in10

peer-to-peer systems and it has a big impact in reputation schemes where a new11

comer user obtains a positive reputation value when joining the system.12

Denial of Service: Denial of Service attacks are multi-faceted malicious threats. Whether13

conducted at the application layer or network layer, DoS attacks usually involve14

the adversary bringing to bear large amounts of resources in order to completely15

disrupt service usage. Not only we aim at implementing reputation systems to16

detect DoS attackers, but also to prevent them because such attacks could be used17

against the reputation mechanism itself.18

Inaccurate or Dishonest Feedback: the main challenge of a reputation system is19

how to effectively cope with the quality of user feedbacks. This includes erroneous20

or inaccurate feedback by normal users as well as dishonest feedback by malicious21

users.22

Sparse Feedback: related to the previous problem, the sparsity of feedbacks and the23

lack of effective incentives to provide them represent another challenging matter.24

6.3 Reputation-based Trust25

In this thesis, we focus on reputation-based mechanisms in order to build trustworthi-26

ness in a peer-to-peer marketplace. According to [Marti and Garcia-Molina, 2006], a27

reputation system is composed typically by three different components:28

Gathering information: the first component is responsible for collecting information29

on behavior of peers, which will be exploited to derive an evaluation about how30

trustworthy they are. Associating a reputation score to an agent based on its past31

behavior requires a sufficiently persistent identifier. A first design issue regards the32
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type of identities adopted in the peer-to-peer system. Due to the inherent char-1

acteristics of the peer-to-peer model widely discussed in Section 2.2, a definitive2

criterion in implementing identity schemes does not exist. Identifiers must guar-3

antee anonymity, a spoof-resistance scheme to prevent adversaries from imperson-4

ating other peers identities and a unforgeable mechanism to fight whitewashers5

and Sybil [Douceur, 2002b] attacks. It is worth noting that finding the right com-6

promise between the previous properties is a challenging task because they are7

in direct conflict with each other. For example, full anonymity prevents building8

user reputation, while cryptography-based schemes could be a valid solution to9

spoofing and unforgeability but they are very costly and require the presence of a10

centralized trusted third party.11

Established a network identities scheme, a reputation system collects information12

on a given peer’s behavior in previous transactions in order to derive her reputation.13

A first important point is to define the source of information adopted. A cautious14

approach is based only on local information and use direct experiences to infer15

a score. Of course, such approach is not able to conclude anything about peers16

wherewith we did not interact in the past. To increase the information sources, a17

peer can collect the opinions of users whom they have a priori trust relationships,18

such as friends in real life, coworkers or members of a social network she trusts.19

Anyhow, the support of friends does not guarantee sufficient information to derive20

a score about a random peer. To gather more opinions, an agent can ask peers she21

knows, for example, neighbors in the overlay network, or peers who have already22

provided good service. Consequently, a weighted trust chain is generated showing23

a more reliable behavior with respect to asking a random peer [Feldman et al.,24

2004a; Yu and Singh, 2000]. Finally, an alternative solution is to build a global25

history which contains information about all peers from all peers. This approach26

is inherently the most complex and costly to implement, and, usually, is based on27

a centralized architecture, e.g., eBay [Omidyar, 1995].28

Another major problem in implementing reputation systems is to guarantee the29

integrity of opinions. Of course, malicious peers are able to provide incorrect30

information or corrupt data coming from well-behaved users. Most of the proposed31

approaches suppose that collecting opinions from a large fraction of users will result32

in a relatively accurate assessment of peers’ behavior.33

Scoring and Ranking: once the history of peer’s transactions has been collected and34

properly weighted, a reputation score is computed from that peer. For instance, let35

us suppose that an agent A needs to interact with another agent B. A computes36

B’s reputation rank and, accordingly, she is able to decide whether to interact or37

not. Another feasible scenario is characterized by the presence of a set of providers38

responding to A’s request. A uses the reputation scores of each supplier in order39
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to evaluate them and, finally, she chooses the highest ranked to carry out the1

transaction.2

To compute the reputation scores several techniques have been proposed [Jøsang3

et al., 2006]:4

• Summation or average of ratings: the simplest form of computing reputation5

scores is simply to sum the number of positive and negative ratings separately,6

and to keep a total score as the positive score minus the negative score. For7

instance, such approach is exploited in eBay [Omidyar, 1995]. A slightly8

more advanced scheme is to compute the reputation score as the average of9

all ratings, and this principle is used in the reputation systems of numerous10

commercial web sites, such as Epinions or Amazon.11

• Bayesan Systems: these approaches take binary ratings as input, i.e., positive12

or negative evaluation, and are based on computing reputation scores by13

statistical updating of beta probability density function. The a posteriori14

(i.e. the updated) reputation score is computed by combining the a priori15

(i.e. previous) reputation score with the new rating. Some existing examples16

are [Ismail and Josang, 2002; Mui et al., 2002; Whitby et al., 2004]. The17

advantage of Bayesian systems is that they provide a theoretically sound basis18

for computing reputation scores, and the only disadvantage that it might be19

too complex for average persons to understand.20

• Discrete trust models: these systems are based on the observation that peo-21

ple are often better able to express judgements in the form of discrete verbal22

statements rather than continuous measures. Some examples have been pro-23

posed in [Abdul-Rahman and Hailes, 2000; Cahill et al., 2003; Carbone et al.,24

2003].25

• Belief models: a belief model is a framework related to probability theory,26

where the sum of probabilities over all possible outcomes not necessarily add27

up to 1, and the remaining probability is interpreted as uncertainty [Jøsang,28

2001; Yu and Singh, 2002].29

• Fuzzy models: trust and reputation can be represented as linguistically fuzzy30

concepts, where membership functions describe to what degree an agent can31

be described as e.g. trustworthy or not trustworthy. Fuzzy logic provides32

rules for reasoning with fuzzy measures of this type [Sabater and Sierra,33

2002a, 2001, 2002b].34

• Flow models: these approaches derive a reputation score exploiting transitive35

weighted chains of trust. Google’s PageRank [Lawrence et al., 1998], Advo-36

cato’s reputation scheme [Levien, 2004] or EigenTrust [Kamvar et al., 2003b]37

belong to this category.38
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(a) Past (b) Present

Figure 6.2: General framework for a centralized reputation system.

A last observation is related to the form of reputation scores: ratings may be a1

binary value (trusted or untrusted), a scaled integer, e.g., from 1 to 10, or on2

a continuous scale such as [0, 1]. Obviously, the choice is application-dependent,3

although a binary value would likely be insufficient in a P2P environment where4

all peers are untrusted, but we want to rank peers based on how reliable they are5

likely to be.6

Taking actions: in a market-oriented sight, a reputation system could be conceived as7

a way to select transactional patterns. Anyhow, as depicted several times in this8

thesis, reputation is intended to cope with two different actions:9

• Provide incentives: reputation is a useful mean to foster cooperation between10

peers and to fight the free-riding plague.11

• Provide punishments: while incentives represent a worthwhile vehicle against12

selfishness, a reputation scheme can be also exploited to punish malicious13

peers.14

Summing up, Figure 6.2 depicts the general framework implemented in a central-15

ized reputation system, while Figure 6.3 shows a decentralized approach.16

In the first case, a centralized entity collects the ratings resulting from interactions17

between peers and computes a reputation score that is used by users to decide18

whether to interact or not. Of course, this is a very simple and efficient mechanism,19

but it is costly due to management and auditing capabilities implemented in the20

reputation center and it cannot be implemented in a peer-to-peer scenario where21

neither a central entity nor a single point of failure exist. In the second scenario,22

every peer stores the performance of past transactions performed with other peers23
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(a) Past (b) Present

Figure 6.3: General framework for a distributed reputation system.

and, when a new interaction take place, every user uses local information along1

with data coming from other peers (see the previous discussion about information2

gathering phase for more details) to compute a reputation score.3

In the rest of this section, we will sketch the main features of some proposals4

in reputation-based trust management systems, with particular attention in ap-5

proaches based on a peer-to-peer architecture.6

6.3.1 eBay Feedback Rating7

eBay is the most popular auction site where a very wide range of commodity is traded8

by million of users around the world. A meaningful characteristic that has concurred9

to its success is the presence of the Feedback Rating by means of buyers and sellers are10

able to rate each other. It is clear that in a context where users are untrusted entities11

identified by pseudonyms a mechanism to incentivate interactions is necessary, especially12

in a scenario where economic transaction are involved. Lastly, buyers need to trust the13

honest intention of sellers in describing impartially goods and in carrying out positively14

the sale. To hit the mark, after each transaction users give a feedback in the form15

of positive, negative or neutral rating about the other party. Buyers and sellers also16

have the possibility to leave comments like “Smooth transaction, thank you!” which are17

typical in positive case or “Buyers beware!” in the rare negative case.18

eBay adopts a centralized reputation scheme, where the system collects all the ratings19

concerning all the transactions performed and computes the scores between a simple20

summation approach. The running total reputation score of each participant is the sum21

of positive ratings (from unique users) minus the sum of negative ratings (from unique22

users).23

Due to its huge diffusion, many studies about the eBay’s reputation system has24
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been performed in literature, see [Resnick et al., 2006] for a detailed overview. The1

surprising observation about Feedback Rating scheme is that the vast majority of ratings2

are positive. In particular, 51.7% of the buyers rate the sellers after a transaction and, on3

the contrary, the sellers rate buyer 60.6% of the time. Of all ratings provided, less than4

1% is negative, less than 0.5% is neutral and about 99% is positive. This counterintuitive5

situation suggests that the high correlation between buyers and sellers evaluations is due6

to a high degree of reciprocation of positive ratings and retaliation of negative ratings. It7

is clear that this approach does not guarantee honest and fair evaluations. However, even8

though the scheme proposed by eBay seems to be very primitive and quite misleading, it9

has a strong impact in the dynamics of the marketplace and a very solid user acceptance.10

6.3.2 EigenTrust11

The Eigentrust algorithm [Kamvar et al., 2003b] proposes a distributed solution to the12

problem of reputation-based trust management. The design is intended to answer to13

some troublesome issue in a distributed scenario:14

1. Self-policing: the shared ethics of the user population are not imposed by a central15

entity but are defined and enforced directly by the peers.16

2. Anonymity: the scheme should exploit an opaque identifier instead of a externally17

visible identity such as the IP address.18

3. No profit to newcomers: the reputation of a peer is the result of several interactions19

so that the system is not dependent to whitewashers, i.e. users that change identity20

to delete a previous bad reputation.21

4. Efficiency: the reputation algorithm must have minimal overhead in terms of22

computation, infrastructure, storage, and message complexity.23

5. Robustness: the system should counter the threats proposed by malicious peers as24

well as collectives.25

The Eigentrust algorithm makes use of the concept of local trust value. A local trust

value held by a peer, is the trust value for a particular neighbor peer. Whenever the

peer interacts with any neighbor peer in the system, the peer can come to know a little

about the peer with which it is interacting depending on the current interaction. If

the current downloaded file is satisfactory then the peer can increase the trust value

associated with the neighbor or else it will decrease it in the case of the download being

unsatisfactory. Thus a vector of the values associated with all the peers in the system
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held by a particular peer is the local trust vector. More formally, we define the local

trust value of peer i and peer j as:

sij = sat(i, j)− unsat(i, j) (6.1)

where sat(i, j) represents the number of positive interactions between peers i and j,

while unsat(i, j) counts the unsatisfactory transactions. In order to aggregate local

trust values, a normalization process that is performed by means of this simple equation

is necessary:

cij =
max(sij, 0)∑
j max(sij, 0)

(6.2)

It is worth noting that cij represents the normalized trust value that peer i put in peer1

j due to their direct interactions. If peer i computes this value regarding all the peers2

with which it has interacted we can define the normalized trust vector ~ci where each3

component contains the trust rate regarding a given peer.4

EigenTrust algorithm is based on the concept of transitive trust (see Figure 6.1) in

order to exploit the natural tendency to weight acquaintances opinions about other peers

to aggregate the normalized local trust values. In other words, peer i should compute

the trust that she places in a peer k asking her friends:

tik =
∑

j

cij · cjk (6.3)

In a matrix notation, we define the matrix C = [cij] and the vector ~t = tik. Therefore,5

let us notice the relation ~ti = CT · ~ci. The meaning of this scheme is to allow a peer to6

gain a wider view of the network with respect to the information gathered by her own7

experience. Of course, this mechanism can be easily iterated allowing peer i to ask her8

friends’ friends. In this case we obtain the following vector ~t = (CT )2 ·~ci. If she continues9

in this manner, she will have a complete view of the network after n iterations, with n10

a large value, calculating ~t = (CT )n · ~ci. Fortunately, if n is large, the trust vector ~ti will11

converge to the same vector for every peer i, that is the left eigenvector of the matrix C.12

Then, this vector ~t represents the global trust values for each peer in the system. The13

above solution can also be proved with the help of a Markov model and does not need14

to start from the local trust vector of the peer, a vector indicating equal trust to all the15

peers can also be used. Hence this method to calculate the global trust values can be16

easily implemented as a centralized solution.17

But in a peer-to-peer scenario, this is not the case. In a distributed environment, the

first challenge that arises is how to store C and ~t. In the case each peer could store her

own global trust value ti, we define an algorithm in which every peer contacts all her
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neighbors who have downloaded from her, for their local trust vectors:

tk+1
i = (1− a)(c1it

(k)
1 + . . .+ cnit

(k)
n + api. (6.4)

Depending on those, the peer calculates its new trust vector, by using only one row and1

column of the full matrix multiplication. It then sends this new trust vector to all its2

neighbors from whom it has downloaded from. This process continues till the values in3

the vector ~t begin to stabilize. As shown in the paper, the algorithm converges rapidly4

even in the case of the distributed solution.5

Previously, we have supposed that peers were honest in computing and reporting their6

own trust value ti. Unfortunately, in a real scenario malicious peers can easily report7

false trust values, subverting the system. In order to cope with this problem, in [Kamvar8

et al., 2003b] the authors propose a variant where a DHT such as CAN [Ratnasamy et al.,9

2001] is used. Each peer does not calculate its own trust value. This job is entrusted to10

a set of score managers. Each peer is associated with a set of score managers. Each of11

them calculate the trust value of that peer. Any other peer requiring the trust value of12

the peer must contact its score managers. The final trust value of the peer is dependent13

on a majority vote among the values provided by all the score managers. According to14

the authors, the secure EigenTrust algorithm provides anonymity, randomization and15

redundancy. To have more details about the performance of the system and its ability16

to react to threats and collusion refers to [Kamvar et al., 2003b].17

6.3.3 XREP18

Developed with a file-sharing scenario in mind, XREP [Damiani et al., 2002] protocol19

proposes a distributed reputation system able to rate both peers performance and also20

quality of the resources accessed by peers. By means of a polling mechanism, reputation21

information is spread over the network and shared by users, so that a peer requesting a22

resource can assess the reliability of the resource offered by a peer before downloading23

it. A similar approach is described in Poblano trust model [Chen and Yeager, 2001].24

In more details, the XREP protocol is built on top of Gnutella network exploiting the25

flooding mechanism to route messages (see Section 3.2.1). Each peer, i.e. a servent in26

Gnutella jargon, maintains all the information about interactions between other peers27

and about her own experiences on resources. In fact, every servent stores a resource28

repository, in which an item is associated with a binary score, and a servent repository29

where a peer is related with the number of successful and unsuccessful downloads.30

Essentially, the XREP protocol, is composed by the following phases summarized in31

Figure 6.4:32
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Figure 6.4: XREP protocol phases.

Resource searching: the search process is very similar to the mechanism adopted in1

Gnutella that exploits flooding in order to spread Query messages in the network,2

and a set QueryHit messages is returned to the requester peer containing the infor-3

mation about items matching the search criteria. A slight difference in respect of4

the standard Gnutella protocol is present in the structure of the QueryHit messages5

that include, in the auxiliary trailer field, the digest associated with resources.6

Resource selection and vote polling: upon receiving QueryHit messages, the orig-7

inator selects the best matching resource among all possible resources offered. At8

this point, the originator polls other peers using a Poll message to enquire their9

opinion about the resource or the servent offering the resource. Vote polling is10

performed via broadcasting Gnutella network. Upon receiving a Poll message,11

each peer may respond by communicating its votes on the resource and servents12

using a PollReply message. To protect integrity and confidentiality of poll replies,13

each poll request also includes a public key with which poll responses will be en-14

crypted. These messages help identify reliable resources from unreliable ones, and15

trustworthy servents from fraudulent ones.16

Vote evaluation: at this point, the originator has received a set of votes about re-17

sources and its providers. The successive step is a detailed checking process which18

includes verification of the authenticity of the PollReply messages, guarding against19

the effect of a clique of malicious peers by using cluster computation, and sending20

TrustVote messages to a set of randomly chosen peers that request confirmation21
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on the votes received from them. Each contacted voter needs to reply with a1

TrueVoteReply message for vote confirmation. After this checking process, the2

originator is able to decide the resource to download.3

Best servent check: Once having taken the decision of downloading the resource, the4

requesting peer needs to choose the servent from which perform the download. To5

hit the mark, the servent with the best reputation is usually contacted to check6

the fact that it exports the resource. Upon receiving a reply from the servent, the7

originator is ready to start the download process.8

Resource downloading: the originating peer contacts and downloads directly from9

the selected servent the resource. After the download, the integrity of the resource10

downloaded is checked and the local repositories of the requesting peer is updated11

accordingly.12

Combining servent and resource-based reputations, XREP tries to take advantage of13

the following aspects:14

• Reputations’s life cycle: exploiting servent-based reputation new resources offered15

by reputable servents are defined reliable. On the other hand, resource-based16

reputations have a potentially wider scope and a longer life cycle, as a good resource17

will always be recognizable as such regardless of who offers it.18

• Impact on peers anonymity: it is clear that resource-based reputation does not19

affect anonymity of peers and can be implemented even in systems where identities20

change at every interaction. On the contrary, servent-based reputation needs to21

guarantee a form of persistence but does not necessarily compromise anonymity22

due to the adoption of pseudonyms.23

• Cold-start: a system in which only a servent-based reputation is implemented, is24

subject to the problem of newcomers that will struggle to actively participate in25

the distribution. In fact, they lack positive ratings and, consequently, will not26

be selected amongst providers with higher reputations. Anyhow, the integration27

with a resource-based reputation helps new users to participate actively in the28

distribution of known items despite their low current reputation.29

• Performance bottleneck: in the case where the most reputable servent was selected30

as provider in each transaction, she obviously can become a bottleneck due to the31

volume of load to manage. Once again, the resource-based reputation technique is32

able to ease this effect, providing a sort of load balancing mechanism.33

• Blacklisting: the ability to write off a list of malicious users can be performed by34

means of lesser reputable peers. It is worth noting that such functionality needs a35

robust scheme to assign pseudonyms and, therefore, fight whitewasher peers.36
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However, the high bandwidth costs of the XREP trust model is its main shortcoming.1

This is due to two main reasons. The first is that Poll queries are broadcast throughout2

the network each time a peer needs to find out the reputation of a resource or a servent.3

This in turn affects the scalability of the trust model because an increase in the number4

of peers in the system can potentially lead to an exponential increase in the number of5

Poll queries and responses leading to possible network congestion. The second reason6

is the use of TrustVote messages that request confirmation of votes. There is also no7

provision to protect the anonymity of the peers in the system. Further, a mechanism8

that rates the referral ability of the peers is absent. Thus restricting mis-representation9

is limited to using opinions from multiple peers.10

6.3.4 TrustMe11

The major contribution of TrustMe [Singh and Liu, 2003] proposal is not a novel scheme12

to calculate reputation ratings in decentralized systems, but rather the design of a proto-13

col to secure the placement and the access of these trust ratings. A central feature is the14

ability of providing mutual anonymity for both the trust host and trust querying peer.15

The authors motivate the importance of anonymity in a peer-to-peer scenario with the16

positive impact of concepts like privacy, resistance to censorship and Denial of Service17

attacks, truthfulness of ratings away from fear of providers’ retaliation.18

In order to reach these goals, TrustMe protocol introduces the concept of a Trust-19

Holding Agent peer, called THA, that is intended to store the trust value for a particular20

peer. Moreover, the protocol equips each peer with a couple of public-private key pairs:21

the former is used for providing/receiving services whereas the latter is used while serving22

as THA peer for other peers in the networks.23

The scheme proposed assumes that the trust value of a given peer is stored by the24

corresponding THA peer in the network. This assignment is implemented by means25

of a bootstrap server that, randomly, makes this decision in order to distribute the26

responsibilities equally amongst the participating peers. This assignment is unknown to27

all peers and, in particular, to given peer. All the communications with the THA peer28

is performed using a special keys pair (SPi, SBi) which indicates the knowledge of the29

trust value of the peer she is responsible for.30

When a querying peer, let’s say a peer i, wants to know the trust value of another31

peer in the network, i.e. peer j, she broadcasts a Query message (see Table 6.3.4)32

just containing the identifier IDj of the target peer. Usually, a single query message33

includes several identifiers the user is asking for, for instance, in the case i needs to34

decide the peer with which to interact between a set of possible providers. Note that35
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Query Q(j, i1, i2, . . . , in) = IDi1|IDi1 . . . IDin

Reply R(x, i) = IDii|Bi|SBi|{TV |TS|BIDx|P
′
x(TS)}SPi

Proof-of-Interaction {TS|Bj|IDj}Pi

Report IDi|{“Report”|V |Bj|{{TS|Bj|IDj}Pi
}Pj
}SBi

Table 6.1: TrustMe procotol messages

because of the message forwarding mechanism of the P2P system, the querying peer1

cannot be identified by looking at the query message. This provides complete privacy2

to the querying peer.3

Afterwards, the THA responsible for the investigated peer answers with a Reply4

message (see Table 6.3.4) that contains the corresponding trust value. The goal of this5

message is to ensure that the querying peer can identify it to be generated by a THA6

peer and that it has not been tampered with during the route. A detailed analysis of7

the fields in this messages and how they are exploited to guarantee this purpose can be8

found in [Singh and Liu, 2003]. Once the trust value of peer j is known, the querying9

peer is able to decide to interact with her or not.10

Whenever two peers interact, e.g., peers i and j, the system needs a proof that the11

transaction really happened. To hit the mark, i and j exchange Proof-of-Interaction12

messages in the form depicted in Table 6.3.4. Note that no peer can generate such a13

value in a fake manner, since it does not know the other peers private key. Moreover, the14

interaction message is useful in the case a group of co-operating peers are attempting to15

boost each others rating, since they will need to exchange such messages every time.16

After having interacted with i, the peer j can compile a report indicating the new17

trust value, broadcasting the Report message (see Table 6.3.4) in the network. This step18

must ensure that only the THA peer responsible for i can read the message and that19

only a user which has actually interacted with i can send the report.20

The authors in [Singh and Liu, 2003] discussed how the protocol handles various21

possible attacks due to the manipulation of Reply, Report or Proof-of-Interaction mes-22

sages, as well as the countermeasures adopted in attempting to identify THA peers and,23

consequently, identify a target for DoS attacks. At last, TrustMe proposal guarantees24

persistence of trust ratings, no need for a central trusted authority, in the assumption25

that the bootstrap server acts rather as a certification authority, a small decision time26

since a peer needs only a reply to make a decision on whether to interact with a partic-27

ular peer or not. Furthermore, it is very easy to contribute to the system since a peer28

has to send a single report message.29
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However, some drawbacks can be identified: firstly, the adoption of a bootstrap server1

which may be a single point of failure in the system and a very loaded entity due to the2

highly dynamic environment. Moreover, the efficiency is affected by the use of broadcast3

mechanism to spread messages and by the computational cost of managing public key4

infrastructure and encryption/decryption of messages.5

6.3.5 NICE6

NICE [Sherwood et al., 2006] is a platform to implement cooperative applications over7

the Internet in which a subset of resources, typically processing power, bandwidth or8

storage, at each peer is allocated for use by remote peers in the network. In other words,9

applications in NICE gain access to remote resources by bartering local resources. The10

focus in this thesis is put on the distributed trust inference model that, along with a11

resource advertisement and location, secure bartering and trading of resources, compose12

the main services offered by NICE approach. The goals of the trust model are twofold:13

(1) identify cooperative groups of users and (2) prevent malicious peers and collusion of14

them to critically affect the interaction between users in cooperative groups.15

The NICE trust inference model is based on the concept of cookie: for each trans-16

action in the system, each involved user produces this signed statement concerning the17

quality of the transaction. For instance, let us suppose that a peer A consumes a set18

of resources from B during a transaction. After the completion of the interaction, A19

signs a cookie that contains information about the completed transaction. Furthermore,20

peer B may choose to store the cookie in order to proof to other peers, and to A, her21

trustworthiness. It is worth noting that if the opinion in a cookie is negative, the peer22

storing it has no interest to hold it, so in this case, the signing n node needs to store it23

herself in order to trace the bad behavior observed. NICE guarantees a constant storage24

space by means of expiration time and discard policies.25

In order to describe the trust inference algorithm a directed trust graph is introduced.26

Each vertex in the graph corresponds to a user and an edge from a user A to another27

user B exists if and only if B holds a cookie from A. The value of the edge denotes how28

much A trusts B and depends on the set of A’s cookies B holds. An example of trust29

graph is given in Figure 6.5.30

NICE proposes two different schemes to infer a trust value from a directed graph31

introduced above:32

- Strongest path: given a set of paths between A and B, user A selects the strongest33

path, where the strength of a path can be computed as the minimum valued edge34

along the path or the product of all edges along the path. Then A uses the35
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Figure 6.5: Example of a trust graph.

minimum trust value on the paths as the trust value for user B.1

- Weighted sum of strongest disjoint paths: in this case A computes the weighted2

sum of the strength of all the strongest disjoint paths. It is worth noting that the3

set of disjoint paths is not unique, but the set of strongest disjoint paths is.4

Both these algorithms are robust in the sense that no edge value is used more than5

once, and trust values computed are always upper-bounded by the minimum trust on a6

path. Note that in order to infer trust for B, A does not need the entire trust graph,7

but only needs the set of paths from her to B.8

An interesting scenario happens when a peer A wants to access B’s resources. There9

are two possibilities: either A already has cookies from B, or A and B have not had any10

transactions yet. In the first case, A sends B a set of credentials signed by B. Upon11

receiving this, B verifies that the cookies were indeed signed by her. Depending on12

the set of credentials, B may also decide to search for further references for A. These13

references along with the credentials are then used to compute the extent of B’s trust in14

A. The more interesting case happens if A and B were never involved in a transaction:15

in this situation peer A initiates a search for B’s cookies at nodes from whom she holds16

cookies. In particular, in the basic algorithm A floods queries along the cookie edges17

that terminate at each node, starting with her own node. After the search is over, she18

can present B an union of directed paths which all start at B and end at A. Note that19

these cookie paths correspond exactly to union of directed edges on the trust graph in20

Figure 6.5. In such a manner, B is able to compute a trust value about the requesting21

peer A. Even tough this scheme is simply to implement and shows several desirable22

properties, the flooding mechanisms adopted compromises the system efficiency and the23

scalability. To counter these shortcomings, the authors propose an efficient searching24

algorithm that exploits Bloom filters to guide the search process towards nodes that25

(probably) stores the cookies we are looking for.26

NICE scheme introduces an innovative way to verify the trustworthiness of partici-27

pants in a transaction. In general, it is the responsibility of the resource owner to prove28
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the reputation of the requesting peer, either using the history of past interactions or by1

way of a search process through the peers she trusts. It is clear that such mechanism2

is subject to Denial of Service attacks since a malicious peer can repeatedly asks other3

peers to verify her identity. On the contrary, in the NICE inference algorithm the re-4

questing peer has to search for the owner’s cookies and present them to it. A natural5

consequence is that each peer has an incentive to store cookies since they explicitly ben-6

efit her possibility to provide sufficient guarantees to resource owner. Of course, such7

kind of incentive is valid only if the trust value is positive, otherwise a peer is not willing8

to hold a bad reputation about her behavior. In this case, the protocol allows a peer9

issuing a negative cookie to store the cookie herself.10

One of the main contributions of the NICE approach is the ability of good peers to11

form groups and isolate malicious peers. To form such groups efficiently, peers maintain12

a preference list of potentially trustworthy peers that is constructed based on previous13

interactions and observations. This ability to form robust cooperative groups, along14

with the incentive to store cookies, improves the reliability of the system.15

6.4 Social Network-based Approaches16

A parallel approach to compute trust and reputation values utilizes social relationships17

between peers and their natural liability to group into communities according to various18

aspects of social behavior.19

An example of social network-based approach is the Regret [Sabater and Sierra,20

2001, 2002b] trust model. The main idea is that the reputation of an agent is an21

aggregation of three different components: (1) individual, (2) social and (3) ontological22

dimensions. The individual dimension shapes the reputation of a member as a rating23

about direct interaction with him. Instead, when a peer exploits information about24

another peer coming from other members of the society, she takes advantage of the25

social dimension. This concept is strongly related to group membership since a peer26

that initially does not hold a reputation value, inherits the reputation of the group it27

belongs to and, afterwards, profit by the information extracted from the community to28

perform reputation inferences. In other words, there are three sources of information that29

help peer A decide the reputation of a peer B: the individual dimension between A and30

B, the information that A’s group has about B called the witness reputation, and the31

information that A’s group has about B’s group called the neighborhood reputation. At32

last, the ontological dimension deals with the different types of reputation and how they33

are combined to obtain a more expressive one. Clearly, since reputation is subjective,34

each peer typically has a different ontological structure to combine reputations and has35

a different way to weigh the reputations when they are combined.36
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The Regret trust model shows some good points since it is a purely decentralized1

approach and allows each peer local control over its own data. Moreover, the compo-2

sitional method produces a complete understanding of reputation process, increasing3

flexibility and reliability. However, it is still limited in the sense that a peer does not4

cross group-boundaries to inquire peers from other groups about the reputation of a5

peer. Understandably if this were to be implemented, the reputation model would be-6

come quite complex and would require increased communication between peers. In7

addition, while the existing model is simple, each peer assumes an implicit trust in other8

peers belonging to the same group, thus exposing itself to malicious activity within its9

own group [Suryanarayana and Taylor, 2004].10

NodeRanking [Pujol et al., 2002] represents another interesting approach in which the11

structural properties of a social network, i.e. a representation of the relationships existing12

within a community, is exploited to automatically derive a reputation metric. It is worth13

noting that in the same community several types of social network can be built depending14

on the social relationship taken into account: kinship, acquaintanceship, friendship,15

mutual support, cooperation, and similarity are typical criteria used in establishing the16

social relationship components of a community. In NodeRanking a social network is17

represented as a direct graph. The intuition behind this scheme is that the location18

of a given member of a community within a social network can be used to infer some19

properties about his or her degree of expertise, i.e., his or her reputation. Experts20

who are well-known and highly regarded by most other members of the community21

tend to be easily identified as highly connected nodes in the social network graph of22

their community. Each node has associated an degree of authority, i.e. an importance23

measure, and a part of this authority is propagated to its out-nodes through its out-edges.24

Thus the authority of a node depends on the authority of its in-nodes. NodeRanking25

mechanism is inspired from the ranking algorithms in the Web and in particular from26

the PageRank [Lawrence et al., 1998] scheme.27

The main shortcoming of NodeRanking is that it is centralized. While the NodeR-28

anking algorithm does not require each peer to know about the rest of the system, the29

results from each peer are returned to a centralized node in order to construct the so-30

cial network graph. This centralized node is then queried for reputation information by31

the peers. Naturally NodeRanking inherits the disadvantages inherent in any central-32

ized scheme, namely, single point-of-failure and issues of scalability [Suryanarayana and33

Taylor, 2004].34
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Chapter 71

Micro-payment and Accounting2

Schemes3

As described in Section 5.3, a mechanism to counter selfishness reducing the impact4

of free-riding phenomenon is to provide a monetary or bond-based incentive to users.5

This class of proposals specifies that the consumer transfers to the provider a bond that6

promises a service in return. For example, MojoNation [MojoNation-PROJ] project and7

the related virtual currency Mojo is one of early attempt to introduce the concept of8

currency in a fully distributed system. This proposal provides attack resistance and9

load balancing features in an incentive-compatible way. Another proposal comes from10

the file-sharing system KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ] where a currency scheme is introduced to11

incite users to upload files. Furthermore, several other approaches have been described12

in [Golle et al., 2001; Turner and W., 2004; Wongrujira and Seneviratne, 2005].13

Tightly related to the exploitation of monetary schemes to provide incentives to14

collaborate, the concept of accountability represents a needful requirement for the success15

of a peer-to-peer system. In P2P terms accountability means the ability to trace resource16

provision and consumption by peers in order to monitor the degree of contribution17

and potentially exclude non-cooperating peers from the system. In literature several18

proposals to provide accountability in resources consumption and provision have been19

discussed. A widely adopted solution makes use of micropayments. Accountability20

measures based on micropayments require that each party offer something of value in an21

exchange. When a customer A benefits of resources offered by a provider B, she sends a22

form of token or valuable entity that proves the interaction and that can be used by B to23

request other services in return. In [Dingledine et al., 2001], a preliminary classification24

of micro-payment proposals identify two categories:25

Non-fungible: this approach does not offer to the provider any real redeemable value,26
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but simply slows down the rate at which the consumer requests resources. Usually1

non-fungible class is based on the concept of proof-of-work (POW) firstly advo-2

cated in [Dwork and Naor, 1993] to handle resource allocation requests and fight3

electronic junk e-mails. The main idea is to make a user compute a moderately4

hard, but not intractable, computation problem before gaining access to some re-5

source. It takes a long time to solve the problem but only a short time to verify6

that the user found the right solution. In other words, the consumer must perform7

a significantly greater amount of computational work to solve the problem that8

the provider has to perform to verify that she did it.9

An alternative micropayment scheme based on the concept of POW is Hash Cash10

[Back, 2001]. The provider calculates a hash or digest, namely a number that11

can be generated easily from a secret input, but that cannot be used to guess it.12

When the customer wants to use a resource, the provider asks her to guess the13

input by way of a brute-force calculation. The provider is able to decide the time14

the customer has to spend specifying how many bits she must guess. It is clear15

that guessing the complete hash requires a prohibitive amount of time, so only a16

fraction of bits needs to be guessed. Formally, this kind of problem is called a k-bit17

partial hash collision where k is the number of bits to be guessed.18

Another micropayment scheme based on partial hash collision uses client puzzles19

[Juels and Brainard, 1999] to provide a cryptographic countermeasure against con-20

nection depletion attacks.21

Fungible: fungible schemes exchange between participants in a transaction a token22

that has an intrinsic value and that can be further exchanged in place of the pro-23

vision of resources or services. In other words, the customer sends to provider a24

redeemable payment in form of a reward for the resources provided. Accordingly,25

if non-fungible approaches are more suitable for ephemeral resources, like TCP26

connections, fungible micro-payments works better with long-term resources, like27

data storage. Fungible micro-payments are not used solely for economic incen-28

tives. Instead, they act as an accountability measure. Peers cannot freeload in the29

system, as they can earn wealth only by making their own resources available (or30

by purchasing resource tokens via some other means). This is a more natural and31

more effective way to protect a system from flooding than proofs of work.32

Several micropayment schemes based on the concept of a virtual currency have33

been proposed in literature. For instance, PayWord [Rivest and Shamir, 1996]34

is a credit-based scheme in which chains of paywords (hash values) are generated35

to enable repetitive micropayment transactions. Some scenarios in which it is36

adopted are pay-per-use web sites or pay-per-minute on-line games or movies. In37

PayWord a centralized broker attends to keep track of the balance account of users,38

and, above all, verify the validity of chains. When a user A wants to interact for39
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the first time with another user B, she creates a chain w1, w2, . . . , wn which is1

calculated choosing a random wn and moving backward to compute wi from wi+1.2

The consumer starts the interaction with the provider sending the w0 element and3

successive values in the chain are used in further transactions. A drawback in this4

scheme is that payword chains are both user and vendor specific: each chain must5

be exploited in the interaction with a particular provider.6

Another interesting proposal is MicroMint [Rivest and Shamir, 1996] which offer7

a lower level of security in place of a very good efficiency for unrelated, low-8

value payments. PayWord and MicroMint are just two representative examples of9

micropayment schemes. Many others exist, e.g., Millicent [Glassman et al., 1995;10

Manasse, 1995], SubScrip [Furche and Wrightson, 1996] or iKP [Bellare et al.,11

1995; Hauser et al., 1996].12

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows: firstly, two decentralized remote13

accounting schemes are presented, namely KARMA [Vishnumurthy et al., 2003] and14

PeerMint [Hausheer and Stiller, 2005]. Afterwards, a hybrid approach to token-based15

accounting via micro-payments designed specifically for peer-to-peer systems, i.e. PPay16

[Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003b], will be deeply investigated. PPay covers a leading role17

in this thesis since it has been adopted in the implementation of FairPeers marketplace18

as accounting and payment module (see Section 9.3).19

7.1 KARMA20

KARMA [Vishnumurthy et al., 2003] is a general economic framework for avoiding free-21

loaders in peer-to-peer systems by keeping track of the resource consumption and con-22

tribution of each participant. In KARMA, a resource is represented by anything can be23

exchanged between peers such as files, messages, or the result of a computation. This24

protocol is built on top of a distributed hash table, in particular the proposed implemen-25

tation uses Pastry although any other DHT could be used instead. The secure routing26

primitive introduced in [Castro et al., 2002b] is employed to provide a reliable delivery27

of messages.28

For each peer a scalar value, called karma, represents the balance between resources29

provided and consumed during the interaction with the system. Such information is30

maintained in a group of nodes, called the bank-set, and it is updated after each upload31

or download performed. In more details, the bank-set of node A is the leaf set of the node32

closest in the nodeId space to the hash of A’s identifier. Moreover, it is worth noting33

that all nodes in the bank-set are equally responsible for maintaining the associated34

information. Each member of the bank-set stores the amount of karma in A’s account35
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along with some information about all recent payments A has made in order to provide1

a proof when the other party in the transaction has not sent A the requested file after2

a correct payment. To counter replay attacks a sequence number is attached to each3

message sent for updating karma balance.4

To store files in the system, KARMA uses a similar approach: for each file a fileID5

is generated by the MD5 hash of the file name. A list of nodes which have a copy of that6

file is stored in the DHT in a particular set of peers called file-set. The file-set consists7

in the set of the k
2

nodes closest to the fileId in either direction in the DHT. When a8

node A joins the network, it sends messages to the file-sets of each of its files; nodes that9

receive these messages add A’s nodeId to the list of nodes that store the file.10

When a node A enters the system, a bank-set has to be assigned to it. To ensure11

randomness and limiting the rate at which a given node can join the system, a crypto-12

graphic puzzle [Goel et al., 2003] is adopted. During the joining phase, members of the13

potential A’s bank-set control whether it was already present in the system by looking14

for the corresponding entry in their database. Afterwards, each bank-set node sends15

to every other member the information about the past knowledge of A. By way of a16

majority vote, the bank-set decides if A is a new node, and in this case it assigns a karma17

value of zero, or a previously joined user, and consequently the past value is restored.18

Therefore, the karma assignment is persistent. Moreover, when a new node comes up,19

it has to start functioning as a bank node for all nodes whose bank-sets now include it.20

The core of the proposal is the file exchange protocol. When a node A wants to21

download a file F , it submits a download query to the F ’s file-set, and starts a set of22

auctions for the file. Let us suppose that nodes B and C receive the download query and23

answer with a bid. Received the bids, A chooses the most convenient offerer, let’s say B,24

and initiates the file exchanging protocol. First karma is transferred from A’s account to25

B’s account, which is followed by the file chunk transfer. Auctions are continued to be26

held for each chunk of the file, till the entire file has been downloaded. In more details,27

a karma-transfer from a node A to node B involves A, B, Bank A (i.e. A’s bank-set)28

and Bank B (i.e. B’s bank-set). The transfer can be broadly split into three phases of29

communication between different pairs of entities: (1) A and Bank A, (2) Bank A and30

Bank B, and (3) Bank B and B. A first sends Bank A a request to transfer a given31

amount of karma to B’s account. Bank A then deducts this amount from A’s account,32

and communicates with Bank B. Then, Bank B credits the same amount to B’s account33

and informs B of the karma-transfer, so that B can proceed with the file-transfer to A.34

Figure 7.1 summarizes the mechanism described above. The protocol ensures that both35

the karma and the file transfer are provable. In order to reach the last property, the36

Certified Mail Scheme [Schneier, 1995] is adopted. At last, in [Vishnumurthy et al.,37

2003] authors outline that KARMA system handles several class of security threats like38

replay attacks, malicious providers and consumers, corrupt bank-set, attacks against39
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Figure 7.1: Distributed Accounting in Karma [Vishnumurthy et al., 2003]

DHT routing, DoS and Sybil attacks and the presence of spurious files.1

7.2 PeerMint2

PeerMint [Hausheer and Stiller, 2005] is an accounting scheme able to keep track of3

consumption and contribution of resources by peers in a fully decentralized manner.4

The proposed approach is based on a session model in which a session defines the use5

of a particular service or resource, like the download of a file, and involves two partners,6

namely the provider and the consumer peer. In PeerMint an account is defined as a7

repository which can be used to keep and aggregate accounting information such as8

amount of data exchanged or CPU cycles used [Hausheer, 2006]. Two types of accounts9

are defined: a session account and a peer account. In more details, a session account keep10

track of accounting information within a given session, while a peer account represents11

an aggregation of session accounts, i.e. it stores the result of the interactions performed12

in several sessions by a particular peer.13

A fundamental building block of PeerMint is the concept of distributed redundant14

accounting in which both session and peer accounts are stored in several remote peers.15

Accordingly, we define the A’s peer account holder set as a group of p peers in which16

peer account information about A is held in a distributed and redundant way. As17

depicted in Figure 7.2, provider and consumer peers involved in a particular transaction18

send their balance updates to a redundant set of m session mediation peers which are19
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Figure 7.2: Distributed Redundant Accounting in PeerMint [Hausheer and
Stiller, 2005]

responsible for storing the session account for the current interaction (see the step 1).1

Each session mediation peer checks if both the participants agree and updates the session2

account correspondingly. Whenever a session account wants to update a peer account,3

the mediation peers send a balance update to the 2×p peers holding the respective peer4

accounts (see step 2). It is worth noting that both the steps described above can be5

repeated several times independently. Moreover, a majority vote is exploited to counter6

Byzantine failures: only if the majority of mediation peers report the same balance7

update, the peer accounts will be modified.8

Let’s assume that all peers hold a public/private key pair which is used for identify-9

ing peers and for digital signing messages. Furthermore, a structured overlay network10

is employed to connect peers providing an efficient and scalable mechanism to deter-11

ministically lookup objects. In such a context, a unique 128-bit identifier is assigned to12

every peers in the system calculated from the hash of the public key. The same hash13

function is applied for calculating the session key by hashing the peer identifiers of the14

two session partners combined with an additional timestamp. For every key a root node,15

which is the numerically closest peer to that key, is defined. In order to individuate the16

account holder set for a given peer A, the leaf-set of the root node corresponding to A’s17

identifier is used.18

When a peer joins the system for the first time, a peer account is generated. The peer19

contacts the responsible root node using the standard routing primitive provided by the20

DHT. Afterwards, the root node notifies all peers in the account holder set about the21

joining of the new node and send back some useful information like nodeID, IP address22

and port number. Usually, the balance of a new node is set to zero. Session accounts23
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Figure 7.3: A typical session in PeerMint [Hausheer and Stiller, 2005]

are created in a similar way. Before the session starts, both participant create a signed1

message containing the agreed tariff, the two nodeID and a sessionID. Such a signed2

message is sent to the root node responsible for the session account. Then, it forwards3

the information to all responsible peers and again sends their node handles back to both4

session partners. In Figure 7.3 a typical session between two peers is depicted. The two5

phases presented correspond to those in Figure 7.2.6

Whenever a peer re-joins the network, a set of maintenance operations must be7

performed in order to notify the corresponding instance of PeerMint that the leaf-set has8

changed. Afterwards, the new peer obtains the balance of all accounts it is responsible9

for. Similarly, an account maintenance procedure is executed when a peer leaves the10

system in way of other peers will become responsible for the session and peer accounts11

that were held by the peer which went off-line. In order to know the balance of a12

particular peer, a node contacts the corresponding root node that forwards the query to13

the account holder set. Each member of this set sends directly to the querying peer the14

stored balance and, after all, a majority vote assigns the correct peer account value.15

At last, it is possible noting that PeerMint accounting scheme is similar to KARMA16

[Vishnumurthy et al., 2003] approach but introduces the concept of session mediation17

peers to maintain and aggregate session information about transactions between peers.18

This minimizes the possibilities for collusions among peers trying to increase their ac-19

count balance without actually contribute resources.20
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7.3 PPay: a Peer-to-Peer Micropayment Scheme1

The PPay [Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003b] protocol has been introduced by Yang and2

Garcia Molina in order to design a micro-payment scheme able to greatly reduce the3

broker’s involvement. To achieve this goal, the concept of floating and self-managed4

currency has been defined. The coins can float from one peer to another, and the owner5

of a given coin manages the currency itself, except when it is created or cashed; i.e., the6

user manages all the security features of the owned coin(s). As other micro-payment7

systems, also in PPay some coin fraud is possible, but it is unprofitable. In fact, frauds8

are detectable and malicious users can be punished as well. Moreover, a fraud can be9

operated only on small amounts of currency, and risk is higher than benefit. In the10

following, we report the basic implementation of the protocol.11

7.3.1 Basic Protocol12

Let A, B and C be three users of a peer-to-peer system, and let BR be the broker.

When setting up her own account, a user, say A, purchases digital coins from BR. A

raw coin has the form:

ω = {A, sn}SKBR
(7.1)

When A purchases raw coins from the broker, these coins are uniquely identified with13

a serial number sn and digitally signed by BR (SKBR is the secret counterpart of the14

BR’s asymmetric key). Now, A is the owner of ω.15

When A wants to purchase an item or a service from B, it will send the assigned

coin to B:

αAB = {B, seq1, ω}SKA
(7.2)

where seq1 is the sequence number of the assignment. The assignment phase is illustrated16

in Figure 7.4(a). The re-assignment of this coin will have a greater sequence number.17

Now B is the holder of the coin, and she can decide to cash it or to re-assign it to18

another user (e.g., C).19

If B chooses the last opportunity, she as to send a reassignment request to A:

%ABC = {C, αAB}SKB
(7.3)

The reassignment request can be used later by A to prove to a third party that B

forwarded the assigned coin and that it cannot cash it anymore. After receiving %ABC ,

A processes it and sends the new assignment to B and C:

αAC = {C, seq2, ω}SKA
(7.4)
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(a) Assignment phase: the owner of the
raw coin ω buys a service from B assigning
the coin to it that becomes the new holder
(message 2)

(b) Reassignment via the owner:
when peer B wants to spend an assigned
coin, it sends a reassignment request (mes-
sage 1) to the ω’s owner. If online, A an-
swers to both the seller C and the buyer B
with a re-assignment statement suggesting
that C becomes the new coin holder (mes-
sage 2).

(c) Downtime protocol: in the case
the coin owner is off-line, the broker acts
on its behalf.

Figure 7.4: PPay basic protocol.
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where seq2 > seq1. Of course, after αAC has been released, αAB is no longer valid.1

Actually, in this basic approach, coins are not so floating: they come back to the owner2

A before each reassignment. This implies an extra computational charge for A, which,3

anyhow, is not a serious problem, considering the performance of modern computers.4

The Figure 7.4(b) depicts the reassignment scheme by way of the coin’s owner.5

It is obvious that peers must be on-line to manage their coins. But, this is not

always the case due to the dynamic and autonomous behavior of peers, with a very

high probability a peer can be off-line. The big issue is that the owner of a coin could

be unreachable when a peer wishes to reassign it. This drawback is patched with the

downtime protocol presented in [Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003b] and sketched in

Figure 7.4(c), which relies on the Broker (BR) as the trusted intermediary. BR generates

the newly assigned coin:

αAC = {C, seq2, ω}SKBR
(7.5)

and sends the reassigned coin to A when this comes back on-line. A should be responsible6

for detecting frauds committed when she was off-line. Downtime protocol introduces a7

drawback due to a high percentage of off-line periods in a lifetime of a peer: broker’s8

load significantly increases according to reassignment requests. Moreover, the broker9

must continuously check when peers return on-line, because they must send back the10

newly assigned coin. Broker will charge both A and C a percentage of the reassigned11

amount for this service. Both parties must be charged in order to prevent cases where A12

always pretends to be down, or C pretends A is down. Note that this extension provides13

incentives for nodes to remain on-line, and to minimize the involvement of the broker.14

7.3.2 Layered Coins15

In the basic PPay protocol we have observed that each reassignment involves the owner

of a coin, minimizing the benefit of floating currencies. However, steps 7.3, 7.4 and 7.5

can be avoided if layered coins are used instead. In this case, B can reassign ω itself

by sending to C the assigned coin αAB enveloped in a new layer:

πABC = {C,B, seq3, αAB}SKB
(7.6)

where seq3 > seq1. If C wishes to reassign the coin again, he has to add another layer to16

πABC . Each layer represents a reassignment request and the broker and A can peel off17

all the layers to obtain all the necessary proofs. This protocol is still considered secure,18

but it has the (relatively) negative drawbacks that fraud detection is delayed, and that19

floating coins grow in size. Moreover, layered coins introduce a loss of decision power for20

the original owner of the raw coin: A should not be contacted anymore for reassigning21

αAB, and it will lose the full audit trail of a coin.22
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Figure 7.5: Layered Coins: each reassignment does not involve the coin
owner but it simply adds a new layer indicating the transition from the buyer
to the seller. Therefore, a layered coin contains a precise description of the
transactions chain the coin follows.

7.3.3 Limit Certificate1

Printing raw coins is an expensive task that the broker has to perform for all coins2

floating in the system. In order to reduce the broker’s load, it should be a great feature3

for a peer to mint her own currency, maintaining the security properties of raw coins4

printed directly by the broker untouched. A PPay’s extension that achieves this goal is5

the limit certificate scheme.6

When a user A first joins the network, it obtains a limit certificate from the broker

that specifies how many coins A is authorized to print. The certificate has the following

format:

L = {A, liml, limu}SKBR
(7.7)

Field liml denotes the lower bound on the serial number of the coins that A may print,

while limu denotes the upper bound. User A will typically need to prepay the value of

limu− liml + 1 coins. User A is able to print one’s raw coin with the following format:

ω′ = {sn, L}SKA
(7.8)

where the relation liml ≤ sn ≤ limu is valid. Any raw coin with a serial number outside7

this set is not legal. PPay has been proved secure and relatively efficient, but we argue8

that in a practical environment, some aspects should be carefully considered.9
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7.3.4 Security and Performance considerations1

As with every payment system, in PPay the concept of coin fraud has to be carefully2

taken into account. Even tough the protocol does not guarantee a complete prevention3

against frauds, mostly for efficiency reasons, they come out unprofitable. In fact, PPay4

assumes that any fraud can be detected and the misbehaving peer caught, as well as the5

implementation of proper punishment actions. At last, due to the small value of a coin,6

a fraud does not posses a lucrative purpose.7

Supposing that the broker is a trustworthy entity, the analysis shift towards the ways8

of finding proofs of misconduct in the case of a fraud is committed. A first attempt to9

cheat may be do replicating an assigned coin and spending it twice. For example, let us10

suppose that the owner A assigns a coin to B. After, B reassigns the coin to C, and11

tries to reassign it again to D. In the basic scenario, i.e. a system where assignments12

are performed via the coin owner, such a fraud is simply detected because the owner13

prevents to assign twice its own coins. Another troublesome situation appears whenever14

the owner of a coin wrongfully deny the validity of an assignment or, by generating and15

spending two coins with the same serial number. Of course, denying an assignment16

statement is impossible since the presence of a signed assignment request that can be17

exploited as a proof of relinquishment. Usually, the most common fraud is due by double-18

spending a raw coin by the owner. In this case, the broker counters the double-spending19

attack by recording the serial number and the owner of each coin has been cashed, and20

the holder of the coin who cashed it. If multiple coins with the same owner and serial21

number are cashed, the broker will ask the owner of the coin to prove the invalidity of22

one or both of the assignments. If the owner is able to refute an assignment, then the23

holder of the coin will be punished. If the owner is not able to refute either assignment,24

then the owner will be punished.25

It is worth noting that the presence of layered coins may still delay the discovery26

of frauds. In fact, the coins float following the purchase chain and only the broker,27

during the cashing phase, could detect an attack, e.g. a double-spending. Anyway,28

the level of security and the overall considerations are the same in respect of the basic29

scheme. Furthermore, the presence of limit certificates does not introduce differences30

from the security properties of broker-printed raw coins. A detailed analysis of security31

considerations can be found in [Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003b] (see also the extended32

version).33

At last, the authors propose an evaluation of PPay protocol using simulation to inves-34

tigate the feasibility of the scheme in terms of broker’s load, peer’s load and amount of35

state needed to guarantee the security features described above. Furthermore, they per-36

form a comparative analysis between several variant of PPay and another micropayment37

scheme, namely the electronic check [Micali and Rivest, 2002; Rivest and Shamir, 1996]38
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by Rivest. The results show that PPay can significantly outperform existing schemes in1

terms of broker load, while maintaining a reasonable peer load. A complete understand-2

ing of the performance study is out of the scope of this thesis and is widely discussed in3

[Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003b].4
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Part III1

Building Blocks of a Peer-to-Peer2

Marketplace3
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Chapter 81

A Copyright Management and Fair2

Profit Sharing Framework3

8.1 Architecture of a Generic Peer-to-Peer Digital4

Marketplace5

In the real life, a marketplace can be defined as the space, actual or metaphorical, where6

goods and services are traded. In general, the traditional marketplace is a square where7

merchants set up stalls and buyers browse the commodity. The concept of a digital8

market differs in the fact that the goods traded are not clothes, spices or tangible things9

but digital resources and services; moreover, the place where business is built up is not10

a stand or a megastore, but the Internet.11

In order to design an architecture able to support peer-to-peer market-oriented ap-12

plications, it is necessary to consider both the technical aspects resulting from the peer-13

to-peer substrate deeply investigated in Part I and the economic aspects following from14

the dynamics of a market described in Part II of this thesis.15

Peer-to-Peer model raises some issues that have to be dealt with in building a mar-16

ketplace:17

• As described in Chapter 5, peers are autonomous entities acting in a rational way.18

They first pursue self-interest despite the common good and behave selfishly or19

maliciously without the definition of appropriate incentives to cooperate. Several20

accounting or reputation mechanisms have been developed, e.g. the tit-for-tat21

scheme in BitTorrent [Cohen, 2003] or the eMule’s credit system. However, they are22

all file sharing oriented and they are subject to security weaknesses that represent23

a very big threat in a commercial context.24
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• Peers are inherently unreliable due to faults or malicious behaviors. In a market-1

oriented application, the system has to guarantee continuous service uptime so as2

to maintain and, more desirably, improve the business of participants. Redundancy3

techniques have been adopted to face availability, in any case, it introduces some4

questions regarding data inconsistency and the overhead of the synchronization5

procedures.6

• In a decentralized environment, potentially populated by large numbers of nodes,7

efficiency and scalability of searching, routing and other meaningful tasks represent8

a significant problem.9

• Since peers are autonomous, they can choose to not behave correctly. In a com-10

mercial system, the security aspects cover a prominent role in order to protect11

both buyers and sellers interests. The limited support against malicious peers rep-12

resents a very big threat, specially in systems like DHTs where the focus is mostly13

directed on high scalability and efficiency issues.14

Depicted are the main threats that the peer-to-peer model brings up, the goal of this15

section shifts towards the definition of the key components of a general-purpose, service16

oriented marketplace. A good proposal comes from the research project MMAPPS17

(Market Management of Peer-to-Peer Services) [MMAPPS-PROJ] that investigated how18

to use techniques from economics and social sciences to tackle some of the fundamental19

difficulties in creating well-founded, and therefore sustainable, P2P applications. The20

project’s central approach was to extend techniques such as market management so that21

cooperation between peers can be encouraged without damaging the community-oriented22

structure of P2P architectures.23

Firstly, a set of functional and non-functional requirements will be introduced, after-24

wards the basic architectural concepts will be illustrated and, in particular the features25

of three models will be sketched, namely the market, service and peer models, that26

are the basis of the Service Oriented Peer-to-Peer System (SOPPS) [Gerke et al., 2003]27

architecture developed within MMPPAS project. This overview represents an effective28

starting point in defining what a peer-to-peer marketplace is and what are the most29

representative functionalities and architectural components (a detailed survey is done30

in [Hausheer, 2006]). Furthermore, due to the flexibility and the modular architecture,31

we think that it can be successfully used to model different kinds of market-oriented32

applications, as demonstrated by the results of the MMAPPS project. Accordingly, it33

will be exploited as background for the introduction of a fair profit-sharing marketplace34

protecting copyright, namely FairPeers [Catalano and Ruffo, 2004], that is the focus35

of this thesis.36
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8.1.1 Functional requirements1

In order to define the main features and the specific behaviors of a peer-to-peer mar-2

ketplace, a set of functional requirements have been identified [Gerke and Hausheer,3

2005]:4

Service support: the target system needs to support generic services, ranging from5

purely resource-based services, like provision of computational power, bandwidth6

or storage space, to higher level services, like content sharing, weather forecast, or7

digital bookstores or a composition of them.8

Market-based management: a system where services are traded between peers must9

follow real market mechanisms and provide some forms of incentives to well be-10

have. In such a context, the use of a currency represents a classical approach;11

anyhow, other schemes can be implemented, such as the exploitation of a barter-12

ing technique.13

Decentralization: to provide a high degree of decentralization is one of the main pur-14

poses of a peer-to-peer marketplace. In the contemporary panorama of Internet15

digital markets, several celebrated systems, like eBay [Omidyar, 1995] or iTunes16

[iTunes-PROJ], came into the limelight. The significant point is that they are based17

on a completely centralized architecture. On the contrary, in a pure (see Section18

3.2) peer-to-peer system any central components are eliminated: the self-organizing19

community of peers interact each other without any single point-of-failure entity.20

It is fundamental to underline that a hybrid topology (see Section 3.3), where few21

central units with specific functionalities are present, represents another feasible22

approach characterized by a compromise between scalability and efficiency issues.23

8.1.2 Non-Functional requirements24

Along with the previous functional behaviors, a peer-to-peer digital marketplace has to25

follow a set of non functional requirements that list the most relevant quality attributes:26

Efficiency: one of the most important goal is efficiency. From an economic point of27

view, the system should lead to a services allocation scheme that maximizes the28

social benefit of all participants. Instead, from a technical point of view, efficiency29

means to minimize the consumption of physical resources, like cpu cycles, storage30

or bandwidth. For instance, the implementation of mechanisms able to reduce the31

number of messages exchanged between peers belongs to this category.32
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Scalability: the system should be able to manage a heavy load both in terms of number1

of peers and volume of services and transactions performed. One of the main2

strengths of the peer-to-peer model is the ability of sustain increasing loads without3

a sensible reduction of the system’s performance. On the contrary, in a client-server4

architecture the centralized server could become overloaded when the transactions5

get heavy, representing an undesirable single point-of-failure.6

Accountability: it is clear that any market should provide a mechanism to hold the7

trading of services or the consumption of resources accountable. In order to reach8

this significant requirement, the system should implement some accounting or9

payment mechanism that provides a common currency through which to model10

the value of a specific service. Tracing the users interaction gives rise to a twofold11

effect: (1) fight the free-riding phenomenon also by means of the introduction12

of reputation-based schemes and, (2) make invalid the privacy and anonymity13

properties of peer-to-peer model incompatible with the accountable nature of users14

actions.15

Reliability: a relevant aspect of any real application is the capacity to respond to16

individual failures of components. Client-sever systems are highly vulnerable to17

failures and to Denial of Service attacks that can make the system unusable. Peer-18

to-peer model is able to guarantee an improved system’s availability only in the19

case that peers, which are autonomous entities, behave following the intended20

protocol.21

Security: a relevant aspect that an open market has to consider is the security threats22

that come from unauthorized access to resources or, in general, malicious use. In23

particular, the system should guarantee authenticity, integrity or confidentiality by24

means of standard techniques like authentication, authorization, access control and25

encryption. Different levels of security can be applied depending on the application26

and the relevance of data and services handled. Unfortunately, the existing overlay27

networks, e.g. Chord, Pastry or Kademlia, generally provide a limited support28

against security threats (see Section 4.9), therefore specific countermeasures are29

needed in order to design a real marketplace.30

Legality: one of the most neglected aspect in the design of both file sharing applications31

and peer-to-peer marketplaces is copyright management. Existing file sharing sys-32

tems, such as eMule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005], BitTorrent [BitTorrent-PROJ]33

or Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR], allow to download content without any consideration34

to copyright infringement. On the contrary, in a real market-oriented application35

where goods traded are protected by intellectual properties, the legality issues are36

prominent. To hit the mark, this thesis proposes a protocol that allows the imple-37

mentation of a legal marketplace in which the authors can publish and trade their38

works in a legal and secure manner.39
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Figure 8.1: Service tree classification [Hausheer, 2006]

8.1.3 Architectural Models1

The economic architecture of a peer-to-peer market-oriented system is composed essen-2

tially by three models: (1) the service, (2) the market, and (3) the peer models. These3

models are strictly related to each other and they are briefly described in the following4

sections.5

Service Model6

The service model outlines the different types of services or resources a peer can offer to7

other peers and the interfaces through they can be accessed. For the sake of complete-8

ness, the distinction between service and resource is not so clear and heavily depends on9

the resource-oriented or service-oriented approach that is implemented in the system. In10

Figure 8.1 is depicted a useful classification that we will adopt in the rest of this thesis:11

any good traded by a peer can be defined generically as a service. For example, in a file12

sharing application, the service can be modeled as the exchange of a software resource13

that provides a digital content, namely the file. Otherwise a lower level service could14

be the provision of basic resources like computing power or bandwidth. As a weather15

forecast system furnishes a high level service, so does currency exchange or bookstore16

applications.17

At last, a market can provide different types of services and each service can have18

different instances. For example, in a file sharing context, two different downloads19

represent different instances of the same service, i.e. the sharing of a file.20
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Market Model1

The market model provides the market-oriented view of a peer-to-peer system, identify-2

ing the roles and the dynamics by means of peers buy and sell services. For instance,3

consider an illustrative system where a single service is traded. The corresponding mar-4

ket model could include basically three figures: (1) the consumer that searches and5

requests a service, (2) the provider that publishes and offers the service, and (3) the bro-6

ker that represents an intermediate peer supporting consumers and providers in finding7

each other. It is worth noting that each node can act in several roles at the same time8

in a very common peer-to-peer fashion.9

Peer Model10

The peer model describes the internal structure of a peer along with the functionalities11

needed to provide services and to endorse the market. In a typical layered approach, at12

the lower layer there are the resources that are locally available such as storage space,13

computational power or content. On top there is the layer of services and applications14

that take advantage of resources provided by the lower layer. At last, in parallel to15

the service layer, a set of core functionalities is defined in order to support interactions16

between peers and endorse the market.17

Following a classification depicted in [Gerke and Hausheer, 2005], the core function-18

alities can be divided in three different groups:19

Service Support Modules: responsible for managing service related information, like20

service descriptions or contracts, and monitoring the service accomplishment. It21

is composed by the Service Negotiation and Service Management modules.22

Market Management Modules: responsible for handling market-based operations,23

it is divided in three different modules:24

• Pricing: the pricing function maps a service onto a tariff function or a scalar25

value that basically represents the price of the service consumption.26

• Accounting: the accounting module is intended to monitor and update the27

peer’s balance over several transactions.28

• Charging: the charging module is responsible for mapping the peer’s balance29

into a monetary charge.30

Enabling Modules: provide basic functionalities needed to enable the Peer-to-Peer31

network and offer support to the other modules. The Search module is used to32
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search and find services in the Peer-to-Peer network, and the Security module pro-1

vides encryption and identity management to all other modules, especially access2

control to the Service Negotiation module.3

8.2 Defining a Fair Peer-to-Peer Marketplace4

In the previous section, we described the requirements, the basic models and the archi-5

tecture of a general-purpose, fully decentralized peer-to-peer marketplace. In the next6

part of this thesis, the attention will be shifted towards the definition of an instance7

of such peer-to-peer marketplace, focusing on concepts like fairness, incentives to legal8

shares, and copyright management.9

The scenario depicts a file sharing system for the publishing, retrieval and download10

of digital contents protected by copyright law. In such a system, authors are stimulated11

to insert original contents because they are guaranteed that each replication of their12

product will be properly paid. At the same time, users are encouraged to participate13

in the system providing their own resources, like storage space or uploading bandwidth,14

because they are refunded when an upload of a content they store occurs.15

Accordingly, let us define the concept of a Fair Peer-to-Peer Marketplace as follows:16

Definition 8.117

A Fair Peer-to-Peer Marketplace is a profit-sharing marketplace protecting18

copyright in which peers trade files over a peer-to-peer infrastructure in a secure and19

efficient manner.20

The framework depicted shows the succeeding features:21

Profit Sharing: in a standard economic transaction all the participants have to be22

refunded for the actions performed. In a peer-to-peer scenario, the users share23

not only digital contents, but also hardware resources like computational power or24

bandwidth. The protocol intends to refund a peer both for the original content25

she shared (i.e., the authoring component) as well as for the physical resources26

provided (i.e., the distribution component). The dynamics described above is27

strongly related with the notion of incentives to cooperate and, in particular, with28

the concept of equilibrium proposed in Definition 5.4. In fact, the market tends29

to attain a scenario in which agents have not the tendency to deviate from a30

cooperative behavior in which they trade digital contents and physical resources,31

because it represents the most profitable strategy. A formal proof of the existence32

of an equilibrium represents an interesting future work.33
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Copyright Protection: a first characteristic is the ability of protecting copyright.1

Each content is relied to the corresponding author that is involved (directly or2

indirectly) in the sell process. Of course, the legality of items traded is fundamen-3

tal in all real marketplaces.4

It is worth noting that the marketplace outlined is build over the assumption that5

content traded is protected by copyright, exactly like a Pearl Jam’s music song or6

a Warner Bros’s movie. Notwithstanding, other forms of copyright management7

are present to regulate the use of intellectual opera: for instance, the GNU Gen-8

eral Public License [GPL-License] (generally known as GPL license) in the field of9

free software and open source community or the more recent Creative Commons10

Licenses1 widely adopted to regulate sharing of multimedia content. Clearly, a11

detailed understanding of the contribute of such licenses is out of the scope of this12

thesis, even if the integration in the framework proposed seems really straightfor-13

ward. In fact, in the case of a resource is issued with the authorization of the14

author to commercially distribute it, we could simply not consider the authoring15

component but only the distribution component.16

Security: it is necessary that the economic transactions between users are secure against17

possible attacks and profitable frauds performed by malicious peers. Some stan-18

dard cryptography infrastructure is needed in order to meet this important goal.19

Efficiency and Scalability: in order to guarantee the success of a large-scale market20

a main aspect is whether or not a high volume of transactions performed by a large21

populations of users can be managed. A lot of effort is put into the definition of22

mechanisms that implement the distinguishing features of the framework without23

prejudice to the overall performance of the system and, finally, the applicability in24

a real context.25

8.2.1 General Framework26

In this section we outline the main components and functionalities that compose a27

Fair Peer-to-Peer Marketplace. Our approach is built on a layered structure made of28

three different parts: (1) the Overlay Level, (2) the Accounting Level, and (3) the29

Market Level (see Figure 8.2). These modules give different services to other modules,30

and even if we can think of them as a pile of protocols, applications can use functions31

and operations offered at different levels.32

Lets define each module in terms of the functions they export to the other parts of33

the framework.34

1A list of Creative Commons licenses is in http://creativecommons.org/about/licenses/
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Figure 8.2: Fair Peer-to-Peer Market Layered Framework.

Overlay Level1

The overlay network can be unstructured or structured. Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR], and2

Kazaa [KaZaA-PROJ] are examples of notorious unstructured overlays; Pastry [Row-3

stron and Druschel, 2001a], Chord [Stoica et al., 2001a] and Kademlia [Maymounkov and4

Mazières, 2002] are instances of structured networks. Systems in the second group of5

overlays are considered more scalable than the others. Very roughly, structured overlays6

are defined in terms of a topology (i.e., a forest, a ring, and so on), a routing mecha-7

nism, and an identifier space, which is used exclusively to locate nodes and resources in8

the network. The key idea is that each node N is responsible for a set of items whose9

identifiers are “closer” to N ’s identifier than to the others; in fact, a distance metric is10

defined for each different system. Usually, a distributed storage service is defined over11

this basic layer. It is possible to insert a new item in the network, that will be assigned12

to the node of responsibility. Hence, given a generic node N (idN) and an item I (idI ),13

the overlay layer should be able to export the following functions:14

route(m, idN): it routes message m to node N ;15

search(idI): it looks for I, and returns a pointer to the node (or the set of nodes) that16

is responsible (or that cache) the searched item.17

insert(I) and delete(I): these functions are used to store and to remove a given18

item to a node. Some systems implement basic authentication mechanisms: for19

example, only a node with given credentials can remove an item from the network.20

Observe we do not include “retrieve” or “download” operations at the overlay level,21

because they belong to a higher level. Finally, consider that such operations can be22
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managed in a centralized manner. An example is Napster [Napster-PROJ], even if the1

most famous market place on the Internet that centrally implements these functions is2

eBay.3

Accounting Level4

In order for a market to take place, security concerns at this level should be considered5

very seriously. We have to manage both macro-payment and micro-payment transac-6

tions; frauds are common; service and resource consumption must be accounted for as7

well. The majority of real markets adopt a central authority that manages economic8

transactions (e.g., PayPal) when services are furnished or items are sold. At the re-9

source level, many credit-based incentive mechanisms have been proposed over the last10

years. However, the accounting level must provide functions for crediting or debiting11

users (with currency with or without legal value). For the sake of simplicity, we define12

only the following function:13

pay(idX , idY , v): it invokes all the measures in order to securely provide a payment of14

value v from user X to user Y .15

The pay method can be implemented by way of a central authority (very common, and16

maybe preferable, for managing macro-payments) or of a distributed system. In the17

latter class of proposals, many strategies can be further classified as Local Accounting,18

Token-Based Accouting, and Remote Accounting (e.g., see [Hausheer, 2006]).19

Market Level20

This level includes most of the services as perceived by the final user. We list here a21

set of properties and functions that a framework could implement, and that are tightly22

coupled to the market model.23

Pricing: The pricing function maps a service onto a tariff function or a scalar value24

that basically represents the price of the service consumption. It can be fixed or25

competitive; in the second case, each provider of the same service can serve it at26

different prices. For example, in a storage application, some peers can offer slices27

of its own disk space at a lower price than a competitor.28

Auctioning: When the good under sale is limited in number, different bids can be taken29

into consideration by the merchant. In virtual markets that deal only with digital30

sources (different replica can be easily produced), auctioning is less important.31
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(Digital) Rights Management: Legal issues are really important, especially when1

a proposal is put into practice. The ideal framework should not encourage illegal2

replica of copy protected items, or non original artifacts that are delivered after3

purchase. A distributor should be delegated for selling and accountable for his ac-4

tions. Of course users can still cheat the framework, but the service’s administrator5

must be able to trace their actions in order to prove his innocence.6

Fairness: If the author (or who acts on his behalf) is paid, then also a distributor,7

that contributes to the system with his own bandwidth, cpu cycles, and disk8

space, should be (at least partially) paid back. We think that this property has9

been deeply underestimated and a proper implementation of fair mechanisms can10

strongly incentivate users to behave legally and can bring the success to a market11

place (e.g., see the unfortunate story of MojoNation).12

Content Distribution : non electronic items must be delivered by traditional shipping13

(e.g., air mail) methods. On the contrary, electronic content can be distributed14

depending on the kind of service. In fact, delay-tolerant (DT) connections (e.g.,15

TCP based) can be used for file sharing applications, but time-sensitive (TS)16

mechanisms are needed when audio/video (e.g., a soccer match) is streamed to a17

set of paying users.18

Trust and Reputation : when a transaction is completed (or even maliciously aborted),19

involved participants can be asked to submit a feedback, that can be negative or20

positive. The importance of reputation management will be further discussed21

in Section 9.2. Reputation management is one of the most intriguing proposals22

against free riding.23

In Table 8.1 we compare different market places (p2p and not p2p). It is possible to24

observe that the suggested approach is the only peer-to-peer proposal supporting both25

Digital Rights Management and Fairness. Moreover, even if the actual implementation26

(see Section 9.3) provides only delay tolerant content transmission (and a file sharing27

service), the “lottery” extension of this system (see Section 9.2) can be exploited for28

streaming audio/video in a CoolStreaming-like [Zhang et al., 2005] fashion.29
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Market Places

Pricing Auctioning DRM Fairness Distribution Reputation

Amazon Fixed no Yes n.a. Mixed n.a.
I-Tunes Fixed no Yes n.a. DT n.a.
eBay Competitive Yes No n.a. Mixed Yes

MojoNation Fixed No Yes No DT No
Napster Fixed No Yes No DT No

PeerMart Competitive Yes No n.a. n.a. No
Fair P2P Marketplace Fixed No Yes Yes DT/TS planned

Table 8.1: Comparison of different virtual market places (n.a. is for “not
applicable”).
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Chapter 91

FairPeers2

In the previous chapter the concept of a fair peer-to-peer marketplace has been defined3

and the main components and features outlined. In the following, we will introduce4

an instance of such a market, namely the FairPeers [Catalano and Ruffo, 2004; Ruffo5

and Schifanella, 2005] system, defining the protocol and the architecture by way of6

implementing copyright protection, profit-sharing, security and efficiency goals.7

9.1 Protocol8

In order to design the FairPeers protocol we firstly need some basic definitions. Given a9

copy-protected content f (e.g., a song, a movie, an executable program, and so on), we10

introduce the following actors featuring the domain:11

• The Copyright Grantor (CG) stores the authorship’s information of all the items12

inserted in the system. It may also certify the cost of the item as decided by the13

author, as well as other information about the content (e.g., name of the band,14

genre, production year, . . . ).15

• The author of an item f , that deposits all the information about f to the Copyright16

Grantor. She can also proclaim a set of peers that could act as mediators, and17

that can act on behalf of the real author.18

• The copyright certificate is issued (and signed) by the grantor, and is an unforgeable19

message that binds f with an author.20

• The distribution license is issued by the author (or by one of her mediators), when21

she authorizes a peer to further distribute a given content.22
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• The distributor is a regular peer that has gained the distribution license for a given1

f . Usually, a peer is authorized to distribute f immediately after she downloaded2

(and correctly paid) it.3

Notice the difference between a mediator and a distributor: the first is accountable for4

f , and can cash a given payment on behalf of the author. Moreover, a mediator is5

authorized to show the copyright certificate and to issue other distribution licenses. A6

distributor can only upload (part of) the file she has been authorized to distribute, and7

can be accounted only for the sharing service, not for the intellectual property. Of course8

a mediator can also be a distributor, but not vice versa.9

A significant consideration is that the protocol specification is completely unbound10

from any accounting mechanism. In particular, even if in the actual prototype (see11

Section 9.3) we use PPay [Yang and Garcia-Molina, 2003b] as the main payment man-12

agement module, we want that future changes of implementation of that layer’s service13

remain transparent to the rest of the framework. For example, distributed account-14

ing (e.g., PeerMint [Hausheer and Stiller, 2005]) could be used instead of token based15

accounting, adding scalability to the entire system.16

Another prominent point is that it can deal with multiple source downloads that17

represent the most common scenario in real applications like eMule, BitTorrent or Cool-18

Streaming. The Rivest’s Electronic Lottery Tickets [Rivest, 1997] scheme has been of19

inspiration for us during the design of this feature, and we are quite confident that such20

a proposal may be really useful to improve efficiency and scalability to the system, and21

to significantly reduce selfish behaviors, because most people would like to participate22

to a captivating challenge.23

In the remaining of this section, the different building blocks of FairPeers proposal24

will be depicted: i.e., the publishing of an inedit content, the definition of the cost of25

an item, and the purchasing of an item from the author, a single distributor or many26

distributors.27

9.1.1 Publishing of an inedit content28

The first building block in FairPeers marketplace is the binding of an inedit content

with the corresponding author played by a trusted entity, namely the Copyright Grantor

(CG). The Copyright Grantor furnishes a simple accounting service, and even if it can

be implemented as a pure distributed system, for simplicity we prefer to think of it as

an external and central trusted third party. As depicted in Figure 9.1, when an

author A wishes to sell a digital content she created, she starts a session with the CG,

by submitting the file she wants to insert in the p2p market place. Hence, author A
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Figure 9.1: An author registers an inedit content f at the Copyright Grantor
obtaining a copyright certificate Cert(f).

sends following certification request to the CG:

f, {idf , idA, f , v,ML}SKA
. (9.1)

where idf and idA are respectively unique identifiers of f and A. They can be Pastry1

identifiers, or any fixed length bit sequence returned by a collision resistant hash function.2

For example, idf = SHA-1(f) and idA = SHA-1(PKA), where PKA is the public key3

of user A. Furthermore, f contains some meta-data (e.g., genre, co-authors, session4

artists, production year) about f , that can be used for verification purposes, or also for5

matching search criteria during look up. Finally v is the value that the authors assign6

to f , and ML is the mediators’ list, made of a set of peers’ identifiers. Note that this7

certificate admits even that v = 0, and ML = ∅. The request is signed with SKA: in8

fact, such message should be not repudiable by A, because in the case of a dispute (e.g.,9

plagiarism), CG should provide reliable information to a third party.10

In our model we assume that the CG does not bear any responsibility for the submit-

ted content. More precisely the CG checks whether or not the given item was already

submitted by someone else, but, in case of dispute, only the user is required to prove the

originality of the item. Next, CG creates the following copyright certificate and sends it

to A, that will store it for future use:

Cert(f) = {idf , idA, f , LS, v,ML}SKCG
(9.2)

where LS is the life span of the given certificate. Moreover, the certificate is signed by11

the CG (SKCG).12

Observe that Cert(f) defined above is a certificate of authenticity for f : it walks13

with the file, it is signed by a trusted authority, and it contains an identifier idf that14

can be used for verifications (e.g., against fake file phenomenon) and integrity checks.15
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Even before that LS expires, the author can update the resource and ask for another1

certificate. For example, she may want to publish a re-edited version of a previously2

released song, or adding/removing some mediator(s) from the ML list. Of course, eldest3

copies of the file can still circulate until the LS expires; in fact, it is preferable for an4

author to set moderately short life spans (e.g., one month), and regularly update the5

certificate, even if no declared field changed. However, the update request can have the6

same message format of the certification one: if the CG observes that a file with idf has7

been previously deposited, then it checks if the copyrighted author is the same. In such8

a case, it accepts the requests and issues a new certificate.9

Anyhow, it is important underling that the responsibility to prove plagiarisms does10

not belong to the CG which perform only some checks concerning ids and corresponding11

copyrighted authors. On the contrary, it is directly the user that has to dealt with12

malicious and unauthorized copies of original contents revealing the plagiarist to the13

competent legal authority.14

9.1.2 The cost of an item15

The costs for distribution and for authoring a given item are substantially different.16

This is not the place for making a cost estimation, because it depends on several crite-17

ria, most of them based on market trends. Undoubtedly, the distribution cost can be18

quantitatively defined in a more precise way, if we accept that it is strongly related to19

byte length: the bigger is the file, the more bandwidth is consumed and storage is used.20

Anyway, we can assume that each file f has two costs: an authoring cost Ca(f) and a21

distribution cost Cd(f). Hence, the total cost of f is C(f) = Ca(f) + Cd(f), which is22

exactly the price that the user should pay for gaining it. For example, a mp3 song s can23

have a cost of 1$, where Ca(s) = .99$ and Cd(s) = .01$; a divx movie m, can cost 6$,24

where Ca(m) = 5.50$ and Cd(s) = .50$.25

In the remaining of this thesis, we will not make any assumption about the payment26

module that can be adopted. However, it should be observed that even if some authoring27

costs can be discharged by means of some macro-payment system (e.g., PayPal), the28

majority of payments are due to low value items (e.g., documents, mp3 songs) and29

distribution costs. As a consequence, these costs must be managed by efficient and30

scalable micro-payment schemes (e.g., PPay, PeerMint), stressing the central entities,31

like the bank and the brokers, as little as possible. In the following, we will describe each32

economic transaction with sentences like “peer X accounts peer Y for value c”, without33

specifying how the payment will be performed. For the sake of simplicity, we can think34

that such an operation takes place by transferring an electronic coin with value c from35

X to Y .36
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Figure 9.2: Customer X buys the item f directly from author A. In this case,
X accounts A for both the authoring cost Ca(f) and the distribution cost Cd(f).

9.1.3 Purchasing an item from the author1

This is the simplest case and likely the most uncommon. Let A be the author of file f2

(or also a mediator for f), and X the peer wishing to purchase f (see Figure 9.2). We3

assume that peers communicate using authenticated channels, e.g., during the session4

handshake, peers exchange their public key certificates with each other.5

(a) X → A : {“I want idf”}SKX
;6

(b) A→ X : {Cert(f)}SKA
;7

(c) X → A : {accounts A for Ca(f)}SKX
;8

(d) A→ X : {License(f,X)}SKX
;9

(e) X → A : {accounts A for Cd(f)}SKX
;10

(f) A→ X : f .11

The session is started by X, that contacts A likely after a search for f . X sends A a

(signed under his own private key) request for item f (step (a)). This message is signed

so as, in case of a dispute, A needs to prove that X wanted to buy the file identified by

idf . A replies back with the f ’s copyright certificate (step (b)). Bearing in mind that

the copyright certificate is an unforgeable message signed by the grantor, A is proving

to X that she is the author of f , and she is accepting to upload the file. Moreover,

X is able to determine costs Ca(f) and Cd(f). If she does not accept these prizes, the

connection can break at this point: nothing has been accounted, and the file has not
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Figure 9.3: Customer X buys the item f from distributor Y . In this case, X
accounts Y for the distribution cost Cd(f) and author A for the authoring cost
Ca(f).

been sent. First of all, in step (c), X covers the authorship cost (e.g., in our prototype,

X assigns a PPay coin to A with value Ca(f)) and waits for the distribution license

(step (d)). The distribution license has the following format:

License(f,X) = {idA, idX , Cert(f)}SKA
(9.3)

The utility of the distribution license is two-fold: (1) it works as an acknowledgment1

receipt, and (2) from now on, X can show the license in order to prove that she has been2

correctly authorized for sharing the file. Finally, X can pay for the distribution (step3

(e)), and download the file from A (step (f)). Of course, the protocol can be interrupted4

intentionally or not before its completion. We will analyze security drawbacks in Section5

9.2.6

9.1.4 Purchasing an item from a distributor7

After buying f , a peer is allowed to further upload it to other peers: now it is a distributor8

for f . The file management module will announce the system that the searched item is9

shared by on-line distributors and mediators. Let X be a peer looking for item f , Y the10

only peer that replies to the search query, and A the author of f (or a mediator that11

is on-line at that moment). The protocol changes a little bit, because Y can provide12

distribution, but she cannot gain any authorship credits.13
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(a) X → Y : {“I want idf”}SKX
;1

(b) Y → X : {License(f, Y )}SKY
;2

(c) X → A : {accounts A for Ca(f)}SKX
;3

(d) A→ X, Y : {License(f,X)}SKA
;4

(e) X → Y : {accounts Y for Cd(f)}SKX
;5

(f) Y → X : f .6

Message (a) remains unchanged. In message (b) Y sends the distribution license to7

X, that includes the copyright certificate. Message License(f, Y ) proves that Y was8

allowed by the author to sell the item. However, now X knows who the author is (and9

who are the mediators), and that Y is an “official” distributor. At this step, X should10

check if the author is on-line or if it is ready to receive a payment (e.g., by way of a ping11

message). If the author is not available, a mediator will be contacted. Note that, if it12

is impossible to contact the author or the mediators, the copyright grantor can accept13

payments and produce the license. If the CG is a central server, it can debit the author14

for this outsourcing service.15

Let A be the author or the given mediator that will cash the authorship payment16

in step (c). Then, A will produce a new license for X. Notice that step (d) is the first17

real difference w.r.t. the simple case: the author will send a copy of the new license18

to the distributor Y for synchronization purposes; after receiving License(f,X), Y is19

authorized to upload the file, and X is advised that Y gained the license. Steps (e) and20

(f) remain the same.21

For the sake of completeness, in the following we will present an algorithmic descrip-22

tion of the sequence of steps a user needs to perform in order to buy or sell an item1.23

In Algorithm 1, a generic peer X wants to buy a service f from a distributor with24

identifier idY . Firstly, it creates a request message ReqMsg (step 1) and sends it to the25

distributor Y (step 2). If Y is the author of the content, it sends the copyright certificate26

to the querying peer. On the contrary, if Y is only the distributor for f , it sends the27

distribution license by which means the user could extract the corresponding copyright28

certificate. Once the certificate is obtained (step 3), the buyer checks its validity (step29

4) and computes the authoring and distribution costs (steps 5-6). Afterwards, the user30

accounts the author for the Ca cost (step 8) and receives the distribution license license31

(step 9) that is validated and stored (steps 10-11) locally in order to grant the right to32

further sell the item. At last, the buyer accounts the distributor (that could coincide33

with the author) (step 12) and it receives the item f (step 13). Instead, Algorithm 234

depicts the actions performed by a peer that wants to sell an item f . When the peer35

1These algorithms do not deal with the multi-download scenario.
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Algorithm 1: Purchasing an item f
input : idY : the identifier of the distributor Y

idf : the identifier of the file f the buyer is looking for

ReqMsg ← CreateSignedMsg (myID, idf );1

route (ReqMsg, idY );2

cert ← rcvCertificate ();3

if checkSig ( cert) ∧ isValid ( cert) then4

ca ← calculateAuthCost (cert);5

cd ← calculateDistCost (cert);6

idA ← getAuthorId (cert);7

pay (idX , idA, ca);8

license ← rcvDistributionLicense ();9

if checkSig ( license) ∧ isValid ( license) then10

store (license);11

pay (idX , idY , cd);12

f ← rcvFile ();13

if isValid ( f) then14

return OK ;15

else return File not valid;16

else return Distribution license not valid;17

else return Copyright not valid;18

receives a request message (step 2), the seller checks the validity of the message (step 3)1

extracting the identifier of the buyer and the item’s id (steps 4-5). If the peer is the f ’s2

author or a mediator, it waits for the authoring payment ca (step 8) and, if the payment3

is valid and corresponds to the value specified in the copyright certificate (steps 9-11),4

the seller creates and sends the distribution license to X (steps 12-13). At last, since it5

is the distributor of the item f , it receives the payment regarding the distribution of the6

content (step 14) and, if it is valid and quantitatively adequate (steps 15-17), the seller7

sends the file f to the buyer X (step 18).8

9.1.5 Purchasing an item from many distributors9

Unfortunately, this solution has many drawbacks. First of all, scalability is an issue: in10

fact, each download will involve many participants, and the number of overall economic11

transactions would grow in some order of magnitude. If the payment module uses some12

central authorities (e.g., the broker in PPay), the efficiency of the entire system would13

decrease. Moreover, the more micro-payment tokens or messages with legal value flow14

in the system, the more the number of frauds (e.g., double spending) grows. This is15

acceptable if the overall number of transactions grows with the risks, but in this scenario16

a buyer should perform many accounting operations for only one download. The last,17
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Algorithm 2: Selling an item f

while true do1

msg ← rcvRequestMsg ();2

if checkSig (msg) then3

idX ← getSenderId (msg);4

idf ← getFileId (msg);5

if amItheAuthor ( idf ) ∨ amIaMediator ( idf ) then6

route (Cert (f), idX);7

ca ← rcvPayment ();8

if notValid ( ca) OR ca 6= Ca ( f) then9

return Authoring payment not valid;10

end11

licenseMsg ← createSignedMsg (myID, idX , Cert (f));12

route (licenseMsg, idX);13

else cd ← rcvPayment ();14

if notValid ( cd) OR cd 6= Cd ( f) then15

return Distribution payment not valid;16

end17

sndFile (idX ,f);18

else return Signature not valid;19

end20

but not the least, problem is that each transaction is valued in the order of fractions1

of one cent: does it make sense to deal with a complex system that manages pico-2

payments? We decided to introduce in FairPeers an efficient lottery policy: instead3

of paying a fraction of Cd(f) to all the distributors, only a winner will gain all the4

value of the distribution cost. The issuer of the lottery (i.e., the buyer) will always pay5

the distribution cost. The risk for the peers is that too few of them will turn out to be6

winners. As discussed by Rivest in [Rivest, 1997], the law of large numbers gives comfort:7

after many lotteries, the expected value of the payment is approximately correct, with a8

low variance. For example, lets consider a peer that shares a very popular resource, with9

a distribution cost of 1 cent. In a given slot of time, she uploads one of the parts of the10

given item 1000 times. If we have an average of 10 participants in the multi-download11

sessions, she should collect the amount of 0.1 cent at each upload. Hence, at the end of12

the observed period she has gained 0.1 · 1000 cents = 1$. Lets see the lottery case: she13

has a probability 0.1 to win 1 cent per session. After 1000 transactions, the expected14

value is exactly 1$.15

Let Y = {Y1, . . . , Yn} be the set of n distributors of f , and X be the buyer. For the16

sake of simplicity, let us assume that each distributor Yi provides only one segment fi.17

The first steps ((a) – (d)) do not change, except for the set Y that substitutes Y . Steps18

from (e) are as follows (see Figure 9.4):19
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Figure 9.4: Customer X buys item f from a set of n distributors named Y . By
means of a lottery scheme, X accounts the winner Yω for the distribution cost
Cd(f) and author A for the authoring cost Ca(f).

(e) X → Y : {Y ,“winner indicator”}SKX
;1

(f) ∀Yi ∈ Y , Yi → X : fi;2

(g) X → Y : {“the winner is Yw”}SKX
;3

(h) X → Yw : {accounts Yw for Cd(f)}SKX
;4

Before running step (e), X knows exactly the members of set Y , and their identifiers5

id1, . . . , idn. She can pick one of these identifiers (idw) at random, and proclaim Yw as6

the winner. X does not communicate the identity of the winner before receiving the n7

segments; instead, she issues a winner indicator, that can be used by the distributors8

to verify who is the winner. The winner indicator h′ is the result of h(idw ⊕ s), where9

s is a random salt generated by X, and h is a collision resistant hash function (e.g.,10

SHA-1). When distributor Yi receives the winner indicator, she starts uploading the11

agreed segment fi. Step (g) occurs when all the segments have been correctly uploaded:12

X broadcasts the value of s, allowing every distributor Yi to determine if they are the13

winner or not (i.e., if h′ = h(idi ⊕ s), then idi = idw). Only the winner is accounted14

for Cd(f) in step (h). Note that X broadcasts all the participants’ identifiers to the15

distributors in step (e). This is due to allow everybody to further check if there is at16

least a winner of the lottery.17
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9.2 Security Analysis and Reputation Management1

In this domain we can potentially have different peers behave maliciously independently2

or in accordance. Some remarks and discussions are in order.3

9.2.1 Trivial Cheating4

This group of frauds assumes that a given instance of the protocol is not interrupted5

during its execution.6

Peer A may try to cheat by asserting she is the author (or a mediator) of a content7

she did not create (or she has not been delegated to represent). In this case, note8

that, in order for A to be successful, she should have been able to forge a valid copyright9

certificate (i.e. a signature) with respect to the CG’s secret key. This is clearly infeasible10

if one assumes that the underlying signature scheme is existentially unforgeable against11

adaptive chosen message attacks (see [Goldwasser et al., 1988] for details).12

Another way for A and/or Y to cheat a buyer, is claiming they never interacted with13

X (and thus that X holds the content illegally). But they cannot claim they did not14

interact with customer X, because they actually sent a signed message in response to15

X’s request for f .16

9.2.2 Protocol aborting17

A trivial observation is that a malicious customer X cannot refuse to pay the author18

or the distributor for a content received simply because the author sends the license19

only after she has been correctly credited (as well as the distributor that sends the file20

after receiving the payment). Similarly X cannot pretend she did not want to buy f21

(see discussion on step (a) above). An obvious way an author or a mediator may try22

to cheat is by aborting the protocol upon being accounted for Ca(f) (between steps (c)23

and (d)). Consider that we request the underlying payment layer that X can always24

prove that she actually paid the requested item. X can present the receipt of payment25

(or the forged token) to a trusted third party attention (e.g., the Broker in PPay, or26

another honest peer in the system, see discussion in paragraph “Who to blame in case27

of fraud?”). A can repair to the actions against her sending the license or even the file28

(again), without any further additional costs. Observe that both X and A get no benefit29

in cheating each other: if A says that she did not receive the payment, she will receive30

back the same payment (e.g., the assigned coin) already forged by her. However, she31

will be able to spend this amount of currency only once (this is equivalent to double32

spending, which is a traceable - and punishable! - activity in the underlying payment33
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scheme). On the other hand, if X received the item (i.e., the license ) and claims that1

A cheated (or that the connection went down during download), she will only receive2

a copy of License(f,X). Same discussion applies when the distributor (or the author)3

aborts the protocol described in section 9.1.4 (or 9.1.3) upon being accounted for Cd(f).4

(between steps (e) and (f)).5

The lottery scenario (section 9.1.5) is a little bit more complicated: the buyer ac-6

counts the winning distributor after receiving the file. Assuming at the moment no7

collusions between peers, we can consider two different cases: (1) one (or more than8

one) distributor(s) breaks uploading the file at step (f), and (2) the customer aborts9

the protocol after step (f). The first case can be repaired as follows: the leaving player10

Yl is left out by the lottery, and another peer will provide file segment fl. Maybe11

there are many ways for implementing this. Our solutions is to release another ticket,12

and start again from step (e), i.e., a new pair < idw′ , s′ > is created, and message13

[h(idw ⊕ s), h(idw′ ⊕ s′)] is broadcasted to “surviving” Yis. Of course, there is no need14

to delete correctly delivered file segments2. When the winner is proclaimed, the new15

salt can be sent together to the rejected winner indicator(s), for a final verification, i.e.,16

message in step (g) becomes [h(idw ⊕ s), h(idw′ ⊕ s′), s′]. All the peers will store these17

messages for off-line verifications for a predefined period of time (e.g., a week).18

In the second case, X stops the protocol after downloading. If she breaks the connection19

after communicating the winner Yw, then it trivially follows like in the previous case: Yw20

has the proof that X must account her. Otherwise, if X breaks exactly between steps21

(f) and (g), then the problem is more subtle. In fact, we have to distinguish two more22

cases. When the winning salt s reaches only a subset of Y , a peer, after a given timeout,23

can request message (g) signed by X to random selected groups of other distributors24

(this is why X at step (e) must include Y identifiers). Conversely, when X does not25

send s to anyone, the following strategy can be adopted: a life span is assigned to each26

lottery, and when the time is over, and no distributor has obtained a response (they27

keep each other informed after short-period timeouts), then the lottery is marked “not28

valid”. Hence, each Yi can take this anomalous behavior to a third party attention.29

Finally, in both cases, replay attacks (e.g., a rival distributor can send the outcome of30

another lottery) can be avoided by including in each exchanged messages a time stamp31

or a session identifier assigned to each different lottery.32

9.2.3 Collusions33

There are different kinds of possible collusions. First of all, customers and distributors34

can try to behave accordingly in order to cheat the author: in fact, Y can send X the35

2Note that this approach can be iterated and also be used when a new distributor wants to join the
lottery (and delivering his own file’s segment).
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file without contacting author A, and after having negotiated another price. But, in this1

case, X owns an item licensed for Y . As a consequence, X cannot prove to a third party2

that she is legally holding the given item3. Of course, consider that such a protocol3

does not cope with dishonest peers that cooperate in order to cheat authors, outside the4

discussed scheme (for example Y could burn an audio CD with all the songs performed5

by A and sell it to X at a lower price when they meet at the pub). This is a major6

Digital Rights Management problem and is out of the scope of this proposal, even if we7

think that an incentive scheme is much more promising than a punitive policy.8

In general, FairPeers is very protective w.r.t. customers: it is very difficult to cheat a9

buyer, because they can immediately react without paying. Moreover, as we discussed,10

distributors can always prove if a customer cheated in the first two versions of the11

protocol. But during a lottery, a distributor can be in trouble with a collusion between12

the buyer and other distributors. In fact, they can negotiate a fake winner in advance,13

and use the collaboration of another honest distributor for gaining missing file segments14

for free. From the point of view of the honest distributor, this is not a real fraud: it is like15

losing to a lottery. But this selfish strategy can be discouraged if all the peers maintain16

a list of won/lost lotteries, with customers’ identifiers: they can give low priority to17

buyers who did not manage winning multi download sessions.18

9.2.4 Sybil attack in the lottery scheme19

A peer performs a Sybil attack [Douceur, 2002a] when she appears in the system un-20

der different identities. In the lottery scheme this can be a problem if a customer X21

downloads a file segment from one honest distributor, and from n− 1 other fake peers,22

that are different aliases of X herself. If this fraud is repeated other n − 1 times, with23

different parts of the desired file, X can obtain the resource without paying distribution24

costs.25

This can be considered as a sophisticated kind of collusion, but in this case deceived26

peer Yi has a chance to detect the fraud; in fact, she can send a challenge to another27

(randomly chosen) Yj in Y , which should be responsible of serving part fj to X. X can28

send a random bit sequence r to Yj, asking for a hash of (fj ⊕ r). If Yj has that part,29

then she can reply with the correct value. Yi can easily verify because she has the whole30

file. Otherwise, the challenge fails, and Yi leaves the lottery. Observe that, in any case,31

this strategy is interesting in a competitive market.32

3In a practical implementation of such a proposal, periodic and random tests should be performed
over items owned by the peer, in order to check against their license validity.
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9.2.5 Who to blame in case of fraud?1

We have seen that frauds are possible, but cheated peers can prove when they take place.2

When a peer can bring another peer’s misbehaving activity to a trusted third party’s3

attention, we have to define who plays this role. When a central entity exists (e.g., the4

broker in PPay), the answer appears to be clear. However, if a fraud occurs during a5

macro-payment transactions, the cost of denouncing the event is justified. Conversely,6

when the cheat consists of few cents (or even less), contacting a trusted third party7

appears to be an inefficient and pointless solution. Our opinion is that a reputation8

(centralized or decentralized) mechanism should be used instead when a micro-payment9

fraud has been detected. Moreover, the provability of frauds is very useful in a reputation10

system: when a peer wants to trade with another peer, she may ask for the credibility11

degree the latter earned. In general when a (negative) feedback is given, there is no12

chance of asking for a reliable reason (e.g., feedback rating in eBay). In FairPeers, a13

peer can ask a given denounced fraud (by means of a bad assigned reputation rate) to the14

cheated user be proved. Then, she can decide whether or not to go on (at her own risk, in15

the case negative feedback has a real foundation) with the given trading. Moreover, the16

peer accused to have provoked the fraud, can repair: in this case the negative feedback17

can be recused by the issuer. Finally, consider that when a peer received an unjustified18

negative feedback (i.e., a false alarm), then she can always counter proof her innocence.19

Of course, proofs older than a given period (e.g., one week or one month) can be deleted.20

However, it is easily predictable that a reputation system, enforced by provability of21

negative feedbacks, would greatly reduce illicit behaviors and false alarms in a self-22

organizing and efficient way.23

9.3 Prototype24

A prototype environment of the FairPeers marketplace has been implemented in Java25

for testing and emulation purposes [Aiello, 2006]. The architecture at the peer’s side can26

be divided in the following major components (Figure 9.5): File Management, Payment27

Management, Reputation Engine that is traversal to both the previous ones, and Recom-28

mendation Engine. In the following we will give an overview of each of these functional29

modules.30

9.3.1 File Management31

The first main component in FairPeers project is intended to provide a set of functionali-32

ties for sharing and downloading files in an efficient and scalable manner. Obviously, the33
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Figure 9.5: General architecture of FairPeers prototype.

prototype is not merely a file sharing applications based on a DHT overlay network like1

eMule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005], but it adds additional properties able to implement2

a secure, fair and legal exchange of resources. For these purposes, the File Management3

functional module implements two basic features: (1) Certification and Publishing, and4

(2) Content Management described in more details in the following sections.5

Certification and Publishing6

When an author creates an inedit content, she needs to register it at the Copyright7

Grantor in order to generate the certificate that binds the identity of the author with8

the related content. The module Publishing in the scheme is intended to achieve this9

goal. It is important to underline that the actual implementation uses a central server10

to manage the copyright certificate generation and storage. Of course, this functionality11

could be implemented in a distributed manner without affecting the overall architecture.12

Furthermore, this module attends to the validity checks of distributor’s or author’s li-13

censes, along with the storage and management of copyright-related information. It uses14

directly the underlying Internet to communicate exploiting the Authentication module15

in order to deal with cryptographic operations.16
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Content Management1

The Content Management provides high-level functionalities present in a standard file2

sharing system, i.e., insertion, discovery and download of resources. In order to im-3

plement a file sharing layer, the prototype makes use of a customized version of the4

distributed storage service PAST [Druschel and Rowstron, 2001], called in the figure5

PAST∗, that is build on top of Pastry [Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a].6

The choice of Pastry as overlay network is given from the the fact that it makes7

available a scalable routing mechanism, caching and replication schemes that ensure an8

adequate level of reliability, along with the availability of an open source implementa-9

tion, i.e. the FreePastry API [FreePastry-API], that provides basic authentication and10

security functionalities. Notwithstanding, any other structured overlay network could11

be successfully applied, e.g., Chord [Stoica et al., 2001a], Kademlia [Maymounkov and12

Mazières, 2002] or Tapestry [Zhao et al., 2004]. Furthermore, the adoption of an unstruc-13

tured approach, like Gnutella [Gnutella-PTR] or KaZaA [KaZaA-PROJ], could depict14

an alternative solution characterized with a smaller degree of scalability.15

In order to provide a distributed storage service, we have customized the PAST layer16

instead of implementing from scratch a novel storage module. A main characteristic of17

this module is the concept of reference. The PAST storage layer does not bind identi-18

fiers directly to a resource, but to a reference to a resource. In the prototype a reference19

contains all the information needful to locate the entities involved in a download: the20

set of sources, the author (along with the mediators if they are specified), and other ad-21

ditional metadata. In other words, the module PAST∗ does not store files but references22

to files, according to a mechanism called indirect storage [Clements et al., 2005]. This23

layer is able to provide a set of references matching the searching criteria, whereas the24

download process is managed by means of direct connections through the underlying25

network communication layer. In the rest of the section, we will sketch the key concept26

regarding the insertion, the search and the download of files.27

Insertion Mechanism: For spreading around the network the references to the content28

along with the needful information for locating it, an insert function is invoked.29

Firstly, the power set of the words that compose the file name is calculated, discard-30

ing the special characters like punctuation marks. Then, for each subset, a string,31

with the words in alphabetical order separated by a blank, is generated. The hash32

of these formatted strings is used as identifier in an insertion message submitted33

to the PAST∗ layer. For example, given the file “Beatles-Yesterday.mp3” we com-34

pute the corresponding power set composed by the formatted strings {Beatles},35

{Y esterday} and {Beatles, Y esterday}. At last, the hash of each string is used36

as identifier and inserted in the storage with the related reference to the resource.37

A similar approach is implemented in the eMule [Kulbak and Bickson, 2005] file38
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Figure 9.6: Insertion Mechanism: the example shows the insert messages
and the storage structure resulting from the sharing of the two song files ‘ ‘Beatles
- Yestarday.mp” and “Sinatra - Yesterday.mp3”.

sharing application that is based on Kademlia [Maymounkov and Mazières, 2002].1

Figure 9.6 shows an illustrative example: the peer X wants to insert the files “Bea-2

tles - Yesterday.mp3” and “Sinatra - Yesterday.mp3” identified respectively with3

the letters A and B. In the picture the function H(f) computes the hash code of4

f by way of a standard method like the SHA-1 hash function, while Reference(f)5

represents the reference to the file f whose structure will be depicted in Figure6

9.7. As described above, for each element in the power set generated from the7

name of the files, an insert procedure is executed (see the labeled arrows in the8

figure). On the right side, there are depicted the set of nodes that are responsi-9
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Figure 9.7: Storage structure.

ble for the keys inserted: for instance, the “Resp: Yesterday” cluster is composed1

by the k nodes4 responsible for the keyword generated from the formatted string2

“Yesterday”. Alongside each cluster of nodes, there is a graphical representation3

of the storage with the reference to the inserted file. For example, the storage in4

the nodes responsible for the key “Yesterday” contains the reference to both file5

A and B, named Reference(A) and Reference(B) in the figure.6

To better understand the insertion mechanism, Figure 9.7 depicts the structure of7

the storage present in a generic node. We suppose that the node is responsible8

for the keywords “Yesterday” and “Pink”. The first level under the storage root9

holds a set of directories labeled with the identifiers they are responsible for. Each10

directory contains the reference files of items inserted in the system. For example,11

the directory H(“Y esterday′′) contains two references to files “Beatles - Yester-12

day.mp3” and “Sinatra - Yesterday.mp3”. It is worth noting the structure of a13

reference file as described in the figure: it contains the name, the dimension and14

the hash code of the file, along with the IP address of the related sources and some15

additional metadata.16

Searching Mechanism: In a file sharing system, a user specifies a set of keywords17

that describe the resource she is looking for, and she receives the references to files18

matching the search criteria along with the addresses of nodes that store them.19

The prototype allows a user to submit a query string, that is managed through the20

same algorithm used in the insertion protocol, in order to guarantee convergence21

between insertion and searching.22

4Remember that for insuring reliability, a key is stored in k different nodes in the overlay, see
[Druschel and Rowstron, 2001; Rowstron and Druschel, 2001a] for more details.
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Figure 9.8: Search mechanism: the peer Y performs a lookup specifying
the keyword “Yesterday”.

Figure 9.8 presents a clarifying example of the lookup scheme. We suppose that1

the node X previously inserted the items “Beatles - Yesterday.mp3” and “Sinatra2

- Yesterday.mp3” following the protocol described below. When a generic node Y3

starts a lookup operation specifying the keyword “Yesterday”, the search message4

is routed towards the cluster of nodes responsible for the defined keyword. The5

storage of responsible peers holds a directory containing the reference to all files6

which the name contains the given keyword. Therefore, the querying node receives7

these references. Let us note that the items returned in the example both contain8

the word “Yesterday” in the name. If the user wants a reduced result set, it has9

simply to start a new lookup specifying a more restrictive set of keywords, for10

example “Beatles Yesterday”, in order to find only the song entitled Yesterday and11

played by the Beatles.12

In such a context, a significant role is played by the soft state references. As13

underlined in Section 2.2, one of the main characteristic of the peer-to-peer model14

is the high turn-over rate: a relevant fraction of peers leaves the system without15

any fixed scheme nor predictable behavior. Furthermore, when they come back16

online, they could hold a different IP address due to dynamic allocation policy. It is17

clear that a similar coming and going effect gives rise to a performance degradation18

due to the presence of invalid references. Therefore, it is necessary that a reference19

is a soft-state piece of information, namely it has to be associated with a time to20
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live (TTL) that points out the validity interval. When the lifespan expires, the1

reference is removed.2

Download Mechanism: From a technical point of view, the download process is im-3

plemented by means of a direct file transfer between the sources and the querying4

peer, and TCP sessions are established off the overlay network. In fact, the dis-5

tributed storage service manages pointer to resources, but resources are maintained6

to the author’s or distributor’s side. Download is implemented with interactions7

with the payment management module, because of the FairPeers’ definition (Sec-8

tion 9.1). In Fig. 9.5, there is a tight relation between the accounting functionali-9

ties and the file sharing module.10

9.3.2 Payment Management11

The goal of the Payment Management is to provide a secure and efficient payment and12

accounting mechanisms able to manage the economic transactions between peers .13

The FairPeers prototype provides a Java implementation of PPay [Yang and Garcia-14

Molina, 2003b]. Basically, the PPay protocol is based on the concept of floating and15

self-managed currency. The coins can float from one peer to another, and the owner of16

a given coin manages the currency itself, except when it is created or cashed. As other17

micro-payments systems, also in PPay some coin fraud is possible, but it is unprofitable.18

Frauds are detectable by means of the involvement of a trusted third party, the Broker.19

It directs, in a centralized manner, the printing and the cashing of coins. Moreover, it20

stores the account balance of users and detects the forgery and double spending frauds.21

It is clear that the broker reduces the overall scalability of the payment component22

because it could be a single point-of-failure in the presence of a high volume of peers23

and transactions, in spite of an increased efficiency and security level. An analysis of the24

configuration parameters that guarantee an efficient implementation of PPay protocol25

is presented in [Ruffo and Schifanella, 2005]. In addition, an original use of aggregate26

signatures is described in [Catalano et al., 2005], that allows the reduction of floating27

coins verification costs.28

In any cases, since FairPeers is independent from the underlying payment substrate,29

we could adopt other solutions without affecting the system’s properties. Several fully30

decentralized approaches can be found in [Hausheer and Stiller, 2005; Ntarmos and31

Triantafillou, 2004; Vishnumurthy et al., 2003].32
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9.3.3 Reputation Engine1

A leading role in the FairPeers architecture is played by the Reputation Engine: as2

described in Section 5.3 a reputation scheme is an effective way to counter the misbe-3

having of peers. The Figure 9.5 shows that this module is strongly related to the other4

components of the prototype providing a reputation mechanism at different levels:5

• Overlay level: A peer may not forward the searching requests nor can maliciously6

not provide the content (i.e., the pointer to a resource) that she is responsible for.7

The phenomenon becomes worse in a competitive environment like a market place8

where peers trade services each others: a peer acting in her own best interest will9

not forward queries to potential competitors [Kamvar et al., 2003a].10

• Accounting level: Forgery or double spending frauds are possible in PPay, even if11

third parties are able to trace back them.12

• Market level: A user can maliciously break the FairPeers protocol in any step,13

for example, after the upload of the desired content and before the payment is14

performed. Even if this actions are provable, we need to take countermeasures15

against these malicious behaviors (see discussion in Section 9.2).16

The present prototype uses a unique trusted third party, i.e., the Broker, for solving17

disputes. The introduction of a reputation module is in our plans. This engine should be18

able to push the user toward a correct behavior without implementing rigid tracing and19

punishment policies. As underlined in Section 9.2, at the market level, the effectiveness20

of the reputation module is enforced by the provability of negative feedbacks. Other21

simple reputation schemes have successfully been used at the accounting and overlay22

levels [Wongrujira and Seneviratne, 2005]. Of course, a final reason for implementing a23

reputation module is that scalability is strongly improved, because of the viral dissem-24

ination of feedbacks, and the reduction of stressing load at the broker side (which is a25

single point of failure).26

9.3.4 Recommendation Engine27

In every marketplace a significant service is the ability to suggest to users relevant28

items according to customer’s preferences. In Chapter 12 will be presented the architec-29

ture of such a component along with an implementation in a file-sharing system. The30

background on recommender systems and the social perspective that characterizes the31

proposed scheme will be presented respectively in Chapter 10 and Chapter 11.32
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Chapter 101

A Key Market-oriented Service:2

Recommendations to Users3

The success and the long-term affirmation of a digital market are strongly related to4

technical aspects, e.g., product alternatives and quality, friendly user interfaces, effi-5

ciency, reliability, along with the provision of some core functionalities such as effective6

services discovery and composition, pricing and accounting mechanisms, security, pri-7

vacy, legality and many others. Anyhow, merely a structural analysis is not sufficient to8

fully meet the users’ needs and to implement a profitable business.9

In the last decade, a strategic effort has been put in the design of personalization10

schemes, exploiting a user-centric view that contrasts with the classical product-centric11

view of a market. Companies need to be able to develop multiple products that meet the12

multiple needs of multiple customers [Schafer et al., 1999]. Moreover, the focus is shifted13

towards the management and the diversification of buyers rather than of products, devel-14

oping economies of scope rather than economies of scale. In such a context, the concept15

of personalized marketing gives rise to a strategic significance and can be modeled as a16

four phases process: identifying potential customers; determining their needs and their17

lifetime value to the company; interact with customers so as to learn about them; and18

customize products, services, and communications to individual customers [Peppers and19

Rogers, 1997].20

Another significant trend is due to the advent of the WWW and the concomitant21

increase in the information available and in the volume of products and services traded.22

The effects result in an information overload phenomenon, where customers risk to waste23

time to surf between the alternatives rather than to trade goods. In such a context,24

both academic and industrial research have put much effort into designing recommender25

systems in order to guide the user in the huge universe of alternatives, selecting a subset26

of items according to the customer’s preferences. Recommender systems are now widely27
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believed to be critical to sustaining the Internet economy [Shapiro and Varian, 1998].1

The emphasis in recommendation as a key service in any market-oriented system2

is encouraged by the crowd of real e-commerce businesses that provide recommender3

functionality in a wide fields of application, e.g. books, movies, music songs, news, web4

pages, foods, bookmarks, thematic blogs and others, and in a wide range of technologies5

and types of information gathered. Some interesting examples are:6

Amazon: founded by Jeff Bezos in 1994 and launched in 1995, Amazon.com [Bezos,7

1995] began as an online bookstore, though it soon diversified its product lines,8

adding DVDs, music CDs, computer software, video games, electronics, apparel,9

furniture, food, and more. One of the features that distinguishes Amazon is their10

ability to personalize the user’s experience. It analyzes the purchase history and11

makes recommendations of other products a user might like based on its unique12

tastes. A customer can begin browsing personal recommendations visiting Your13

Store section in Amazon’s web site.14

When a user creates an account for the first time, a getting-to-know-you process15

asks him about its favorite subject areas or categories and some keywords for var-16

ious departments, and lists some specific products to rate. In such way, even for17

a customer who has never purchased anything, Amazon is able to detect plenty18

of data about user’s interests. Furthermore, when a visitor surfs through a spe-19

cific book information page, two lists are provided: the first recommends books20

frequently purchased by customers who purchased the selected book. The sec-21

ond recommends authors whose books are frequently purchased by customers who22

purchased works by the author of the selected book.23

In order to gather the opinions about items, Amazon allows customers to give24

direct feedback about books they have read on a five star scale. After rating a25

sample of books, customers may request recommendations for books they might26

like. At that point a half dozen non-rated texts are presented which correlate with27

the user’s indicated tastes. Feedback to these recommendations is provided by the28

rate these books feature where customers can indicate a rating for one or more of29

the recommended books.30

At last, with the purpose of mimic the social attitude of a person to attend and31

screen other’s advice about things he does not know, Amazon provides a set of32

textual comments concerning books, i.e. a sort of review process made directly by33

users.34

eBay: the most famous on-line marketplace was founded in San Jose, California on35

September 4, 1995 by the computer programmer Pierre Omidyar as part of its36

larger personal site. eBay [Omidyar, 1995] manages an online auction and shopping37

website, where people buy and sell goods and services worldwide. This site allows38
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both buyers and sellers to contribute to feedback profiles of other customers with1

whom they have done business. The feedback consists of a satisfaction rating as2

well as a specific comment about the behavior of the other customers. Feedback3

is used to provide a recommender system for purchasers, who are able to view the4

profile of sellers.5

Rate Your Music: is a metadata database where musical albums, EPs, singles, videos6

and bootlegs are rated and reviewed by users [RateYourMusic-PROJ]. This data7

is then used to generate music recommendations for users and to create rated lists8

of music albums. Weighted averages are used to calculate the ordering for these9

lists; regular members who write reviews and rate more albums have greater weight10

applied to their ratings.11

Members can also create personal lists of albums and artists to their specifications,12

keep track of their personal collection of music, help to maintain the music database13

of artists and albums, converse on the message boards, contribute to the site’s14

production and expansion and recommend music to other members.15

Some similar approaches in the music area are Pandora, Yahoo! Music or Audiob-16

aba.17

Reel: is one of the most notable destinations for film-related content, commerce and18

community. Through the Reel.com Web site, consumers can access an entertaining19

environment filled with a wide variety of film-related information designed to help20

consumers select and view movies in theaters, at the video store, or for purchase21

through the famous commerce partner, Amazon.com. It provides recommenda-22

tions on the information page for each movie. These recommendations consist of23

close matches and/or creative matches. Each set consists of up to a dozen hyper-24

links to the information pages for each of these matched films. The hyperlinks are25

annotated with one sentence descriptions of how the new movie is similar to the26

original movie in question. This system recommends movies to customers based on27

syntactic features. Customers enter queries based on genre, movie types, viewing28

format and prices, and request results be constrained to sleepers or best of this29

genre [Schafer et al., 1999].30

Furthermore, a crowd of alternative movies recommender systems has been pro-31

posed like E! Online, MovieLens, Like-I-Like, Monigo or Netflix.32

Up until now, we have stated that the design of a digital marketplace does not dis-33

pense with the concept of personalization and, more specifically, with a recommendation34

engine. Above, a set of popular e-commerce systems and web portals has been intro-35

duced as implementation instances of commercial recommender applications. However,36

the examples presented share a common denominator: a centralized architecture based37

on variations of the pervasive client-server paradigm.38
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On the contrary, latest works on reputation management, incentive schemes, dis-1

tributed pricing and auditing mechanisms, have stimulated new contributions to the2

idea of up-and-coming new decentralized market places, where users trade each other3

without being controlled by a third party and not depending on a given single point4

of failure of a typical client-server architecture. As a valuable instance, in Chapter 9,5

Fairpeers, a profit-sharing marketplace protecting copyright, has been introduced and6

discussed. In order to speed up the process of designing valuable services for the common7

users, researchers from industry and academy should deal with the important problem8

of providing features with a quality comparable to centralized ones. Of course, recom-9

mendation to users represents a valuable example of it. For instance, let’s imagine the10

scenario depicted where nodes can behave as customer, distributor or author regarding11

a given resource or service traded. Suppose that the user X bought from a distributor12

D a country song played by the author A. Following the protocol, both D and A are13

remunerated for the service offered. The aim is to implement a pushing method able to14

guide customer X towards the next purchase, suggesting items similar to its personal15

tastes. In an e-commerce perspective, the expectation of a user is a personalized assis-16

tance service by way of claim sentences like this: “Customers who bought this CD also17

bought: The Rolling Stones - Aftermath”. The threat is to implement such mechanism18

in peer-to-peer context where the economic dynamics and the structural interactions are19

very different with respect to a centralized electronic merchant like Amazon.20

From this perspective, a major contribute of this thesis is to investigate the impact21

of a recommender engine in a peer-to-peer marketplace scenario (see the architecture22

depicted in Figure 9.5), introducing a novel approach exploiting spontaneous affinities23

between users in order to design and implement a completely decentralized algorithm.24

In Section 10.1 the background concerning recommendation systems will be presented,25

focusing on the classical centralized approaches (see Section 10.1.1) in contrast with26

decentralized ones (see Section 10.1.2). Afterwards, Chapter 11 will study the social27

aspects inherent to the recommendation process, shaping the structural properties in28

spontaneous affinity networks set up between like-minded users. Such relationships are29

exploited in Chapter 12 to design, implement and evaluate a decentralized recommenda-30

tion scheme, namely DeHinter [Ruffo et al., 2006], suitable at once in modern file-sharing31

applications.32

10.1 Related works on Recommender Systems33

Recommender systems are often suggested as an effective technique to cope with the34

problem of information overloading in a wide range of domains. In real life, frequently35

we face up to a choice without having a direct experience about the feasible alternatives36

[Resnick and Varian, 1997]. For instance, we can imagine a user surfing the Web looking37
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for some information regarding skilled heavy metal bands. The amount of available1

data is very impressive: thousands of different web pages, documents, albums, concerts2

and any kind of related information. Of course, it is impossible for the user to make3

a well informed choice at every opportunity. In such a context, it is evident that we4

need a sort of personalized advice able to aid the user in finding useful information. The5

recommender systems are in some way devoted to play this significant role.6

However, to counter the information overloading problem a broad set of techniques7

such as data indexing, retrieving, searching and filtering has been developed [Howe8

and Dreilinger, 1997; Pinkerton, 2000; Yan and Garcia-Molina, 1995]. The problem9

is that the semantic of these approaches, for example in a search engine, is simply to10

find a match between a query string and the content of the documents, without any11

consideration about user’s preferences. Therefore, the results of a typical search are12

not personalized to individual users, providing often too much irrelevant information or,13

conversely, missing sensible items.14

10.1.1 Centralized Approaches15

To date, the most relevant proposals in recommendation area are the content-based, the16

collaborative filtering, and the demographic approaches.17

Content-based: in the content-based recommender systems, the items are analyzed18

in order to assess if they are similar to previously rated items. The similarity19

amongst resources are evaluated by way of an objective and automatic analysis of20

the content, identifying some distinguishing features and comparing them to the21

user’s profile. Generally, such approach is widely used in the field of information22

items.23

For example, the Syskill & Webert recommender system [Pazzani et al., 1996] pro-24

poses a mechanism to suggest Web documents based on textual analysis; another25

interesting approach is NewsWeeder [Lang, 1995], a netnews-filtering system. In26

both the proposals, the items are described with a set of keywords and the rel-27

evance of a document is calculated by way of some techniques of information28

retrieval domain, e.g. the term frequency/inverse document frequency (TF-IDF)29

measure [Salton, 1989].30

Beside the traditional approaches based on information retrieval techniques, the31

content-based recommendation systems proposed solutions based on Bayesian clas-32

sifiers [Billsus and Pazzani, 1997; Mooney and Roy, 2000] or several machine learn-33

ing techniques, including clustering, decision trees and artificial neural networks34

[Billsus and Pazzani, 1997]. They differ from the information retrieval-based pro-35

posals because they detect useful predictions in terms of a model discovered from36
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the underlying data using statistical learning and machine learning techniques. For1

example, starting from a set of Web pages rated as relevant or irrelevant by the2

user, the proposal in [Billsus and Pazzani, 1997] uses the naive Bayesian classifier3

[Duda et al., 2000] to categorize unrated Web pages.4

However, as observed in [ Balabanović and Shoham, 1997; Shardanand and Maes,5

1995], the content-based technique is subject to some relevant drawbacks:6

1. Limited Content Analysis: the items are analyzed in an objective way, while7

often the content is perceived by the users in a subjective way. Different8

people looking for the same resource can evaluate it in a completely opposite9

manner depending on personal preferences. Furthermore, this approach can10

work only with contents that are in a machine-parsable format, like docu-11

ments, web pages or emails. Another problem with limited content analysis12

is that, if two different items are represented by the same set of features, they13

are indistinguishable. Therefore, since text-based documents are usually rep-14

resented by their most important keywords, content-based systems cannot15

distinguish between a well-written article and a badly written one, if they16

happen to use the same terms [Shardanand and Maes, 1995].17

2. Overspecialization: in a system where the items are recommended only if18

they rated highly regarding a user’s profile, the suggested items are limited19

to those already considered. For example, a person that has no experience20

regarding rock songs, would never receive recommendations about a Bruce21

Springsteen concert. To tackle this problem, some approaches introduce a22

sort of randomness, e.g. by way the adoption of genetic algorithms.23

In certain contexts, items should not be recommended if they are too simi-24

lar to something the user has already seen, such as a different news article25

describing the same event. Therefore, some content-based recommender sys-26

tems, such as Daily-Learner [Billsus and Pazzani, 2000], filter out items not27

only if they are too different from the users preferences, but also if they are28

too similar to something the user has seen before.29

In summary, the diversity of recommendations is often a desirable feature in30

recommender systems. Ideally, the user should be presented with a range of31

options and not with a homogeneous set of alternatives. In some context,32

the recommendation about a Bruce Springsteen song could be useless to a33

Springsteen’s fan.34

3. Cold-Start Problem: in order to make relevant and accurate recommenda-35

tions, a content-based system has to have a sufficient number of rated items.36

When a new user joins the system without any experience of the domain, the37

suggestion process is unfeasible.38
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Collaborative Filtering: the collaborative filtering approach is based on the compar-1

ison between user’s profiles rather than amongst items content. A typical user’s2

description is composed by an array of items and the related ratings by means3

of the system is able to estimate a similarity value between users in order to rec-4

ommend the resources that are much liked by kindred people. In some cases, the5

ratings are simply binary, i.e. a user likes or dislikes the item, or, more often, it is6

possible to define a range of values suggesting the degree of user’s preference.7

Collaborative filtering recommenders have been implemented in a wide range of8

domains and applications. For instance, Tapestry [Goldberg et al., 1992] is the first9

recommender system using this technique in order to filter out in newsgroups the10

documents that are off the topic or to select interesting contents within a multitude11

of posts that are impossible to read entirely; Ringo generates suggestions on music12

albums and artists based on a social filtering mechanism that automates the process13

of “word of mouth” [Shardanand and Maes, 1995]; GroupLens [Konstan et al., 1997]14

helps users of Usenet, a high-volume, high-turnover discussion list services on the15

Internet, to find fascinating articles; at last MEMOIR [DeRoure et al., 2001] where16

the focus is put on finding people with similar tastes and interests.17

One of the most relevant features of collaborative techniques is that they intro-18

duce a subjective evaluation of items without forcing the system to represent data19

in a machine-parsable form. Thus, the collaborative filtering recommenders are20

completely independent to content representation problems, working well for both21

complex objects like music songs and movies, and for classical textual documents or22

Web pages. The applicability on multimedia content and the subjective character23

of suggestions make this approach well feasible in our proposal.24

According to [Breese et al., 1998], the collaborative filtering systems can be divided25

in two classes: memory-based (or heuristic-based) and model-based. In memory-26

based schemes [Breese et al., 1998; Delgado, 1999; Konstan et al., 1997; Nakamura27

and Abe, 1998; Shardanand and Maes, 1995] the suggested predictions are calcu-28

lated as an aggregate of the ratings that other users, generally, the N most similar29

users, provided regarding a given item. The aggregation function exploited can be30

a simple average or a more effective weighted sum. In these techniques, a signifi-31

cant role is played by the concept of similarity function that, essentially, represents32

a distance measure between users’ likeness. Various approaches have been used to33

compute similarity and, in most of these approaches, it is based on the comparison34

between ratings of items that both users have estimated. The two most popular35

approaches are correlation [Konstan et al., 1997; Shardanand and Maes, 1995] and36

cosine-based schemes [Breese et al., 1998; Sarwar et al., 2001]. Many performance37

improving modifications, such as default voting, inverse user frequency, case am-38

plification [Breese et al., 1998], and weighted-majority prediction [Delgado, 1999;39

Nakamura and Abe, 1998] have been proposed as extensions to these standard40
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correlation-based and cosine-based techniques.1

As opposed to the memory-based approaches, the model-based algorithms [Billsus2

and Pazzani, 1998; Breese et al., 1998; Getoor and Sahami, 1999; Goldberg et al.,3

2001; Hofmann, 2003; Marlin, 2004; Pavlov and Pennock, 2002; Ungar and Foster,4

1998] use the collection of the ratings to learn a model from the underlying data5

using statistical and machine learning techniques. This model is then exploited to6

make rating predictions.7

In any case, collaborative filtering approaches show some drawbacks:8

1. Sparsity problem: the effectiveness of recommendation engine is strongly re-9

lated to the population of users in the system [Terveen and Hill, 2001]. When10

few users have rated the same items, the collaborative filtering mechanism11

does not provide useful suggestions. In order to reach better performance it12

is necessary to achieve a critical mass of participants.13

2. Cold start problem: when a new user enters the system it is impossible to14

evaluate a similarity degree regarding other people [Resnick and Varian, 1997].15

To get rid of this effect, a training period is necessary to refine the user’s profile16

in order to accurately reflect her preferences. In general, a user that exhibits17

a slight intersection with other users’ characterizations could receive a bad18

suggestion due to an inherent lack of information, i.e. in this context ratings19

on items.20

3. Early-rated problem: a similar issue arises when a new item is added to the21

database [Montaner et al., 2003]. In such a case, not any suggestion is possible22

until a sufficient set of users will rate the document.23

Demographic: starting from a description of the user based on age, gender, profession24

and other indicative features, each item is related to the type of people who more25

probably like it [Krulwich, 1997]. Generally speaking, each user is classified in26

a stereotype (e.g., Grundy system [Rich, 1979]), and an item is recommended to27

people with similar demographic profiles. For instance, probably a luxury Ferrari28

sport car will be suggested to a rich business men rather than to a Ph.D. student29

in computer science. Even if it is evident that the definition of stereotypes is a30

challenging task, nevertheless, in some cases, it produces good quality recommen-31

dations. However, such approach is not suitable when a user changes preferences32

over time, in fact, the demographic mechanism is not able to adapt the profiles.33

Hybrid: as described above, each approach shows benefits and shortcomings, therefore34

it is clear that no technique can be used effectively in all domains and for every35

user types. For all that, one common thread in recommender system research is36

the need to combine different approaches in a hybrid technique in order to gather37

the advantages of each proposal. Generally, the content-based and the collaborative38
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filtering approaches are integrated. For example, Fab [ Balabanović and Shoham,1

1997] maintains user profiles based on content analysis, and directly compare them2

to define similar users for collaborative recommendation. Other hybrid proposals3

can be found in [Claypool et al., 1999; Pazzani, 1999; Popescul et al., 2001; Sarwar4

et al., 1998]. An interesting approach is proposed in [Wei et al., 2005] where a5

marketplace is delineated in which the various recommendation methods compete6

to offer their recommendations to the user.7

As a final summary, Table 10.1 sums up the techniques and the related proposals8

concerning the classification of recommender system described above.9

To conclude, one of the major shortcomings of recommender systems in general, re-10

lates to their lacking transparency, i.e., users would like to understand why they were11

recommended specific items [Herlocker et al., 2000]. Herlocker et al. propose a mecha-12

nism to provide an explanation on resources suggested, so that the users can understand13

the reasoning behind the recommendation process.14

10.1.2 Decentralized Approaches15

One common characteristic of the recommender systems described in the previous sec-16

tion is the use of a centralized (client-server) architecture. Focusing on the collabora-17

tive filtering approach, the information about items and ratings is stored in a central18

database that contains a complete knowledge of the domain. In other words, usually19

a recommender system creates a matrix in which rows are users and columns contain20

votes concerning the evaluation of items. Therefore, each vector represents a customer21

profile exploited to compute the correlation between users and to form good suggestions.22

For instance, Amazon implements a popular centralized recommender system in which23

there is a whole knowledge about the books up for sale and a central repository of user’s24

activities and profiles.25

In a decentralized environment, such as the peer-to-peer file sharing domain, these26

conditions are not achievable at all. On the one hand, there is not a complete knowledge27

regarding the data shared: each peer holds a partial vision resulting from the interaction28

with the neighbors and the information included in query replies. Furthermore, since29

the peers can share what they want, the content is not regulated, fostering phenomenons30

as fake files or identical resources with multiple names. On the other hand, the lack of a31

central entity does not provide a full repository of user’s profiles. Commonly, each peer32

holds the ratings concerning items directly experienced and, by means of an exchanging33

protocol, this information is routed to other peers in the network. It is evident as the34

recommendation is generated locally at peer-side by way of the partial data available.35
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A first attempt to deal with a decentralized environment is proposed in [Tveit, 2001]1

where a recommender system able to suggest products and services in a marketplace2

populated by mobile customers is described. The main idea behind this approach is3

to translate the recommendation task in a search problem performed in a pure peer-4

to-peer topology like Gnutella. The queries are propagated by way of the standard5

flooding mechanism, but instead of a set of keywords, the queries contain the ratings6

vector concerning the user. Therefore, using a broadcast approach to spread votes can7

bear serious scalability and efficiency issues.8

A different approach depicted in [Jun Wang and Reinders, 2006; Wang et al., 2005]9

introduces a probabilistic relevance model based on the concept of buddy tables. Related10

to an item and stored locally with it, a buddy table captures the similarity degree with11

respect to the other resources in the domain. The buddy table of an item is updated12

each time the resource is downloaded, reducing the communication burden due to the13

spread of ratings. In order to build the users’ profiles they employ the list of previously14

downloaded items that provides a positive evidence of user’s interests.15

At last, further approaches have been proposed in literature, like PipeCF scheme16

using a Distributed Hash Table in order to spread ratings information [Han et al., 2004;17

Xie et al., 2004] or the PocketLens project [Miller et al., 2004] or the V ineyard [Oka18

et al., 2004] system where co-operate a set of independent recommender components19

dedicated to a specific domain.20

Compared with such proposals, the recommendation scheme proposed in this thesis21

shows some relevant differences:22

1. we do not employ any form of description of user’s profile nor vector ratings,23

removing the burden of spreading this information in the network. We suppose that24

if a user shares a file, then she shows interest in it. The user model is constructed25

by implicit declaration of interests instead of explicitly soliciting feedbacks. In26

order to shape the spontaneous social affinities between users we need to know27

at least the set of files shared by a given peer, operation supported (even if often28

not automatically) by all file-sharing clients. Therefore, our recommender system29

can be easily implemented, and employed without restrictions, within any real file30

sharing communities, e.g. Gnutella, Emule and so on, independently of topological31

or structural issues.32

2. the system is completely self-organizing and autonomous.33

3. the recommendation engine is completely transparent : the suggested items are34

pushed to the user that just has to use the peer-to-peer system.35
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Chapter 111

The Significance of Complex2

Networks Theory in Shaping3

Spontaneous Affinity Networks4

11.1 Social Aspects5

In the previous chapter the recommendation process has been investigated from a tech-6

nical point of view, depicting the different proposals in modern systems and underlying7

the relevance and applicability in real online marketplaces. However, recommender sys-8

tems are not merely this: they have an inherently social aspect since they bring people9

together by way of the power of human relations. Even though social dynamics have10

been strongly under-emphasized in literature, a connection-centric [Perugini et al., 2004]11

approach to study recommender mechanisms is adopted through this thesis.12

We address the task of exploiting spontaneous partnerships between users for push-13

ing suggestions to them. Like in the real world, even in virtual communities people can14

meet each other for conversing about their favorite topics. Hence, a user would trust15

another user if they have many interests in common: they create a “de facto” word of16

mouth mechanism that helps both to select an item, before buying or downloading it,17

amongst the huge volumes of data that are available on the Web and on the peer-to-peer18

marketplace. For the sake of simplicity, we imagine a scenario where a user is looking for19

a new music album. She asks a tip to a friend that shares similar interests with her. At20

the same time, the adviser knows that the user likes country music and, accordingly, he21

recommends a Randy Travis’s album. This simple sketch shows several social dynamics22

that foster the recommendation process. In fact, the recommender’s personal knowledge23

of her friend’s interests are incorporated into the suggesting mechanism. Conversely, af-24
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ter a recommendation is made, the recipient’s personal knowledge of the recommender’s1

reputation helps him evaluate the recommendation [Perugini et al., 2004]. An implicit2

form of user modeling is the result of this self-organizing and self-maintained social3

structures. This less invasive approach not only takes the place of an explicit way to4

gather user models, e.g., by means of profiles, ratings or feedbacks, but it represents a5

natural, powerful and reflective way to automatically generate community patterns able6

to conceive useful suggestions. Finally, a user has simply to use the system interacting7

with like-minded people.8

Several studies have been performed in the social networks area: existing social re-9

lations between users are exploited to extract serendipitous connections [Schwartz and10

Wood, 1993], social referrals [Kautz et al., 1997] or cyber-communities [Kumar et al.,11

1999]. The use of social networks has expanded to many diverse application domains such12

as movie recommendation [Mirza et al., 2003], digital libraries [Nevill-Manning, 2001],13

and community-based service location [Singh, 2001]. In more details, an interesting pro-14

posal is played by PHOAKS. The People Helping One Another Know Stuff (PHOAKS)15

[Terveen et al., 1997] system recommends Usenet news messages interpreting the inclu-16

sion of URLs in messages as an implicit declaration of interest. The recommendation17

engine collects URLs and filter them by means of some heuristic functions in order to get18

rid off irrelevant and spurious items. Another compelling approach is Siteseer [Rucker19

and Polanco, 1997]. It is based on the idea that the bookmark folders are able to identify20

the user’s preferences. Bookmarks can be surely considered a useful form of implicit user21

modeling because they are self-maintained and they contain information directly chosen22

by the user. Siteseer computes the intersection of bookmark folders in order to detect23

and shape virtual communities of users. It is worth underlining that this approach does24

not work on any semantic or structured representation of the domain. A similar consid-25

eration will be debated in this thesis with the definition of Affinity Networks in Section26

11.3.27

Previous approaches showed the relevance of social relationships to implement user28

modeling and increase the effectiveness of the recommendation process. However, such29

schemes do not leverage the intrinsic structural properties of social networks felt as30

graphs where nodes are users and a link between two users exists if they are related ac-31

cording to some association criteria. For instance, the jumping connections [Mirza et al.,32

2003] approach has been proposed: it develops a graph-theoretic model to design and33

evaluate recommender systems. This approach is connection-centric and entails inducing34

social networks and identifying various structural properties therein from public domain35

movie rating datasets. Furthermore, several studies has been performed in mining the36

link topology of the web [Chakrabarti et al., 1999]. The most significant contribution in37

this area is due by Kleinberg’s works where the web is conceived as an affiliation network38

consisting of an authority and a hub mode. Authorities are authoritative sources on a39
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topic (e.g., PGA.com for golf) while hubs are collections of links to authorities (e.g.,1

bookmarks or favorite links pages). Hubs and authorities mutually reinforce each other:2

good authorities are linked to by many good hubs, while good hubs link to many good3

authorities [Kleinberg, 1999]. Based on these concepts, Kleinberg introduces the HITS4

(Hypertext Induced Topic Selection) [Kleinberg, 1999] algorithm in order of rating, and5

therefore also ranking, web pages.6

In conclusion, it is clear that exploring and exploiting graph structures of social pro-7

cesses is a viable and increasingly popular way to satisfy information-seeking goals and8

that the knowledge of the existence of certain structures and properties (e.g., connectiv-9

ity, bow-tie, or small-worlds) can be exploited by recommenders to intelligently provide10

more effective results.11

In this direction, Section 11.2 investigates the structural properties of complex net-12

works, with particular interest on the small-world and scale-free networks. In Section13

11.3 the concept of Affinity Networks as graphs interconnecting users that share similar14

interests will be presented. At last, Section 11.4 shows the empirical evidence of small-15

world behavior of affinity networks in a real case study, that is the file sharing Gnutella16

network.17

11.2 Small World Phenomena18

The idea that people are connected through “six degrees of separation”, expression pop-19

ularized by a play song of Guare [Guare, 1990], arises from a well-known experiment20

carried out by the psychologist Stanley Milgram [Milgram, 1967]. The goal of the exper-21

iment was to find short chains of acquaintances connecting people in United States who22

did not know each other. For instance, a source person randomly selected in Nebraska,23

must deliver a letter to a target person in Massachusetts. The sender knows some basic24

information about the recipient such as the name, the address or the employment. Each25

node of the chain would forward the letter following a simple first-name basis criterion,26

in an effort to transmit the letter as effectively as possible. Milgram pointed out a mean27

of intermediate steps in the range of five and six, empirically proving the concept that28

people live in a small world. As pointed out by Kleinberg [Kleinberg, 2000a,b], the Mil-29

gram’s results demonstrate not only the existence of short paths in social relationships,30

but also the ability of people of finding them using only local information. Note that31

there is a big difference between the existence of a path and the ability to discover it32

algorithmically.33

Before Milgram’s study, the existence of the small-world effect was hypothesized34

in few parallel works, such as a short story by the Hungarian writer Frigyes Karinthy35

[Karinthy, 1929], or a more formal proposal by Pool and Kochen [de S. Pool and Kochen,36
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1978], existent in a preprint form before the Milgram’s studies.1

A detailed analysis of Milgram’s experiments casts some doubts upon their scientific2

acceptance [Kleinfeld, 2001]: the great majority of the chains was uncompleted and the3

target person was never reached1, furthermore the choice of the letter’s recipient, i.e. a4

socially prominent person, seems to be slightly unfair because of the social and racial5

differences had not been taken into account2.6

Anyhow, after a few generations since Milgram’s experiment, the “six degrees of sep-7

aration” and the small world ideas have entered the popular mindset, fostering a large8

set of empirical studies upon the topology of complex networks spanning all of the sci-9

ences, from biology to art and sociology, going through physics, computer science and10

electronics. Many scientists looked into topology of food webs [J. E. Cohen and New-11

man, 1990; Williams and Martinez, 2000], electrical power grid, cellular and metabolic12

networks [Bhalla and Iyengar, 1999; Hartwell et al., 1999; Jeong et al., 2000; Kohn,13

1999], the Internet backbone [Faloutsos et al., 1999], the Web [Broder et al., 2000], the14

neural network of the nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans [Achacoso and Yamamoto,15

1991], telephone call graphs [Abello et al., 1998] and coauthorship and citation networks16

of scientists [Newman, 2000, 2004; Redner, 1998; Seglen, 1992].17

The importance to deeply understand the topology of a complex network is clear. In18

fact, the structure heavily affects the functionality, the performance and the effective-19

ness of a network. For instance, the topology of social networks influences the spread of20

information or the relation between human beings; similarly, in medicine perceiving the21

diffusion dynamics of a disease could help to detect an effective vaccination plan. Like-22

wise, the comprehension of the power grid structure biases the robustness and stability23

of the electric lines to counter blackouts. A well known example in computer science24

is the relationship between file popularity in the Web and cache size: few documents25

are very popular but most resources are rarely requested. The design of web cache al-26

gorithm follows the principle that the benefits of increased size is not linear [Barford27

et al., 1998; Breslau et al., 1999]. The search problem in a peer-to-peer system is an-28

other significant case study. Adamic at al. [Adamic et al., 2001] propose a mechanism29

for probabilistic search in power-law networks where the search process is guided first to30

nodes with a higher degree, improving the speed of the network coverage. Furthermore,31

Sripanidkulchai et al. [Sripanidkulchai et al., 2002] describe a protocol to improve search32

efficiency adding a set of shortcuts between peers based on interests.33

Jointly the great deal of empirical studies, many efforts have been put in the defini-34

tion of analytical models in order to capture the nature of small world networks. Watts35

1In a Milgram’s unpublished study, only 5 percent of the letters reached the recipient. Even in his
published studies, less than 30 percent of the folders got through the entire chain.

2Several studies in social networks sketch a world divided by social class and racial distances, where
low-income people are practically disconnected.
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and Strogatz [Watts, 1999a,b; Watts and Strogatz, 1998] propose a model based on a1

low-dimensional regular lattice where a small fraction of the edges are rewired, with2

probability p, moving one end of the edge to a new location chosen uniformly at random3

in the lattice, avoiding double or self edges. The original model by Watts and Stro-4

gatz was modified independently by Monasson [Monasson, 1999] and by Newman and5

Watts [Newman and Watts, 1999] removing the constraints on edges rewiring. Another6

interesting proposal is suggested by Kleinberg [Kleinberg, 2000a,b]. This model uses a7

two-dimensional grid as a base with long-range random links added between any two8

nodes u and v with a probability proportional to d−2(u, v), the inverse square of the lat-9

tice distance between u and v. In the basic model, from each node there is an undirected10

local link to each of its four grid neighbors and one directed long-range random link. In11

this setting Kleinberg shows that a simple greedy algorithm using only local information12

finds routes between any source and destination using only O(log2n) expected links.13

A great contribution to study and model complex networks is given by Barabási and14

Albert [Albert and Barabasi, 2002; Barabási, 2003; Barabási and Albert, 1999] works.15

The previous models assume that we start with a fixed number N of vertices that,16

afterwards, are randomly connected or rewired, without modifying N . In contrast, most17

real world networks describe open systems that grow by the continuous addition of new18

nodes. Starting from a small nucleus of nodes, the number of nodes increases throughout19

the lifetime of the network by the subsequent addition of new nodes. Moreover, let20

us notice that the probability that two nodes are connected (or their connection is21

rewired) is independent of the nodes degree; in fact the edges are added randomly.22

Most real networks, however, exhibit preferential attachment, such that the likelihood of23

connecting to a node depends on the nodes degree. For example, a web page will more24

likely include hyperlinks to popular documents, because such highly connected items are25

very well-known and, consequently, easy to be linked. These two ingredients, growth and26

preferential attachment, inspired the introduction of the Barabási-Albert model, which27

led for the first time to a network with a power-law degree distribution.28

11.2.1 Clustering and Transitivity29

Short paths connecting most pairs of vertices are only the first distinctive property of30

small world networks. An evident deviation from the behavior of random graph can be31

pointed out in the transitivity property: in many real networks if a node A is connected32

to a node B and B is linked to a node C, then there is a high probability that node A33

is also connected to C. In a social context, the friend of your friends is likely also to34

be a friend of you. Moreover, the transitivity property has a significant impact in the35

applicability of a Affinity Network (see Section 11.3) in the design of our decentralized36

recommender system: if a user ua shows similar likings with user ub and the latter shows37
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a high affinity degree with user uc, then users ua and uc will very likely reveal a strong1

likeness.2

In terms of network topology, the transitivity nature leads to the presence of an3

elevated number of triangles, i.e. sets of vertices each of which is connected to each other.4

In order to quantify the phenomenon we introduce the concept of clustering coefficient5

C that in a small world network assumes a value much higher than in a random network.6

Watts and Strogatz [Watts and Strogatz, 1998] defines C as the average of a local value7

Ci =
number of triangles connected to vertex i

number of triples centered on vertex i
(11.1)

Formally speaking, let G = (V,E) be a graph, where V and E are respectively the8

set of vertices and the set of edges between nodes. If we define the set of neighbors9

of vi as Vi = {vj} : vj ∈ V, eij ∈ E, then the degree of vi is di = |Vi|, i.e., di is10

the number of neighbors of the vertex. Note that Di, the maximum number of links11

between neighbors of vi, can be defined in function of di; in fact, if G is a directed graph12

(i.e., eij 6= eji), then Di = di · (di− 1). Otherwise (when G is undirected), Di = di·(di−1)
2

.13

Let Ei = {ejk} : vj, vk ∈ Vi, ejk ∈ E be the actual set of edges between neighbors of vi.14

Hence, the clustering coefficient of vi introduced in equation 11.3 can be rewritten as:15

Ci =
|Ei|
Di

. (11.2)

Observe that if Ci is equal to 0, it means that the neighbors of vi are not connected16

each other (i.e., Ei = ∅). Otherwise, if Ci = 1, then the sub-graph Gi is complete, where17

Gi = (Vi ∪ {vi}, Ei ∪ {eij : eij ∈ E}). Furthermore, the clustering coefficient of graph G18

is defined:19

C =

∑
iCi

|V |
. (11.3)

An alternative definition of clustering coefficient widely adopted [Newman, 2003]20

quantifies C as:21

C =
3× number of triangles in the network
number of connected triples of vertices

, (11.4)

where a connected triple means a trio of nodes in which at least one is connected to22

both of the others. The factor of three in the numerator is due to the fact that each23

triangle contributes to three connected triples. This definition is equivalent to the well24
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know concept used in sociology of the “fraction of transitive triples” [Wasserman and1

Faust, 1994].2

The value of clustering coefficient C calculated by equation (11.3) and equation (11.4)3

is clearly different in many networks. In general, regardless of which definition is used,4

the property characterizing a small world topology is a value of C considerably higher5

than for a random graph with the same number of vertices and edges. Anyhow, for the6

sake of completeness let us emphasize that our investigation is based on the definition7

(11.3) by Watts and Strogatz.8

11.2.2 Power-law Degree Distribution9

In the previous section we have defined the degree di of a vertex i as the number of10

edges connected to i. As deeply investigated by Erdős and A. Rényi [Erdős and Rényi,11

1959, 1960, 1961], in a random graph the presence or the absence of each edge has an12

equal probability, shaping the degree distribution binomial or Poisson in the limit of13

large graph size. But the analysis of real networks reveals degree distributions far from14

having Poisson behavior: we can note the presence of a long right tail characterized by15

few nodes with very high values and most nodes with small degree. Defined P (k) as the16

probability that a node selected at random has degree k, we observe that P (k) decays17

as a power-law, following P (k) ∼ k−γ, where the constant γ is called the exponent of the18

power law.19

In literature, a network showing power-law degree distribution is also called a scale-20

free network because the power-law is the only distribution that is the same whatever21

scale we look at in on [Newman, 2005]. The presence of a small fraction of nodes with22

a much higher degree than the average introduces the concept of hub. A hub can be23

imagined as a highly connected node able to link a large number of nodes to each other by24

way of short paths. Barabási et al. explain with the preferential attachment [Albert and25

Barabasi, 2002; Barabási, 2003; Barabási and Albert, 1999] phenomenon the presence of26

the hubs in some domains: new nodes connect with higher probability to more connected27

nodes.28

Power-law distributions occur in an extraordinary diverse range of phenomena: the29

size of earthquakes [Gutenberg and Richter, 1944], moon craters [Neukum and Ivanov,30

1994], solar flares [Lu and Hamilton, 1991], computer files [Crovella and Bestavros,31

1997] and wars [Roberts and Turcotte, 1998], the frequency of use of words in any32

human language [Estoup, 1916], the frequency of occurrence of personal names in most33

cultures [Zanette and Manrubia, 2000], the number of papers scientists write [Lotka,34

1926], the number of citations received by papers [Price, 1967], the number of hits35

on web pages [Adamic and Huberman, 2000], the sales of books, music songs and other36
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branded commodity [Kohli and Sah, 2003; R. A. K. Cox and Chung, 1995] or the number1

of species in biological taxa [Willis and Yule, 1922].2

11.2.3 Network resilience3

Scale-free topologies affect also the resilience of a network. In general, many networks4

rely upon their connectivity, i.e. the presence of paths between pairs of nodes, so as to5

perform their natural functions. The removal of vertices can increase the typical length6

of these paths, bringing on disconnected components with a high percentage of removals.7

Moreover, the deletion process can be performed removing nodes at random from the8

network or targeting some specific classes of vertices with very different consequences.9

Let us define the resilience of a network as its vulnerability to remove of nodes. Albert10

et al. [Albert et al., 2000] claim that the Internet and WWW are highly resilient to11

random removal of nodes, but highly vulnerable to deliberate attacks on the nodes with12

highest degree. Generally speaking, in a power law network the distance between nodes13

is almost completely unaffected by random vertex removal. On the contrary, when14

removal is targeted at the highest degree vertices, the effects become devastating.15

11.2.4 Plotting and Analyzing Power-law distributions.16

In general, the standard strategy to identify a power-law distribution is to prove that the17

histogram of the quantity analyzed plotted in a log-log scale appears as a straight line.18

However, in several cases characterizing the tail of the distribution can be extremely19

tricky due to the lack of enough measurements or because the direct histograms usually20

seem rather noisy.21

To counter these effects, we can construct a plot in which the bin sizes increase22

exponentially with the degree; reducing the problem that still exists anyway.23

An alternative way to present nodes degree is to create a plot of the cumulative24

distribution function P (k) which represents the probability that the degree is greater25

than or equal to k. The histogram of P (k) plotted in a log-log scale shows still a26

straight line but with a shallower slope with respect to the plot of the pure data. Since27

the cumulative distribution function removes the binning drawbacks representing the28

entire dataset, in our study (see Section 11.4) we will take advantage of this technique.29

At last, we present a simple and reliable method to calculate the exponent γ of the30
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power-law employing the following formula [Newman, 2005]:1

γ = 1 + n

[
n∑

i=1

ln
xi

xmin

]−1

, (11.5)

where the values xi represents the degrees collected and xmin is the minimum value2

of x. Furthermore, we can compute an estimation of the statistical error α on (11.5) by3

means of the relation4

α =
√
n

[
n∑

i=1

ln
xi

xmin

]−1

=
γ − 1√
n
. (11.6)

11.2.5 Scale-Free Networks5

The term scale-free refers to any functional form f(x) that remains unchanged to within6

a multiplicative factor under a rescaling of the independent variable x.7

A major step in the direction of understanding the generic features of network devel-8

opment was the recent discovery of a surprising degree of self-organization characterizing9

the large scale properties of complex networks. Exploring several large databases de-10

scribing the topology of large networks, that span as diverse fields as the WWW or11

the citation patterns in science, recently many studies have demonstrated that indepen-12

dently of the nature of the system and the identity of its constituents, the probability13

P (k) that a vertex in the network is connected to k other vertices decay as a power-14

law, following P (k) ≈ k−γ. These results offered the first evidence that large networks15

self-organize into a scale-free state, a feature unexpected by all existing random network16

models.17

11.3 Affinity Networks18

In order to model our domain in a more formal way, let us assume that a set of users19

U = {u1, u2, . . . , un} is sharing a set of items S = {s1, s2, . . . , sl}. We assume a bijection20

between users and nodes in the system, hence the user ui denotes both the i-th node21

and the i-th user. Defined P(S) as the power set of S, i.e. the set of all subsets of S,22

let us introduce the function f : U → P(S) in order to map users and items. In other23

words, f(ui) is the set of items user ui shares. Obviously, we have that
⋃n

i=1 f(ui) = S.24

To take advantage of the power of social relationships, we need to shape the concept of
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affinity among users. For this purpose, we introduce the affinity function Aff : U2 → N+

where

Aff (ui, uj) = |f(ui) ∩ f(uj)| , (11.7)

the friendship between users is hence defined by the number of resources they have1

in common.2

These hypothesis enable us to introduce the idea of “Affinity Network” that is repre-

sented by a graph where nodes are users and an edge between users ui and uj exists iff

they share at least m files. More formally, we define a family of graphs Gm = (U,Em),

where

em
ij ∈ Em ⇔ Aff (ui, uj) ≥ m. (11.8)

Of course, we can define more complex affinity functions that consider also other3

kinds of user-related information such as a high level description of peer’s profile or4

structured metadata regarding the resources shared. It is evident as the topology of Gm
5

graphs is strongly related to degree m. Growing m, the network appears less connected6

since two users have to share more resources in order to be linked. On the other hand,7

such a stronger relationships lead to connect users with increasing levels of likeness due8

to a larger intersection of shared files.9

The definition of affinity networks is in some way related to the concept of data-10

sharing graphs presented in [A. Iamnitchi, 2004; Leibowitz et al., 2003] with some sig-11

nificant differences. In a data-sharing graph two users are linked each other iff in a time12

interval T are looking for the same data. The main assumption is that sharing requests,13

i.e. queries regarding resources with identical names, can capture common user interests.14

On the contrary, in an affinity network of degree m, users are connected if they hold and15

share at least m files, unambiguously identified by way of their hash codes. Therefore,16

the differences are glaring.17

First of all, the two structures differ at data collection level: Leibowitz et al. focus18

on traffic generated by KaZaa clients looking for users that download or search the same19

items referred by their file names. It is evident as some interesting phenomena relevant20

in whatever file sharing communities are left out. At the beginning, the spread of fake21

files, i.e. items having names not matching their contents, could wrongly relate resources22

with users likings. Likewise we have to consider the possibility that a file can have many23

replica with different names. Furthermore, focusing on queries does not consider the24

impact of the common download-delete pattern where a user downloads an item and25

immediately after deletes it since she notices that it is out of interest. In order to get26

rid of these effects, we collect information on the files actually held by the network3.27

3As described in the next section, we use Gnutella network to empirically prove the existence of
affinity networks. In more detail, we collect QueryHit [Klingberg and Manfredi, 2002] messages in
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Furthermore, it is important to underline that we aim to shape persistent phenomena1

rather than to draw a snapshot of the network depending on temporal constraints. In2

fact, we are making the assumption that if a user is still sharing a file, then she directly3

inserted it into the network, otherwise she previously downloaded it. Obviously, in the4

first case, the user is interested in the item, while the latter scenario means that if the5

user downloaded it and did not delete the file immediately after, we can reasonably6

suppose that she is interested in it. The direct consequence of this assumption is that7

temporary aspects are out of the scope of this investigation4. In [Stutzbach et al., 2005]8

the reader can find an interesting study about the dynamics of unstructured overlay9

topologies in modern file-sharing applications.10

Another approach exploiting similar social paradigm can be found in Pouwelse et al.11

[Pouwelse et al., 2006]: the proposed peer-to-peer file sharing system, called Tribler, is12

based on the generation and maintenance of social networks in order to improve content13

discovery, searching and download performance as well as it proposes a recommendation14

mechanism taking advantage of the concepts of friends, friends-of-friends and tastes15

communities. Each peer stores a list of N most similar users (the idea of similarity16

between users is somehow related to the affinity function described above) along with17

their preference lists, i.e. a set of most rated items. By way of an epidemic protocol18

this information is disseminated amongst peers in the network. Even though Tribler19

proposes a decentralized recommendation algorithm based on standard collaborative20

filtering techniques comparable to our proposal (Section 12.1), there are some distinctive21

differences. In particular, Tribler does not take advantage of the topology properties of22

affinity networks in order to automatically discover friend peers: through the interface a23

user can mark a contact as a friend implementing something similar to a list of favorite24

users. Conversely, our idea is to exploit the small world feature of affinity networks in25

order to derive a set of most akin friends by way of finding users triangulates and the26

evidence of dense clusters of spontaneous thematic communities.27

A very similar intuition is behind the work described in [Sripanidkulchai et al., 2003],28

that presents a way to improve the inefficient flooding mechanism in Gnutella search29

protocol using the power of interest based localities. Starting from the assumption that30

peers, holding content that we are looking for, share similar likings, the authors introduce31

links between these alike peers, called interest-based shortcuts, that speed up the search32

of content making a preference overlay on top of the standard Gnutella topology.33

order to find files actually held by the network.
4In other words, if a user shows a preference for a given item, then he will maintain an interest for

it (e.g., if he likes the Beatles classic “Yesterday”, then he will very likely love that song even in the
future).
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11.4 Gnutella Network: A Case Study1

In Section 11.3 we have introduced the concept of affinity network as a web of likeness2

among users. The idea that these networks show small world topology, characterized by3

short paths between couples of nodes randomly chosen and a high clustering coefficient,4

brought us to propose a decentralized recommendation scheme taking advantage of these5

self-organizing relationships between people [Ruffo et al., 2006].6

In order to endorse these intuitions we investigated the Gnutella file sharing network7

looking for an empirical evidence of small world patterns. Some interesting questions8

arise: (1) How can we monitor (a portion of) the resources shared within Gnutella9

network? (2) How can we identify (a subset of) the files owned by a users in order to10

create the family of Gm graphs?11

A short premise concerning the modern Gnutella architecture could be worthwhile to12

answer these burning questions. The basic structure consists in a two-tier overlay where13

a set of interconnected ultrapeers forms the top-level overlay to which a large group of14

leaves are connected. Leaves never forward messages: they send queries to the ultrapeers15

and wait for a set of QueryHits matching the searching criteria. Otherwise, an ultrapeer16

acts as a proxy to the Gnutella network for the leaves connected to it. Ultrapeers are17

connected to each other and to regular Gnutella hosts. QueryHit messages return back18

to the querying user by reverse path forwarding. This ensures that only those servents19

that routed the Query message will get the returning QueryHit message. Therefore, an20

ultrapeer receives all QueryHit messages addressed to its leaves.21

Since QueryHit messages contain information about files matching searching criteria22

stored in answering peers, they are a precious source able to identify who shares what23

(question 2). Furthermore, the two-tier architecture give us the possibility of collecting24

QueryHits by means of a passive monitoring of Gnutella traffic that transits through an25

ultrapeer node (question 1). In fact, it receives both QueryHit replies from leave peers26

which is connected to and (part of) the traffic that the top-level ultrapeers forward27

to each other. Of course, we touch only the tip of the iceberg since the information28

extracted from QueryHit messages represent a small fraction of the overall resources29

shared by a peer. In fact, we collected data about the most searched files whereas30

QueryHits enclose replies regarding items that users are looking for. We are strongly31

confident that the whole picture, i.e. a complete view concerning what users share, can32

strengthen the effectiveness of our findings.33

Instead of implementing a Gnutella crawler from scratch, we modified the open-34

source client Phex [Phex-PROJ], a pure Java file sharing application, multi-platform,35

with the multi-source download feature and able to realize an effective passive searching36

and snooping for files. This adapted client is forced to enter the network in ultrapeer37
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mode, collecting and storing all QueryHit messages it forwards. The crawler ran for1

seven days, from 19 October to 26 October 2005, within our department laboratories.2

Time Interval 7 days

Whole dataset

# IP (unique) 283.431
# GUID (unique) 470.333
# Files (distinct SHA1 hashes) 944.758
# (IP,SHA1) pairs 3.092.794

Without Private Class Addresses

# IP (unique) 278.281
# GUID (unique) 422.726
# Files (distinct SHA1 hashes) 714.640
# (IP,SHA1) pairs 2.261.396

Table 11.1: Data collected by the Gnutella ultrapeer crawler from 19 October
to 26 October 2005.

As summarized in Table 11.1, the traces collected are composed by more than 33

million searching replies generated by a community of 283 thousands different clients4

that advertise more than 900 thousand distinguished files. In order to create the affinity5

graphs, we need a set of pairs in the form (ui, fi) that means user ui shares the resource fi.6

An interesting point is to decide the criteria able to identify unambiguously both users7

and files in a Gnutella network. Instead of exploiting the name of a file, in our work we8

took advantage of the SHA1 hash codes that bind identifiers to the content rather than9

to the name of a resource. In fact, the hash codes can smooth the phenomenon of fake10

files, i.e. a resource in which the name does not meet the content; furthermore, it can11

counter the presence of identical items shared with different file names. Furthermore, we12

emphasize that the user identification process is a much troublesome task. Phex client13

uses a Global Unique IDentifier (GUID) to identify a Gnutella node: it is generated14

randomly each time a user session starts according to an application-specific format.15

Since this code shifts every running instance, a user that quits and suddenly enters16

a novel session receives different identities. On the other hand, the IP address can17

represent another feasible solution. In fact, our model binds each IP address to a distinct18

user. However, it is possible that the same IP address corresponds to different users, e.g.19

shared workstations or presence of NAT/proxy. A private network environment provides20

a concrete example of this effect: let us suppose that the IP 192.168.1.10 publishes a21

set of resources R. We could relate the IP 192.168.1.10 to a particular user u and we22

could wrongly assert that u shares the files belonging to R. In fact, many distinct23

users in different networks can obtain this address, so that the QueryHit content cannot24
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Figure 11.1: Cumulative distribution of the files popularity plotted in a log-log
scale following a Zipf’s law .

distinguish between these users. The effect is the presence of distinct IPs that seem to1

share large sets of files, affecting the fairness of the affinity graphs5. Notice that the2

opposite phenomenon can be observed as well. For example, in a DHCP-based network3

the same user can obtain different IP addresses in distinct sessions. Therefore, a set of4

resources R that effectively belong to a user u, can be seen as the sum of shared items5

from many users. Obviously, this phenomenon can smooth the hub behavior of the user6

u. However, we think that this effect does not impact our study due to the relatively7

short time of trace collection.8

To get rid of these effects, we filtered out all IP addresses that belong to the pri-9

vate network class specification6. Table 11.1 describes the characteristics of the dataset10

without resources coming from such addresses class. A first analysis of data gathered11

regards the file popularity distribution observed in our Gnutella snapshots. Figure 11.112

reveals that it follows a Zipf’s law, as already observed in [A. Iamnitchi, 2004]. In fact,13

we can find few very popular files along with a very large set of resources shared by14

only one or two people. Furthermore, we investigated the distribution of the number15

of files shared by peers in the network. We observed that it follows a power law, see16

Figure 11.2, characterized by an exponent γ = 3.17 and an error α = ±0.04. The key17

consequence is the proof of the existence of hub peers, namely users that share a large18

amount of items playing a significant role in providing connectivity, short paths between19

couples of peers and high clustering factor. Afterwards, we focused our attention on20

the composition of file types shared by users in the Gnutella network. Our goal is to21

understand what kind of resources are most popular in this file sharing community in22

order to perform a focused analysis about user preferences in a specific field, reducing23

5Indeed, these IPs behave like hubs, so they should amplify the small-world properties showed by
the preference graphs.

6We filter out the following sets of IP addresses [Rekhter et al., 1996]: 10.x.x.x, 192.168.x.x and the
range from 172.16.0.0 to 172.31.255.255.
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Figure 11.2: Cumulative distribution of the node degree, i.e. the number of
distinct files shared by a peer, plotted in a log-log scale.

also the complexity of graphs generation processes. Table 11.2 shows the composition1

of resources types in relation to different height categories: Image, Executable, Video,2

Audio, Archive formats, Document in general, Web and Others resources not easily3

classifiable. Table 11.2 shows also the set of file extensions mapped to each category.4

As expected, the majority of files shared are mp3 songs or other audio formats (58% of5

the overall resources), in addition we noticed that video contents represent the second6

largest set of items (27.8%). Therefore, as described in the next sections, we generated7

the affinity graphs Gm from these two most popular categories in order to point out the8

hypothesized small-world behavior.

File Type File Extensions Rate (%)

Image jpeg, gif, png, jpg, tiff, tif, bmp, ico 2.7
Executable exe, bin, bat, dll, h, ini 3.2
Video { avi, mpeg, wmv, asx, mov, wm, asf, scb, mpg, mp4, 27.8

vob, rmvb, ogm, mpe, divx }
Audio { mp3, wav, mid, ogg, aac, m4a, aiff, wma, kar, m3u, 58.0

aif, rm, rmj }
Archive { zip, rar, gz, jar, iso, cdr, nrg, 7z, ace, tar, ccd, 6.0

cue, img, cbr, vcd }
Document pdf, doc, txt, rtf, info, nfo, hlp, eml, awk, ps, ttf 1.0
Web html, htm, php, css, xml, swf, fla, url, lnk 0.8
Others n.a. 0.5

Table 11.2: List of extensions belonging to the different file types categories.

9
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11.4.1 Analysis of Audio Files1

In our evaluation we generated several affinity graphs, from G2 to G8, in order to inves-2

tigate if they show small-world topology and if this behavior is evident also increasing3

the value of m. Following the definition of small-world network in Section 11.2, we4

computed for each graph the average shortest path length (L) and the clustering coef-5

ficient (C), comparing them with the same metrics estimated in random graphs with6

identical numbers of nodes and edges. Table 11.3 shows that all the Gm graphs exhibit7

small-world topologies: in fact, we have that, for all the affinity networks, C � Crand and8

L ≈ Lrand (very interestingly, it always happens that L < Lrand). The evidence of small

Audio Files

Gm # # Affinity Graph Random Graph
Nodes Edges L C Lrand Crand

G2 22777 428931 3.29 0.43 3.418 0.0017
G3 9807 81088 3.53 0.37 4.351 0.0017
G4 4779 23378 3.68 0.35 5.336 0.0020
G5 2612 8519 3.81 0.33 6.655 0.0025
G6 1501 3617 3.93 0.28 8.316 0.0032
G7 891 1780 4.12 0.27 9.815 0.0045
G8 591 990 4.4 0.25 12.371 0.0057

Table 11.3: Average shortest path length L and clustering coefficient C for the
affinity networks generated focusing on audio files.

9

world pattern in affinity graphs Gm depicts the Gnutella network as a set of strongly10

interconnected clusters, representing spontaneous thematic communities of users sharing11

kindred files. Such communities are linked by way of a small fraction of peers, the hubs,12

that belong to multiple thematic groups since they hold a huge amount of omnifarious13

resources.14

To strengthen our results in Table 11.4 we can find the values of L and C estimated15

in several known domains showing small-world phenomena [Albert and Barabasi, 2002].16

17

11.4.2 Analysis of Video Files18

In the previous section we found that the affinity graphs Gm in the field of music likings19

show small-world patterns. Starting from this observation, a significant question arises:20
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Network L C Reference

WWW, site level, undir. 3.1 0.1078 Adamic, 1999
Movie actors 3.65 0.79 Watts and Strogatz, 1998

LANL co-authorship 5.9 0.43 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c
MEDLINE co-authorship 4.6 0.0666 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c
SPIRES co-authorship 4.0 0.726 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c
NCSTRL co-authorship 9.7 0.496 Newman, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c

Math. co-authorship 9.5 0.59 Barábasi et al., 2001
Neurosci. co-authorship 6 0.76 Barábasi et al., 2001
E. coli, substrate graph 2.9 0.32 Wagner and Fell, 2000
E. coli, reaction graph 2.62 0.59 Wagner and Fell, 2000

Ythan estuary food web 2.43 0.22 Montoya and Sole’ , 2000
Silwood Park food web 3.40 0.15 Montoya and Sole’ , 2000
Words, co-occurrence 2.67 0.437 Ferrer i Cancho and Sole , 2001

Words, synonyms 4.5 0.7 Yook et al., 2001b
Power grid 18.7 0.08 Watts and Strogatz, 1998
C. Elegans 2.65 0.28 Watts and Strogatz, 1998

Table 11.4: Example of C and L for several real networks.

is this behavior related to the thematic sphere investigated or is it a more general1

structural property of self-organizing preference communities? In order to throw light2

on this matter, we generated the graphs from G2 to G8 focusing on video contents.3

As described in Table 11.5, all graphs check the relations C � Crand and L ≈ Lrand,4

showing clearly small-world characteristics. Therefore, let us notice that the evidence5

of small world phenomena does not depend on a particular field of interest. The main6

consequence is that our recommendation scheme (see Section 12.1) is free from thematic7

constraints and it can be applied in a multitude of domains.8

11.4.3 Affinity Networks are Scale-Free?9

In Section 11.2.2 we have observed that in many real networks the probability P(k) that10

a node randomly chosen has degree k follows a power-law, i.e. P (k) ∼ k−γ. These11

networks are called scale-free. Along with the proof that affinity networks are small-12

world, we investigated the distribution of node degree in order to understand if graphs13

Gm are scale-free and if this property remains unchanged with different values of m.14

In our evaluation we focused on video files; however the same results can be reached15

considering another domain, e.g. audio items.16
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Figure 11.3: Cumulative distribution of node degree of the affinity graphs Gm

for video files type.
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Video Files

Gm # # Affinity Graph Random Graph
Nodes Edges L C Lrand Crand

G2 7553 184230 3.11 0.53 2.796 0.0065
G3 3560 37984 3.10 0.483 3.454 0.0060
G4 1948 11693 3.03 0.49 4.226 0.0062
G5 1150 4719 3.12 0.47 4.992 0.0071
G6 705 2298 3.29 0.46 5.550 0.0093
G7 459 1305 3.13 0.51 5.866 0.0124
G8 330 834 2.37 0.48 6.255 0,0154

Table 11.5: Average shortest path length L and clustering coefficient C for the
affinity networks generated focusing on video files.

Figure 11.3 shows the cumulative distribution of node degree calculated for the affin-1

ity graphs G2 to G7. Moreover, for each graph, we computed the exponent γ with2

formula (11.5) and the error α with formula (11.6).3

The results are shown in Figure 11.5, and they are quite interesting: when the4

graph’s degree, i.e., the value of m, grows, then the scale free tendency of the affinity5

networks is much more evident. In other words, we start from an affinity network with6

m = 2, i.e., a pair of users are linked together if they share two or more files, to a graph7

with m = 8, where the given users must have eight files or more to remain connected8

each other. Generally speaking, a graph Gm gets the next level m + 1 by removing9

those links em
ij such that Aff (ui, uj) = m. The topology of the network changes when10

4 ≤ m ≤ 5: the overall number of connected nodes decreases, the clustering coefficient11

and the average shortest path remain stable (see Table 11.5), but a few peers show12

evident hub characteristics: the remaining nodes in the graphs with m ≥ 5 remain13

connected to the network by means of these hubs.14

The existence of hubs in an affinity network can be explained if we assume that affini-15

ties are observed between users with similar tastes. Most users restrict their interests to16

quite limited fields (e.g., a specific music genre, or popular hits), and few others range17

over different topics. Of course, hubs can also simply behave as “hyperphagic” down18

loaders, that get everything they find. Because of their high capacity hard disks, they19

do not remove uninteresting files for days, and this can weaken results of a superficial20

network analysis. In general, hubs reduce the diameter of a small world network: they21

can be contacted in order to access into affinity clusters of different spontaneous com-22

munities. The presence of hubs has side effects even in the recommendation scenario, as23

we will discuss in Section 12.3.1.24
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Chapter 121

A decentralized Recommendation2

Scheme Based on Self-Organizing3

Partnerships4

12.1 Design5

Starting from the study of the small-world properties of affinity networks and the theory6

concerning collaborative filtering recommender systems in a decentralized environment,7

in this section, we will focus on the highly informative power of self-organizing interest-8

based communities : users in the same cluster share a subset of common items and are9

likely interested to other files popular in the cluster. The transitivity property may be10

used for enabling reserved information lanes between users, in order to suggest items11

that are potentially of interest for members of the same cluster.12

In order to define a decentralized recommendation scheme exploiting this significant13

concept, let us introduce a notation that we will use in the rest of the section. Given14

ui, uy ∈ U , we define the set of partners of ui as:15

F0(ui) = {uj : |f(ui) ∩ f(uj)| ≥ 1}, (12.1)

Roughly speaking, the node of user ui maintains a list of other users that share at16

least one file with ui. It is clear that if a user downloads a resource, all the candidate17

sources can be tagged as ui’s contacts, since they own the file that ui is downloading.18

In order to exploit the triangulation property of the affinity networks which the node

is connected to, we consider also the set of partners of first order of ui (i.e. the list of
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Figure 12.1: An example of partners and friends of ui

partners of partners of ui) :

F1(ui) =
⋃

uj∈F0(ui)

F0(uj). (12.2)

We introduce the list of friends of ui as follows:1

F (ui) = F0(ui) ∩ F1(ui). (12.3)

Therefore, a ui’s friend is a partner, i.e. a peer from which ui has previously down-2

loaded an item or a candidate source for it, that is, in turn, a partner of another partner3

of ui. Obviously this definition exploits the triangulation property as depicted in Figure4

12.1.5

The node ui stores an integer value m(ui, uj) for each reference in F (ui). More6

precisely, we define the partnership degree of the pair ui and uj as m : U2 → N+, where7

m(ui, uj) = |f(ui) ∩ f(uj)|, that is the number of files that they have in common. For8

the sake of simplicity, in the rest of the section, we will use the notation mij instead of9

m(ui, uj)
1.10

At an implementation level, list F (ui) has a constant size, and it is ordered on the11

basis of the value of the partnership degree mij: the user on the top of the list has12

more files in common with ui than the others. On the contrary, the less “interesting”13

user (e.g., mij ≈ 0), is likely to be removed from the list. The reader should observe14

1Let us notice that the definition of the partnership degree is equivalent to the affinity function
(11.7). We introduced two different notations since Aff function proposes only one possible way to
capture similarities between users, and in other domains its definition may change.
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Figure 12.2: An example of a feasible scenario characterized by four peers
exchanging items with each other. In such a context, the recommendation
list R(ux) is equal to {s7, s8}. In fact, we have that mapx(s7) = {uv, uy, uz}
and, then, w(s7) = mxv+mxy+mxz

3
= 10

3
= 3.3̄. Similarly, identified the relation

mapx(s8) = {uz}, we derive w(s8) = mxz

3
= 3

3
= 1.

that, given m, it is possible to extract, from this list, the (known) neighbors of ui in the1

preference graph Gm; in fact, it is easy to note that m(ui, uj) = m ⇒ uj ∈ Um
i , where2

Um
i is the set of neighbors of ui in Gm.3

For example, let us suppose that user ux downloaded s1 and s2 from uy. More-4

over, he downloaded s3, s4 and s5 from uz, and s6 from uv. Finally, we have also that5

F0(ux) = F1(ux). As a consequence, we have that: f(ux) = {s1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6}, and6

F (ux) = {uy, uz, uv}. Furthermore, after having interacted with uy, uz and uv, the p2p7

client of ux got also their file lists. So, ux knows that f(uy) = {s1, s2, s4, s7}, f(uz) =8

{s3, s4, s5, s7, s8} and f(uv) = {s6, s7, s3, s4, s5}. The values of function m are updated9

after each interaction. After the last download, they are as follows: mxy = 3,mxz = 3,10

and mxv = 4. F (ux) is ordered as follows: (uv, uy, uz) as explained in Figure 12.2.11

We need also to identify the set of files2 owned by the friends of ui, but that are not

possessed by ui:

Co-f(ui) = (
⋃

uj∈F (ui)

f(uj))− f(ui). (12.4)

The state of a running node includes also a file map, that returns the partners owning

a given resource, that is not possessed by ui. Hence, we define the family of functions:

mapi : Co-f(ui)→ P(F (ui)), (12.5)

2Note that the p2p client of ui does not store all the friends’ files, but only a unique reference to
them (e.g., their SHA-1 hashes).
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where mapi(sk) = {uj ∈ F (ui) : sk ∈ Co-f(ui) ∩ f(uj)}.1

In the previous example, we have that Co-f(ui) = {s7, s8}, mapi(s7) = {uy, uz, uv}, and2

mapi(s8) = {uz} (see Figure 12.2).3

12.1.1 Die Wahlverwandtwchaften: the intuition4

The intuition behind the proposed recommendation scheme is based on the observation5

that friends of a given peer build a cluster of nodes with different partnership degrees.6

We previously observed in Section 11.4 that nodes can be naturally gathered together7

on the basis of common interests. Moreover, we noted that there are peers that are8

more kindred to some partners than others; in fact, we found that a affinity network9

Gm is a small world, even with growing values of m. But not all the nodes involved10

in affinity networks with lower degrees than m are still involved in Gm. Thus, some11

relationship between nodes in the same cluster is stronger than others: even in the file12

sharing community, elective affinities [J. W. von Goethe, 1809] rule the social behavior13

of the users.14

We want to sort files in Co-f(ui) by means of the following criteria:15

1. popularity in the cluster of partners of ui;16

2. partnership degree of friends storing the missing files;17

The recommendation list is defined as the ordered sequence:

R(ui) = (sk1 , sk2 , . . . , sk`
), where ` = |Co-f(ui)|, and ∀h = 1, . . . , ` : skh

∈ Co-f(ui). Files

in R(ui) are sorted (and, hence, recommended), on the basis of the weight defined below:

w(skh
) =

∑
uj∈mapi(skh

)

(mij)

maxd(|mapi(skd
)|)
, (12.6)

i.e., ∀skd
∈ R(ui) : w(skd−1

) ≤ w(skd
) ≤ w(skd+1

).18

In our example, files will be recommended to ux in this order: (s7, s8). In fact, we19

have that w(s7) = 3.3̄, and w(s8) = 1.0 (as explained in Figure 12.2). Of course, in a20

practical environment, we can set a threshold, in order to filter out recommendations21

with low weight. In the previous case, if such a threshold is set to 2.0, only file s7 would22

be submitted to the user’s attention.23
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12.1.2 Discussion1

Let us numerically quantify the popularity of a file and the average partnership degree2

of nodes hosting a given item as it follows:3

Given a node ui, the popularity of a missing file skh
is calculated by way of the family4

of functions popi : Co-f(ui)→ [0, 1], where5

popi(skh
) =

|mapi(skh
)|

maxd(|mapi(skd
)|)
. (12.7)

Given a node ui, the degree of a missing file skh
as the average partnership degree of6

nodes in F (ui) that stores skh
. This value is calculated by way of the family of functions7

degi : Co-f(ui)→ R+, where8

degi(skh
) =

∑
uj∈mapi(skh

)

(mij)

|mapi(skh
)|

. (12.8)

Trivially, w(skh
) = popi(skh

) · degi(skh
).9

The following theorem simply shows that the recommendations are sorted according10

to the criteria inspired by the affinity networks which the node is connected to: a missing11

file is suggested for its popularity amongst the friends of the users and for affinity degree12

of the node that stores the given file.13

Theorem 1: Given a node ui, and two files skx and sky in Co-f(ui), s.t., w(skx) > w(sky),14

then the following statements are true:15

1. If the files have the same popularity, then skx is owned mostly by nodes with a16

higher average partnership degrees w.r.t. sky .17

2. If the files are owned by nodes with the same average partnership degree, then skx18

is more popular than sky in Co-f(ui).19

Note that the hypothesis says that w(skx) > w(sky), that means that

popi(skx) · degi(skx) > popi(sky) · degi(sky).

It is easy to show that, when popi(skx) = popi(sky)(> 0), then it follows that degi(skx) >20

degi(sky), which proves the first part of the theorem. The second enunciation states21

that, on the contrary, degi(skx) = degi(sky)(> 0); in this case, we have that popi(skx) >22

popi(sky), which proves the theorem.23
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12.2 Prototype1

The implementation of DeHinter has been guided by some objectives:2

• Network Independence: our aim is the creation of a mechanism unbound from a3

particular file sharing network such as Gnutella, eMule, KaZaA or others. Though4

we have implemented our proposal within the client Phex, an open-source Java-5

based Gnutella client, it could be easily translated as a plug-in module in every6

modern file sharing application because of its being loose from structural or topol-7

ogy aspects. Likewise, the implementation directives are free from any specific8

programming language, platform or operating system.9

• Transparency: we drive at reaching a two-fold level of transparency: with respect10

to (1) the user and to (2) a generic client in the file-sharing community. On the11

one hand, the user has simply to search and download favorite items, without12

attending to profile’s creation or labored rating procedures. On the other hand,13

we want to design a mechanism able to exploit the living file-sharing communities14

without forcing all peers to run the recommendation module. Let us notice that15

this is a strategic goal since it allows a generic user, wanting to take advantages16

of the recommendation feature, to interact with a real network and, thus, with a17

preexistent virtual community composed by thousands of clients sharing a large18

number of resources.19

• Efficiency and Scalability: one of the most relevant concern in prototype imple-20

mentation is certainly the management of complex data structures, for instance21

the affinity graphs, involved in the recommendation process. It is clear that the22

spatial overhead and the computational cost in making suggestions have to be23

affordable to the peers.24

Starting from these premises, we describe in the following sections how we have ex-25

tended the Phex Gnutella client in order to implement our approach. Let us underline26

that we have added only the recommendation module, without any considerable alter-27

ation in the features of the standard Phex application. Of course, a similar task can be28

performed in other file-sharing tools.29

12.2.1 Data structures30

In the previous section we have pointed out that one of the guideline in the DeHinter31

implementation was the attention to the complexity and efficiency aspects. Many efforts32

have been put in designing data structures able to optimize both spatial occupancy and33
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efficiency in retrieving and updating information. It is evident that a single peer can1

manage a bounded amount of data, in other words, it can store a limited portion of2

the affinity graphs with the related information about files shared by peers. For these3

reasons, we have defined the following entities:4

• FilesSet : it contains the list of the items known by the selected user. Each5

resource si is unambiguously identified by the SHA1 hash code and it is combined6

to this set of related information:7

– {u1, u2, . . . um}: represents the set of the owners of si.8

– popAbs(si) : it stores the si’s popularity in the cluster of friends, i.e. the9

number of friends that share si.10

– w(si) : the weight estimation of the item, according to formula (12.6).11

– dimension : file’s size in bytes.12

• PartnersSet : it includes the set of partners {u1, u2, . . . uk} of the peer, according13

to the definition in (12.1). Each partner object has the following fields:14

– destAddress : it contains some information about the peer such as the IP15

address and port, or the DNS full name.16

– partnership degree: it evaluates the amount of items that ui shares with the17

running user, i.e. an estimation of the affinity between them.18

– friend flag: it marks if ui is a “friend” (see definition (12.3)) of the active19

user.20

As described above, the FilesSet and the PartnersSet cannot grow without a di-21

mensional boundary, in order to assure that the client can reasonably manage them. In22

such a context, it is clear that we have to define a replacement policy in case the fixed23

limit is reached.24

After an experimental phase, we set up the maximal dimension of the FilesSet in25

15.000 entries. When this threshold is exceeded, the prototype deletes each file that26

is owned by only one peer since it shows a small popularity value. In general, we27

can implement this set as a priority queue in which the file’s popularity represents the28

priority criterion. Similarly, the PartnersSet can manage a list of 500 users and it is29

implemented as a priority queue based on the partnership degree. In this case, when a30

new user should be added and the list has reached the maximal dimension, we remove31

firstly the users that are off-line and then we exploit the partnership degree in order to32

delete the peers that are less kindred with the active user. In any case, such policies33

are binded to the empirical analysis performed in Section 11.4: in fact, we have noticed34
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Figure 12.3: A screenshot of the DeHinter recommender module.

that both the files popularity and the nodes degree in affinity networks follow a power-1

law distribution. In other words, removing the items characterized by lower popularity2

values does not heavily affect the system, because they show a small connectivity degree.3

A similar consideration applies also to the PartnersSet replacement policy.4

PartnersSet and FilesSet are populated during the normal activity of the user.5

When a file sk is downloaded (very often from many sources, or candidate peers), then6

the system asks the user if the item can be given to the recommendation engine. In7

fact, a user can listen or watch the downloaded resource and decide that it is out of8

his/her interest. The idea is that just the relevant documents must be considered. Such9

mechanism allows to get rid of the fake files phenomenon: when an item does not show10

the expected content, the user can disregard it. If the user marks the file as “interesting”,11

then all the sources are included in the PartnersSet. The file list of these new partners12

are then browsed, and FilesSet is updated as well. Then the friend flag of each partners13

is checked again: it is set to 1 for those partners that have some files in common. Finally,14

for each file stored by a friend of the active user, the weight is calculated. Then, a list15

R = {s1, s2, . . . sN} of the top-N items sorted by weight is returned to the user.16
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Figure 12.3 shows a DeHinter’s screen shot where the reader can notice the recom-1

mendation list sorted by weights. Each item in the list displays the popularity value,2

the average partnership degree, and the SHA1 hash code. All the file names that appear3

with that identifier can be displayed at the user’s click. Furthermore, the user can select4

a suggested resource and download it simply by double-clicking the item in the list.5

12.3 An Empirical Evaluation6

The validation of a recommender system is always a quite hazardous task, because of7

the difficulty of modeling the tastes of a given user: we need a quantitative measure of8

a qualitative service, that can be fairly evaluated only after a final feedback of the final9

user.10

Novel recommender systems are proposed and evaluated by way of well known logs11

of user profiles and buddy tables, that contain lists of items with feedback ratings as-12

signed by a given set of users. This information is cross linked, and the precision of the13

recommendation is compared with other well known (centralized) systems.14

This approach cannot be applied to our domain, because we do not have user profiles,15

and users are not required to give feedback to a data collector entity. Moreover, our16

objects are not structured, e.g., in terms of author names, genre, song or movie titles.17

We have unique identifiers (i.e., hash values) that are not coupled with the content, and18

recommendations are made only by way of users relationships and partnership degrees.19

We think that this is a merit of our proposal, because it takes care of the privacy of20

the users without disseminating information about her interests. Moreover, she does21

not waste time training her personal virtual assistant. Of course, there is no reasons to22

doubt that DeHinter could be significantly improved by any semantic recommendation23

engine, that uses reliable descriptions of items and user feedbacks, and we reserve to24

investigate this research direction in the next future. This observation strengthen the25

value of our evaluation results, because they are subject to be enhanced by a next hybrid26

solution.27

We reduced the recommendation problem to a classification task, that, for each user28

u, labels every unseen file ski
as “interesting” or “not interesting” [Ruffo and Schifanella,29

2007]. This classification is performed by executing formula (12.6), and using the fol-30

lowing (normal recommendation) criterion: if w(ski
) > 0, then file ski

is considered31

“interesting” for the active user, otherwise it is considered “not interesting”.32

In the case we have a set of recommended files, i.e., R(u) = (sk1 , sk2 , . . . , sk`
), that33

are sorted by weight, we may want to define a stronger criterion, such that the given34

item is considered “interesting” only if it is in the higher half of the list. Therefore, if35
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Figure 12.4: Given user u, files ski
in the testing set are sorted by w(ski

). Files
ski

are displayed with dots. In addition, if the file is owned by u, then it is also
displayed with a square.

medw(u) is the median of w(ski
) values, with 1 ≤ i ≤ `, then we can use the following1

(strong recommendation) criterion: if w(ski
) ≥ medw(u), then file ski

is considered2

“interesting” for the active user, otherwise it is considered “not interesting”.3

Cross-validation is a statistical test that fits well the classification domain and that4

is used for validating hypotheses, especially when further data are difficult to collect.5

A single run of a cross validation test is made of two steps: the dataset is randomly6

partitioned into two parts, a training set and a test set. Training data are used to7

build the model, and test data are “hidden” in order to confirm and validate the initial8

analysis.9

Our empirical evaluation uses a particular kind of this test, that is called K-fold cross10

validation (in our analysis, K = 10), where the data set is partitioned in K subsets.11

Of the K parts, a single one is used to validate the classification, and the other K − 112

subsets are used for running the model. The process is repeated K times, with each of13

the partitions used exactly once as the test set. The results of each fold then can be14

averaged.15

In our experiment, we considered the set containing all the data presented in Section16

11.4, that we transformed in a list of rows like this: [fi : ui1, ui2, . . .], where ui1, ui2, . . . is17

the list of the peers storing file fi. We filtered out from this set all the rows related to files18

owned by only one peer, because they would not be of use for discovering relationships19
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between users. After the cleaning process, we obtained a set of 105, 995 rows. Then,1

we executed the 10-fold cross validation test: the dataset was split in 10 parts, giving2

a test set of approximately 10, 600 rows. During each fold, the recommendation weight3

of all the files in the test set was calculated for each user. Formula (12.6) was applied4

considering only the data in the training set (see an example in Figure 12.4). The5

classification was made using both recommendation criteria we defined above. The6

accuracy of the estimation was calculated as follows: giving user u, if file ski
is stored7

by u and it has not been correctly classified as “interesting” by a given recommendation8

criterion, then we have an error; if erru is the number of errors, and nu is the number of9

files stored by u and correctly classified, then the accuracy of the estimation is nu

nu+erru
.10

Folds Normal Recommendation Strong Recommendation

Accuracy σ Accuracy σ

0 0,8145 0,145113 0,6682 0,189547
1 0,8115 0,152825 0,6549 0,194969
2 0,8174 0,149422 0,6657 0,189540
3 0,8215 0,137835 0,6766 0,186365
4 0,8261 0,143064 0,6629 0,192164
5 0,8022 0,148108 0,6453 0,199965
6 0,8097 0,148670 0,6517 0,191519
7 0,8066 0,150512 0,6595 0,194688
8 0,8035 0,166106 0,6560 0,199304
9 0,8029 0,154615 0,6574 0,204398

Tot 0,8116 0,149630 0,6598 0,194250

Table 12.1: 10-fold cross validation results: average accuracy and variance for
the given recommendation criteria.

Table 12.1 reports the averaged accuracies for all the users and for each different11

fold of the test. The results are really good, with an average accuracy of 81% (with12

a confidence interval of [66%, 96%]) if the normal criterion is used. As expected the13

strong recommendation criterion has a lower average accuracy, even if it is still quite14

high (66%).15

12.3.1 Observations16

First of all, it must be observed that we considered only one side error, i.e., items that are17

erroneously considered as “not interesting”: of course, we cannot make any deduction18

from files that are not owned by the users; in fact, we implemented a prototype (described19
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in Section 12.2) for receiving in the mid-term a “satisfaction feedback” directly from the1

users.2

Another important measure for evaluating the efficacy of a recommender system is3

the sparsity of the population of the collaborative set (see Section 10.1). Potentially, a4

user of DeHinter can encounter the following problem: after running the engine for a5

while, the size of her friends list can tend to reduce. This could happen when she has6

been entangled in the web of a single affinity cluster. After a given interval of time,7

the set of suggested files can collapse, and the recommendation engine became useless if8

it does not find a way for leaving the web and exploring some other adjacent clusters.9

Here comes the importance of the hubs, that are bridges to other affinity clusters (see10

Section 11.4.3). Even if such a refinement of DeHinter is planned for the next future,11

a worthwhile hub detection mechanism can be run in order to explore the topology of12

the affinity network in the immediate neighborhood of the active node. When an hub13

is found, a discrimination procedure must be able to understand if the hub is a portal14

(i.e., a user with many different interests and some level of competence, that can let15

you access to other affinity clusters of interest) or just a greedy user (i.e., someone who16

downloads everything she finds).17

This observation opens a wide area of possible extensions of this work, because it18

suggests that it is possible to exploit the scale-free nature of affinity networks. Moreover,19

the reader should remember that hubs allow the crossing of a small network in a few20

hops: many different clusters characterizing some (not-disjoint) communities can be21

reached by following “semantic” links, that can be generated and maintained at the22

hub-side. Anyhow, these are only starting points for future work.23

At last, the reader should observe that we considered only one side errors, i.e., items24

that are erroneously considered as “not interesting”: of course, we cannot make any25

deduction from files that are not owned by the users. Only feedback rating can say26

the last word on the “satisfaction degree” of the user. However, this can erroneously27

let the reader think that a system that recommends every file, would fare excellent28

according to our evaluation. Nevertheless, we have made the tacit assumption that a29

flat recommendation criterion is not applicable, and that different votes must aid the30

user to discriminate between more or less interesting objects. The importance of the31

shown results with the given strong criterion is the following: the most weighty files are32

considered interesting with an high probability (66%), given evidence to the intuition33

that a more interesting file has a greater weight. For instance, Figure 12.4 shows that34

items with higher recommendation votes are very likely interesting: squared objects35

correspond to files owned by the active user, and the majority of them are manifestly36

distributed over the median threshold (that in this case, is slightly above 0).37
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Chapter 131

Conclusions2

Peer-to-peer have emerged as a distributed platform over which a wide range of inno-3

vative services can be implemented. Peers interact each other without any rigid form4

of control or orchestrating authority, leveraging the aggregation of unused resources at5

the edge of the Internet to provide efficiency, fault-tolerance and reliability. Moreover,6

peer-to-peer model exhibits a multi-facet nature since it brings out issues belonging to7

different domains. In Part I technical aspects has been deeply investigated: peers are8

nodes into a logical overlay network sharing resources to accomplish a common task.9

Starting from the first generation of unstructured peer-to-peer system, we shifted the10

focus on the more recent structured topologies, with a particular interest in systems11

based on distributed hash tables.12

Furthermore, we can figure out peers as rational agents that reciprocally interact13

within a self-organizing and self-maintaining community in which each entity is able to14

voluntary decide her degree of contribution. Part II has been devoted to the definition of15

free-riding phenomenon in which peers choose to take advantage of the system without16

actively contribute to common welfare but pursuing self-interest first. The proof of17

the widespread presence of free riders demonstrated the importance of understanding18

economic and behavioral aspects of peer-to-peer model. To counter the effects of an19

uncooperative conduct, a taxonomy of incentives has been proposed and trust-based20

and monetary forms of incentives have been investigated.21

In the last analysis, peers are human beings characterized by the inclination to join22

in communities of like-minded people, exactly how happens in the real life where people23

associate with and collaborate preferably with entities related by strong affinity relation-24

ships. In Part III social aspects has been the foundation for designing innovative ways25

to provide services to users that can be applied in a wide range of applicative domain.26

Defined the foundations of the peer-to-peer infrastructure, a multitude of application-27
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level services can be implemented. A major contribute of this thesis has been the1

definition of a fair peer-to-peer marketplace that is a profit-sharing market protecting2

copyright in which peers trade digital content and services in a secure and efficient3

manner. An instance of such a marketplace, namely the FairPeers system, has been4

designed and implemented. The main idea is that both authors and distributors must5

be refunded respectively for the authoring and distribution components typical in a6

market-oriented system. FairPeers reached the compelling goal to design a P2P market7

framework that guarantees both fairness and digital rights management. Moreover, the8

introduction of a peculiar multi-source distribution mechanism based on a lottery scheme9

maintains fairness without invalidating efficiency.10

A prototype architecture and implementation based on PPay for accounting purposes11

and a customized PAST storage layer for content distribution, has proved the applicabil-12

ity of the proposal in a real environment. Moreover, the implementation also shows that13

the presence of some centralized trusted third parties, namely the Broker and the Copy-14

right Grantor, does not affect the applicability in a peer-to-peer framework, maintaining15

the basic characteristics of efficiency, security and reliability. Anyhow, FairPeers has16

been argued to be independent both from the underlying payment substrate and from17

the content distribution platform, so as a fully distributed architecture could be realized18

as well. However, it is worth noting that an hybrid solution is able to provide a better19

level of security and user acceptance, specially in a context where macro-payment trans-20

actions occur involving the exchange of a real currency. Correspondingly, the expected21

drawback is the introduction of a single point of failure that can be overloaded with a22

high volume of trading operations. However, a trade-off between pure decentralized and23

hybrid solutions would be a valid compromise, then the degree of centralization should24

depend on the peculiar requirements of the system to implement. Moreover, the evalua-25

tion performed in Appendix A has showed that appropriate coin reassignment strategies26

and a suitable system parameters configuration lead to a sustainable load in centralized27

authorities, like the PPay broker. At last, such an environment can be used for testing28

different economic strategies, both malicious and legal, that peers should follow in order29

to increase their profit.30

Sketched the building blocks of a peer-to-peer marketplace the provision of effective31

services and innovative ways to provide them represents certainly an interesting field of32

investigation. Accordingly, another major contribution of this thesis has been the design33

and implementation of a proactive decentralized recommender system exploiting spon-34

taneous affinity between users. On the one hand, the emphasis in recommendation as a35

key service in any market-oriented system is encouraged by the crowd of real e-commerce36

businesses that provide recommender functionality in a wide fields of application, e.g.37

books, movies, music songs, news, web pages, foods, bookmarks, thematic blogs and oth-38

ers, and in a wide range of technologies and types of information gathered. On the other39
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hand, recommender systems play a significant role in fighting the information overload1

phenomenon, guiding the user in the huge universe of alternatives, selecting a subset of2

items according to the customer’s preferences. The risk is to waste time to surf between3

the alternatives rather than to trade goods.4

Starting from the observation that recommender systems are guided by the social5

attitude to bring people together by way of the power of human relations, the concept6

of Affinity Networks has been introduced. Affinity networks are a family of graphs in7

which nodes are users and an edge binds two users if and only if they satisfy a given8

affinity criterion, like the number of resources the users share. Methodologies belonging9

to network analysis theory has been exploited to leverage the structural properties of10

affinity graphs to propose a social-compatible recommendation service. The empirical11

study of affinity networks in the Gnutella file-sharing community has leaded to the12

evidence of a small-world and scale-free topologies. The meaning of such observation is13

that peers appear grouped in clusters of like-minded people (high clustering coefficient)14

and strongly connected each other (small average shortest path length) as called to mind15

by the famous “six degrees of separation” expression. Moreover, the presence of a small16

fraction of peers with a much higher node degree, i.e. number of edges connected it,17

than the average has leaded to the introduction of the concept of hub.18

Exploiting these structural properties, a decentralized recommender system, namely19

DeHinter, has been introduced. The main idea is that a user would trust suggestions20

coming from her community of like-minded friends rather than from an impersonal21

entity. Exactly like we do in the real life. The algorithm proposed does not employ any22

form of description of user’s profile nor vector ratings, removing the burden of spreading23

this information in the network. Therefore, the user model is constructed by implicit24

declaration of interests instead of explicitly soliciting feedbacks. The design and the25

implementation of DeHinter showed a marked capacity to be integrated within any real26

file sharing communities, e.g. Gnutella, Emule and so on, independently of topological or27

structural issues. The system is completely self-organizing, autonomous and transparent:28

the suggested items are pushed to the user that just has to use the system.29

After all, a novel evaluation scheme based on a 10-fold cross validation has been30

proposed and applied to the available dataset collected by crawling the Gnutella network.31

We reduced the recommendation problem to a classification task in which each user32

labels every unseen file as “interesting” or “not interesting”. The results have shown33

that exploiting the DeHinter algorithm the most weighty files are considered interesting34

with an high probability (66% considering the most restrictive criterion), given evidence35

to the intuition that a more interesting file has a greater weight. Therefore, we can36

conclude that items with higher recommendation votes are very likely interesting.37

As a conclusive remark, we want to stress that spontaneous relationships between38
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actors in given systems, detected by means of network analysis, are going to be exploited1

in many other application domains. We have the sensation of being just over the top of2

an iceberg.3

13.1 Future work4

Regarding the definition of FairPeers marketplace some interesting future works are5

planned. Firstly, present FairPeers architecture shows an hybrid solution in which some6

centralized trusted authorities exist. The integration with a fully decentralized account-7

ing scheme, such as PeerMint [Hausheer and Stiller, 2005], and the decentralization of8

the copyright management process can leverage overall scalability and fault-tolerance.9

Afterwards, a crucial aspect is the implementation of a distributed reputation engine10

able to tackle some forms of incorrect behavior. For example, when a micro-payment11

fraud occurs, the cheater peer can receive a negative feedback. In this way , the rep-12

utation score assists a peer deciding whether to collaborate or not with another peer.13

The effectiveness of such scheme is leveraged by the provability of negative feedbacks,14

reducing the impact of false alarms. This engine should be able to push the user toward15

a correct behavior without implementing rigid tracing and punishment policies at the16

broker side, increasing scalability and reducing its stressing load. Furthermore, the in-17

troduction of a reputation module can have a strong impact in fighting malicious peers18

that deliberately break the FairPeers protocol.19

An interesting planned work is a game theoretic analysis of the proposed framework20

in order to investigate whether or not the strategies introduced to reach fairness and21

profit-sharing features lead to an equilibrium in which peers are naturally stimulated to22

follow protocol rules in order to gain their best interest.23

Furthermore, the DeHinter recommender system leaves room for future work in sev-24

eral directions: first of all, the introduction of feedback ratings can provide an alternative,25

and more standard, accuracy evaluation scheme and can improve user modeling since26

they contain direct information about customer preferences. Moreover, a drawback of27

collaborative filtering approaches is the overspecialization: in fact, in a system where28

items are recommended only if they rated highly regarding a user’s profile, the suggested29

items are limited to those already considered. In other words, if a user share only pop30

music, likely DeHinter recommender system will suggest another pop song. This effect31

is due to the exploitation of the thematic clusters in which peers spontaneously are32

organized. On the contrary, we strongly think that the diversity of recommendations33

is often a desirable feature in recommender systems. To counter this effect, we plan34

to identify methodologies able to detect hubs (i.e., peers with a high node degree and,35

then, connected to several thematic communities), and leverage them in order to cross36
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cluster boundaries.1

At last, we strongly believe that the structural properties of social networks can be2

exploited in other applicative areas in order to design innovative ways to provide services3

to users. The investigation of such novel directions represents another intriguing future4

work.5
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Appendix A1

FairPeers Evaluation2

A.1 Modeling3

The description of the FairPeers prototype arises an important consideration: the Fair-4

Peers protocol is independent from architectural alternatives in implementing, for ex-5

ample, the accounting module, as well as the publishing, discovery or download func-6

tionalities. The protocol is build at application level and it can be implemented in-7

differently over a structured overlay network like Pastry, rather than an unstructured8

one as Gnutella. Furthermore, it can exploit the PPay accounting mechanism rather9

than a completely distributed proposal, such as PeerMint. Anyhow, it is clear that a10

quantitative performance study is not free from implementation details.11

In such a context, starting from the architecture described in Section 9.3, we need to12

evaluate how the configuration of the different modules affects the performance of the13

system. Since the File Management component is based on a modified implementation14

of PAST, we refer to the related scalability and efficiency studies present in literature,15

as well as the performance considerations about Pastry overlay. Conversely, we focus16

our attention to the Payment Management and, more precisely, to the PPay accounting17

module. Since the actual FairPeers prototype shows a hybrid architecture, some central18

entities exist, i.e. the Copyright Grantor and the Broker, that could be overloaded when19

transaction volume and user participation are high. As may be guessed, the Broker20

represents the component that plays a key role in defining the performance of the system21

since it is involved in minting and cashing the coins, in detecting possible frauds and22

in some reassignment schemes. As described in Section 7.3, the reassignment strategies23

could affect the Broker’s load and, therefore, the overall efficiency and applicability of24

the proposed system.25

For this purpose, in the rest of this section we want to evaluate analytically some26
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architectural alternatives in order to answer to the following questions: (1) How does1

PPay perform in relation to the different reassignment strategies? (2) Can we apply2

the same results to FairPeers? (3) Do the given schemes efficiently perform w.r.t. the3

central entities?4

The scenario depicted considers a group of peers that interact reciprocally during a5

time interval ∆t. During ∆t, peers exchange items paying them via coins printed by6

the broker. We suppose that, when the system starts, the peers do not have any coins,7

and that C coins are printed during the network life. We also assume that, at the end8

of the given period, every coin is cashed by the broker. The order whereby the coins9

are generated does not impact the model: we can suppose that, when a peer joins the10

system, she buys a group of raw coins from the broker, otherwise, a peer can buy a coin11

only when she wants to purchase an item.12

We make another assumption which is reasonable in the real world: the number of13

allowed coin reassignments is bounded. In other words, a coin can not float indefinitely14

following the buyer-seller chain. This limit is very important, because intuitively the15

higher it is, the more the load of the broker is reduced. Conversely, it cannot be too16

high, because the detection of double spending frauds are delayed. We will call m the17

maximum number of reassignments for a given system.18

Let us define a0, a1, . . . , am where ai represents the number of coins reassigned i times19

and that have been cashed by the broker during the time interval ∆t. For example, let20

us suppose that during ∆t, 10 coins are printed. Four of them are never reassigned1,21

three are reassigned twice, and other three are reassigned once. If the limit m is set to22

three reassignments, then we have that a0 = 4, a1 = 3, a2 = 3, and a3 = 0.23

Hence, we observe that C is equal to
∑m

i=0 ai.24

Observing that a coin reassigned i times corresponds to i + 1 different transactions

between peers (an assignment is due to the first transaction, and the i reassignments are

consequences of other transactions), we can derive the overall number of the transactions

executed in the system, namely T :

T =
m∑

i=0

(i+ 1)ai (A.1)

In this scenario, a significant role is played by the distribution of ai values, that25

can heavily modify the results of our study. In fact, even if we know the value of C,26

we can easily understand that an environment characterized by coins which are never27

reassigned performs very differently from another network wherein the majority of coins28

1In other words, these four coins were printed by the broker for some given peers, which assigned
the coins to other peers. The receiving peers cashed the coins rather than reassigning them.
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are reassigned m times. Unfortunately, we do not have any idea how users will behave1

in such a market place, because no one has experimented such technologies in the real2

world. This has the consequence that neither the weight distribution can be established3

in a unique way, nor any empirical measure based on monitored peer-to-peer traffic can4

be used. We think that it would be wrong using measures achieved in the present peer-5

to-peer networks, because past analyses (e.g. [Adar and Huberman, 2000] [Gummadi6

et al., 2003]) were conducted in domains where users download files for free without7

gaining any profit. We strongly believe that the main feature of the FairPeers network8

can heavily change behavioral models, e.g., reducing the free-riding phenomenon. For9

such reason, we decided to evaluate the entire system making several hypotheses, and10

comparing reassignment strategies under these different settings.11

In particular, in our analysis, we focused on the following cases:12

FullChain case: the best expectation, in terms of performance, is that the reassign-13

ment chain always achieves the highest length, i.e., each coin is cashed only when it14

has been reassigned m times. Formally, we have a0, a1, . . . , am−1 = 0 and am = C.15

NoReassign case: the worst case occurs when a raw coin is assigned once, but never16

reassigned. In such a case, we obtain a0 = C, and a1 = a2 = . . . = am = 0. In17

terms of broker’s load this case collapses in a client-server market place, wherein18

the broker is involved in every transaction.19

Uniform case: assuming a uniform distribution of ai values, we obtain a system char-20

acterized by the relation a0 = a1 = . . . = am, whereby we obtain ai = C
m+1

.21

Pareto case: in this case the coefficients follow a Pareto distribution in the form22

P (X) = a
X1+a , where a is set to 2 in our experiments.23

Zipf case: the distribution selected is the Zipf distribution P (X) ∼= 1
Xa where a = 0.8.24

In a real domain, it is likely probable that a high number of coins will be cashed after25

few reassignments. For this reason, we introduced Zipf and Pareto distributions among26

our hypotheses. Furthermore, Table A.1 lists the set of system parameters and the cost27

of atomic actions used in our investigation. At first, we will focus on the space (in bytes)28

occupied by the basic components of the protocol. Then, we focus on the computational29

cost of digital signature generation and verification, assigning to a generation operation30

a weight 40 times higher than a verification [Schneier, 1995].31

Finally, we introduce the total number of transactions T accomplished during32

the given time interval and the downtime rate t of peers, i.e., a peer will be off line33

with probability t. In this model the number of users does not affect the final results,34
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Name Value Description

|seq| 4 bytes Sequence number
|sn| 4 bytes Serial number
|id| 2 bytes Peer’s identity
|sign| 128 bytes Signature
|raw| |id|+ |sn|+ |sign| Raw coin

|assigned| |id|+ |seq|+ |raw|+ |sign| Assigned coin
|limit| |id|+ 2 · |sn|+ |sign| Limit Certificate

|check| 1 Signature verification
|gen| 40 Signature generation

t 0.8 Off-line peer’s rate
T 500 Transactions

Table A.1: Cost of atomic actions and modeling parameters

because we focus on comparing how different coin assignment strategies load the central1

logical units, independently from the number of transactions. Of course, the off-line peer2

rate can be variable. Future work is scheduled to analyse several scenarios in function3

of t.4

A.2 Broker’s load analysis5

In this section, we make an evaluation of the broker’s load, exploring how the reassign-6

ment strategies affect the performance and, consequently, the scalability and applicabil-7

ity of the entire system. We define the set of activities in which the broker is involved8

and, for each of them, we estimate the broker’s load w.r.t. (1) the number of executed9

cryptography operations and (2) the amount of exchanged bytes during the following10

interactions. To sum up, the broker performs the following actions:11

Printing: the broker mints a new coin for user X. The raw coin is digitally signed by12

the broker, as depicted in relation 7.1.13

Reassignment: when user X assigns a raw coin to another user Y , the broker is not14

involved in any way. On the contrary, the reassignment of the coin from Y to15

another peer Z can engage the broker according to the reassignment strategy16

implemented in the system.17

Cashing: a coin floats following the purchase chain until a peer decides or is forced18

(e.g. when the maximum number of layers is achieved) to cash it. Then, the19
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broker executes the given signature checks and credit the user account if no fraud1

is detected.2

Due to these considerations, we can define the broker’s load `B based on the three

components described above:

`B = C ∗ ωP + (T − C) ∗ ωR + C ∗ ωC (A.2)

where (T−C) is the number of reassignments performed during the time interval and ωP ,3

ωR, ωC are functions that, respectively, returns the weight due to printing, reassigning4

or cashing a coin.5

As described in PPay protocol specification in Section 7.3, coins can be reassigned6

by way of three different strategies, namely Basic, Layer and Hybrid.7

Basic: each reassignment involves the owner2 of the coin according to the scheme based8

on relations 7.3 and 7.4. If the owner is down, the broker receives the reassignment9

request from the buyer and sends the reassigned coin to the engaged peers. He has10

also the charge to contact the owner when he comes back again on-line. The basic11

scheme is summarized in Figure 7.4(a), whereas the downtime protocol is sketched12

in Figure 7.4(c).13

Layer: when a peer wants to reassign a coin, he adds a layer contacting neither the14

owner nor the broker. The coin floats with an extra layer for each re-assignment15

until the limit m on the number of layers is reached or until a peer decides to cash16

it (see Figure 7.5).17

Hybrid: this strategy is a trade-off between those described above. At first, a peer18

tries to reassign the coin by way of the owner, but, if the latter is down, the coin19

is layered instead.20

In the remaining of this section, we will depict in more details the weight functions21

according to the given reassignment strategies, and performing a comparison analysis in22

terms of the given cost parameters.23

A.2.1 Computational and spatial analysis24

The evaluation has been made following two different perspectives, the former related25

to the execution of cryptographic primitives (computational analysis), and the second26

2In PPay the owner of a coin ω = {A, sn}SKBR
is the peer that asked the broker to mint the coin,

in this case the peer A.
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in function of the amount of bytes exchanged during an interaction with the broker1

(spatial analysis). Table A.2 and Table A.3 list, respectively, the value of the weight2

functions according to these complementary views. Let us notice that the cost of

Strategy ωP ωR ωC

Basic |gen| t · (3 |check|+ |gen|) 2 |check|
Layer |gen| 0 (2 + i) |check|
Hybrid |gen| 0 (2 + t · i) |check|

Table A.2: Weight functions in term of digital signature generations and veri-
fications

Strategy ωP ωR ωC

Basic |raw| t · (|id|+ |sign|+ 3 |assigned|) |assigned|
Layer |raw| 0 |assigned|+ i · (2 |id|+ |seq|+ |sign|)
Hybrid |raw| 0 |assigned|+ t · i · (2 |id|+ |seq|+ |sign|)

Table A.3: Weight functions in term of exchanged bytes

3

the printing phase is constant in both the perspectives, regardless of the reassignment4

strategy chosen. On the contrary, the ωR function shows a quite different behavior: in5

the Basic scheme a reassignment statement engages the broker just when the owner is6

down; this case is taken into account with probability t, which is defined in Table A.1.7

In fact, value t is multiplied by the cost of an instance of the downtime protocol. The8

Layer and the Hybrid strategies do not involve the broker in the reassignment phase, so9

the cost is clearly null.10

Now, let us consider the cashing weight ωC : in the Basic strategy, we have a fixed11

cost due to the fact that the coins that the broker manages have a constant dimension12

and structure, i.e. the format of the assigned coin, as defined in relation 7.2. This13

situation is quite different w.r.t. the other strategies wherein cashing costs depend on i,14

namely the number of layers of a coin. Finally, notice that the Hybrid scheme is based15

both on the number of layers and on the parameter t that models if the reassignment is16

made by means of the owner or by layering the coin.17
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(a) Basic strategy
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(b) Layer/Hybrid strategy
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(c) Basic strategy
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(d) Layer/Hybrid strategy

Figure A.1: Broker’s load analysis: computational and spatial perspective.

A.3 Results1

Now, we present and discuss the results of our evaluation. Top of Figure A.1 describes2

the environment in function of the number of digital signature operations performed3

by the broker. Bottom of Figure A.1, instead, shows the bytes exchanged during the4

interactions with the broker. Each figure shows two important aspects: (1) in what way5

the distribution of ai coefficients modifies the behavior of the broker in a fixed system6

configuration and (2) how the different strategies can affect the broker’s load. Notice7

that the Hybrid strategy does not appear in the figures because, in any case, it underlies8

the Layer scheme not more than 3%.9

First of all, it is evident that the Layer/Hybrid strategies outperforms the Basic10
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strategy whatever distribution of ai coefficients is selected, excluding the NoReassign1

case which is trivially not affected by the reassignment scheme.2

Except for the FullChain and the NoReassign cases, Pareto underlies both Zipf and3

Uniform cases. This is trivially due to the characteristics of the given distributions: the4

Pareto distribution decreases very rapidly and this has implications in the high number5

of coins with few reassignments, and in the few coins reassigned many times. This6

degradation is mitigated if a Zipf distribution is used instead, and it is flattened by a7

uniform distribution. A gradual performance decay is expected in environments where8

few reassignments take place, that are inclined to the Worst case.9

Figure A.1(a) shows an apparently surprising result. The Worst case gives the best10

performances when the Basic strategy is adopted and the curves are turned upside11

down w.r.t. the previous graphs. The reason of this phenomenon is the cost of a single12

instance of the downtime protocol: the more coins are reassigned, the higher the broker13

is contacted and overloaded. Since the weight given to the downtime rate t is quite high,14

reassignments in this strategy are counterproductive for the broker.15

Increasing the number of reassignments does not always carry a clear performance16

improvement. In fact, in the Layer/Hybrid strategies and for both perspectives (in17

Figures A.1(b) and A.1(d)), we notice a flat tail, that suggests that we have not any18

further benefit when the number of layers increases indefinitely. For instance, focusing19

on the computational analysis, we have a cost reduction of 68% passing from m = 0 to20

m = 7, but only of 30% if m is changed from 8 to 15. By contrast, if m is too high,21

fraud detections are delayed, and the level of security decreases.22

We can conclude that performances are improved with the adoption of Layer/Hybrid23

strategies and that the more the layers there are, the higher is overall improvement.24

Even if it is reasonable to fix a maximum number of layers not greater than 7, also25

for security reasons, a real system should incentivate users to let the coins circulate as26

much as possible, in order to avoid Pareto-like behaviors. For instance, such incentives27

can take the form of a service fee discount only if the coin is cashed when no other28

reassignments are possible.29

A.3.1 Limit certificate impact30

The Limit Certificates (see Section 7.3.3) represent an attempt to reduce the broker’s31

load by way of allowing a peer to print a coin by herself. In this section we will try to32

answer to the following questions: (1) How does the limit certificates affect the broker’s33

and the peers’ performance? (2) Are the considerations outlined in Section A.2 still34

valid?35
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Figure A.2: Limit Certificates impact

From the point of view of the broker, a strategy based on limit certificates influences

only the printing phase. Let us suppose that a limit certificate authorizes a peer to mint

himself n coins, furthermore, we hypothesize that the number of coins cashed by the

broker is still C, such as defined in Section A.1. Therefore, we can depict the broker’s

load by way of this relation:

`B = L ∗ ωP + (T − C) ∗ ωR + C ∗ ωC (A.3)

where L = C
n

and ωP has the “computational” value equal to |gen| (because the genera-1

tion of a limit certificate asks for a broker’s signature) and the “spatial” value equal to2

|limit| (see Table A.1 for definitions). Notice that, because a limit certificate influences3

only the printing component, we can select whatever reassignment strategies we prefer.4

As a consequence, ωP and ωR have the same values of the previous analysis. Applying5

the same hypotheses described in Section A.1, we estimate the broker load in a environ-6

ment characterized by a Zipf distribution of ai coefficients (other cases are not included7

for brevity). Figure A.2 shows the impact of the adoption of limit certificates in relation8

to the different reassignment strategies. As expected, the broker load is heavily reduced,9

in terms of computational and bandwidth usage costs.10

Furthermore, we observe that, in both spatial and computational perspectives, using11

limit certificates let the load of the broker decrease at exactly the same rate of the12

corresponding reassignment strategies.13
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A.4 Analysis of FairPeers1

For simplicity, let us define two different types of transactions:2

(1) Buyer-Author wherein a user, namely a Buyer, purchases an item directly from the3

Author4

(2) Buyer-Merchant wherein the Buyer purchases the service from another user (or a5

set of users), the Merchant, that purchased it from someone else.6

In the first case, both the coins are received by the Author, on the contrary, in the7

second scheme the Author and the Merchant are distinct entities. Furthermore, we can8

say that the first type of transaction is likely to happen with rate µ and, the second9

with probability (1− µ).10

In this section, we describe how the central entities involved in the FairPeers protocol11

are affected in terms of computational and traffic load.12

A.4.1 Broker13

In such a context, a Buyer spends two different coins to buy the service. Now, if we14

assume that in a time interval ∆t, T transactions occur within the system (see Table15

A.1), we can observe that, w.r.t. to the previous analysis, the amount of coins is doubled.16

We also observe, that the coins management policies and the reassignment strategies are17

not affected by the implementation of the FairPeers scheme. As a consequence, we can18

generalize all the efficiency considerations we presented in Sections A.2.19

The broker is also involved in a Buyer-Merchant transaction, namely when the author20

is off line. In such a case, as described in Section 9.1, the broker receives the coin c′′21

from the Buyer and he acts on behalf of the Author, sending him the coin as soon as he22

comes back on line. The probability that the broker is involved in a such activity can23

be determined by the expression t · (1− µ) · T . In any case, it is clear that this activity24

is not very expensive: the broker must simply store c′′ and send it back to the Author25

as soon as possible3.26

In a real environment, the Author can be taxed when the broker guarantees. In27

this case, the Author will be stimulated to stay on line as long as possible in order to28

safeguard her own profits. Thus, the downtime rate t could be lower than the common29

off line times measured in existing peer-to-peer networks.30

3The broker can carry out a strict policy by means of checking the coin c′′ or he can delay the fraud
detection step when the coin has been cashed.
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A.4.2 Copyright Grantor1

The first kind of interaction that involves the CG, concerns the generation of a copyright2

certificate: when an author wishes to sell a digital content, he contacts the CG that sends3

back a certificate that represents a proof of authenticity of the item. The certificates4

generation is performed just once for each digital content introduced in the market5

place. Like all the certificates, the copyright certificate contains a lifespan that delimits6

its validity. Again, the CG should manage the renewal process: it is evident that such7

a task is not very expensive due to the low frequency.

ωCG

Computational |check|+ |gen|
Spatial |ϕ1|+ 2 |κϕ

A|+ 8 |id|+ 3 |sign|

Table A.4: Copyright Grantor weight function

8

The CG is involved also in a Buyer-Merchant transaction, namely when the Author9

is unreachable. It behaves in place of the author in steps (b) and (c) of the scheme10

described in Section 9.1.2. The CG behaves similarly to the broker during an instance11

of the downtime protocol.12

Formally speaking, we can define the CG load `CG:

`CG = t · (1− µ) · T · ωCG (A.4)

where ωCG is defined in Table A.4. Notice that the same considerations are valid about13

the Author described in the previous section.14

We can observe that the CG is loaded less than the broker. In fact, the generation15

and renewal of a certificate is not an expensive activity, especially if compared with the16

printing phase in a PPay environment with limit certificates. Moreover, the cost of the17

downtime scheme which the CG is involved in, is similar to the downtime protocol in18

PPay. Finally, the CG does not manage the cashing of a coin and the detection of a19

fraud, that are resource-consuming activities.20

A.5 Improving efficiency with Aggregate Signatures21

Based on the efficiency evaluation performed in the previous section, the Layer/Hybrid22

strategy appears the reassignment scheme that guarantees better performance in terms23
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of broker’s load. As stated before, a layered approach has the drawback to needing an1

expensive cashing phase since the broker has to check several digital signatures in order2

to prove the validity of the coin and detect possible frauds.3

Ideally, the best re-assignment strategy would be based on a layering scheme where:4

(a) the coin grows in size as little as possible after each transfer, and (b) the cost of5

signature verifications does not compromise the broker’s efficiency, independently from6

the number of coins that reach the broker.7

In the following sections, we want to investigate the impact of the adoption of ag-8

gregate signatures [D. Boneh and Shacham, 2003] mechanism, instead of the standard9

RSA cryptography, in order to meet both requirements.10

A.5.1 Aggregate Signatures11

Aggregate signatures were introduced by Boneh et al. [D. Boneh and Shacham, 2003] to12

reduce the size of aggregate chains (by aggregating all signatures in the chain) and for13

reducing message size in secure routing protocols such as SBGP. An implementation of14

aggregate signatures using bilinear maps was given in [D. Boneh and Shacham, 2003] and15

uses the Boneh, Lynn and Shacham signature scheme [D. Boneh and Shacham, 2001] as16

underlying building block. Very informally a bilinear map is a function e : G1×G2 → GT17

(where G1, G2 and GT are groups) which is linear with respect to both G1 and G2. This18

means that for all integers a, b one has that e(xa, y) = e(x, y)a and e(x, yb) = e(x, y)b.19

Of course, in order for a bilinear map to be useful in cryptography, some additional20

properties are required. For the purposes of this, it is sufficient to say that “useful”21

bilinear maps can be constructed from the Weil pairing and the Tate pairing over groups22

of points of certain elliptic curves. For more details the interested reader is referred to23

[Boneh and Franklin, 2001].24

The rest of this paragraph is devoted to briefly describe the aggregate signature25

scheme from [D. Boneh and Shacham, 2003]. For completeness, we give here a more26

formal definition of the bilinear maps used in cryptography.27

Bilinear Maps. Let G1 and G2 be two cyclic (multiplicative) groups of prime order28

p. We denote with g1 a generator of G1 and with g2 a generator of G2. Moreover29

let ψ be a computable isomorphism from G1 to G2, such that ψ(g1) = g2. Now, let30

GT be an additional group such that |GT | = |G1| = |G2|. A bilinear map is a map31

e : G1 ×G2 → GT with the following properties32

Bilinear: for all x ∈ G1, y ∈ G2 and a, b ∈ Z, e(xa, yb) = e(x, y)ab
33

Non-degenerate: e(g1, g2) 6= 1.34
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Notice that these properties imply that (1) for all x ∈ G1, y1, y2 ∈ G2, e(x, y1y2) =1

e(x, y1)e(x, y2) and (2) for any x, y ∈ G1 e(x, ψ(y)) = e(y, ψ(x)).2

The scheme. An aggregate signature scheme allows to sign (distinct) messages Mi ∈3

{0, 1}∗. A signature σi is an element in G2. The groups G1, G2, their generators g1, g2,4

the computable isomorphism ψ from G1 to G2 and the bilinear map e : G1 ×G2 → GT5

(where GT is the target group), are all system parameters.6

The key generation algorithm goes as follows. For each user it picks a random value7

x ∈ Zp, where p is an n-bit prime, and sets v = gx
1 as the user public key. The user8

secret key is x. A user, holding secret key x, signs a message M ∈ {0, 1}∗ as follows. He9

computes h = H(M) (where H is an hash function modeled as a random oracle mapping10

elements in {0, 1}∗ into elements in G2). The signature is σ = hx.11

To verify the correctness of a signature σ on a message M , one computes h = H(M)12

and checks whether e(g1, h) = e(v, h) holds.13

To aggregate ` different signatures σi (on corresponding different messages Mi) one14

simply computes σ =
∏`

i=1 σi. The aggregate signature is σ ∈ G2.15

Finally to verify an aggregate signature σ, for the given (different) messages16

M1, . . . ,M` and public keys v1, . . . , v` one proceeds as follows. First ensure that all the17

messages are different and reject otherwise. Next, compute hi = H(Mi) and accept if18

e(g1, σ) =
∏`

i=1 e(vi, hi) holds.19

Efficiency Analysis. First notice that a signature is a single point in G2. As pointed20

out in [D. Boneh and Shacham, 2003], on certain elliptic curves these signatures are very21

short: roughly half the size of DSA signatures with comparable security. In particular22

one may set n = 160 as security parameter.23

To sign one message costs one exponentiation in G2, which costs O(n3) bit operations.24

Thus, signing is roughly 250 times faster than RSA-PSS.25

Verification, on the other hand costs two pairing computations. Each pairing compu-26

tation costs, roughly, 20 modular exponentiations. Thus the cost of verifying a signature27

is basically 40n3. Thus verifying a single signature is, roughly, 150 times more expensive28

than RSA-PSS, with short public exponent.29

Aggregation allows to verify ` signatures doing ` + 1 pairing computations only.30

Still, verifying ` signatures remains 75 more expensive than RSA-PSS (again, with short31

public exponent).32
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A.5.2 Reassigning Coins using Aggregate Signatures1

Aggregate signatures are proposed in order to enhance re-assignment strategy based2

on layered coins. The main purpose is to show that this scheme introduced is more3

convenient in space and in computational time. It particular, as we will prove in this4

section, it remains more convenient in space as it allows the broker to store one single,5

very short, signature for the same layered coins, instead of a number of signatures as6

many as the number of layers. Moreover, each peer is able to transfer shorter coins using7

aggregate signatures w.r.t. adding a layer to it.8

Each coin γ is associated to a re-assignment chain rcs(γ) during its life-time. Such a

chain is made of a sequence of peers, i.e., rcs(γ) = {p0, p1, . . . ps}, where p0 is the owner

of γ, and ∀i : 0 ≤ i < s, pi transfers γ to pi+1. We can generalize the layered coin scheme

in terms of a re-assignment chain, where only three peers are involved (i.e., X,Y and

Z). Hence, we have that ci(γ) is the coin owned by the i-th peer in the chain. Precisely,

we have the following:

ci(γ) =


γ i = 0

(pi, seqi, γ, Sigpi−1
) i = 1

(pi, pi−1, seqi, ci−1(γ), Sigpi−1
) 1 < i ≤ s

(A.5)

where ∀i : seqi > seqi−1, and γ = (p0, sn, SigB).9

Notice that the last coin in the chain rcs(γ), i.e., ps will cash its coin cs(γ) sending10

the broker the following message: (seqs+1, cs(γ), Sigps).11

In the following, we reformulate the format of layered coins in terms of rcs(γ), when

aggregate signatures are used instead of RSA. First of all, each peer pi has a public/secret

key pair (vi, xi). We remind the reader that for aggregating ` different signatures, we

need that the signed messages are different. As a consequence, to re-assign a coin, pi−1

creates a message Mi, which is the concatenation of Mi−1, the identifier of the next peer

in the chain, and a sequence number. These messages are defined as follows:

Mi(γ) =

{
γ i = 0

(pi, seqi,Mi−1(γ)) 1 ≤ i ≤ s
(A.6)

where ∀i : seqi > seqi−1, and γ = (p0, sn, SigB)4
12

Under this framework, the layered coin that pi−1 transfers to pi is13

ci(γ) = (Mi(γ), σi−1(γ)), where 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and σi−1(γ) is the signature of the (i− 1)-th14

peer in the chain applied to message Mi(γ).15

4Again, B is the broker, that is supposed to have a key pair (vB , xB).
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For example, c1(γ) = p1, seq1, γ, σ0(γ), and c2(γ) = p2, seq2, p1, seq1, γ, σ1(γ), and so1

on.2

Considering the aggregation scheme described above, these signatures are recursively3

defined as it follows:4

σi(γ) =

{
H(M1(γ))

x0 i = 0

H(Mi+1(γ))
xi · σi−1(γ) 1 ≤ i ≤ s

(A.7)

For example, σ1(γ) = H(p2, seq2, p1, seq1, γ)
x1 · σ0(γ), and σ0(γ) = H(p1, seq1, γ)

x0 .5

One of the most relevant feature of this reassignment scheme is that the compu-6

tational cost related to verification can be moved to the peer side. In fact, when pi7

receives a coin from pi−1, it must check the signature before accepting ci(γ). In order to8

accomplish this task, pi calls procedure verify(Mi, σi−1(γ)), that is defined in Algorithm9

3.10

Algorithm 3: Verify the validity of an aggregate signature
input : Message M

AggrSign σ

RawCoin c ← extractCoinFrom (M) // c is γ1

PeersId [] peers ← extractPeersIdFrom (M) // peers = (p0, p1, . . . , pl)2

SeqNo [] seqs ← extractSequenceNumbersFrom (M) // seqs = (seq1, seq2, . . . , seql)3

MessageList [] ML ← createMessages (c,peers,seqs)4

// ML[0] = c,ML[i] = pi, seqi,ML[i− 1]
int Prod ←

∏l
i=1 e(vi,H(ML[i])) // Number of peers: l5

if Prod == e(g1, σ) then6

return Valid;7

else return Not Valid8

If verify returns VALID, then pi accepts the coin. Otherwise, it will advise the broker11

that it has received a coin from a potential fraudulent peer. From this point on, it will12

be considered accountable for ci(γ), and it stores the coin for a given period for future13

controls.14

At the end of the re-assignment chain, the last peer ps will cash its coin cs(γ) sending15

it back to the broker, together with the value Prod =
∏s

i=1 e(vi, hi). This is motivated16

by a computational reduction for the broker, because it will not aggregate s different17

values of the bilinear map e for verifying signatures validity. On the contrary, it will just18

store this value; in fact, the broker, only in the case of a suspected (double spending)19

fraud, will call procedure verify(Ms(γ), σs(γ)
′).20
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A.5.3 Security Considerations1

The most relevant threat in PPay (as in many micro payment schemes) is double spend-2

ing of coins. This new scheme does not introduce any other issue: a peer can double3

spend a coin, but this fraud can be detected by the broker. Suppose that pj transfers4

a given raw coin γ to two different peers p′j+1 and p′′j+1. The signature of pj is found5

valid, thus p′j+1 and p′′j+1 are legitimated to further transfer the coin. For the sake of6

simplicity, no other fraudulent peer is encountered in the chains. The broker will re-7

ceive two layered coins cs(γ)
′ and cs(γ)

′′, and after peeling off the layers, it finds that8

γ has been double spent. Simply comparing the chains of peers included in M ′
s(γ) and9

M ′′
s (γ), it detects the misbehaving peer pj. Peers p′j+1 and p′′j+1 are accountable and10

thus they must cooperate with the broker against pj, giving their assigned coins cj+1(γ)
′

11

and cj+1(γ)
′′.12

Another attack can be attempted by peer ps against the broker without directly in-13

volving any other peer. It can get any previously received raw coin γ, and create a fake14

re-assignment chain and a message Ms(γ) = (ps, seqs, . . . , p1, seq1, γ) made of a sequence15

of unaware peers. Then pj creates a random signature σs(γ)
′, and gives the broker the16

coin cs(γ)
′ = (Ms(γ), σs(γ)

′) together with the value Prod′ = e(vs,H(Ms(γ)))
e(g1,σs(γ)′)

. At first,17

the broker will accept this signature, but sooner or later it will find that raw coin γ18

has been double spent. Thus, it will really check the signature, by calling procedure19

verify(Ms(γ), σs(γ)
′), revealing the attack and the faulty peer. This will consume com-20

putational resources of the broker, but the reader should remember that this happens21

only in the presence of a fraud.22

A.5.4 Spatial Analysis23

Let us calculate the size in bytes of an assigned coin with i layers, under the RSA

signature scheme and using the parameters displayed in Table A.5:

|ci(γ)| =
= |(pi, pi−1, seqi, πi−1(γ), Sigpi−1

)|
= |(pi, pi−1, seqi, (pi−1, pi−2, seqi−1 . . . (p1, seq1, γ , Sigp0) . . .), Sigpi−1

)|
= |(pi, pi−1, seqi, (pi−1, pi−2, seqi−1 . . . (p1, seq1, (p0, sn, SigB), Sigp0) . . .), Sigpi−1

)|
= 2i · |id|+ i · |seq|+ |sn|+ (i+ 1) · |sign|
= 136 · i+ 132 bytes

(A.8)
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Finally, we calculate the size in bytes of a coin after i transfers, under the aggregate

signature scheme and using the parameters displayed in Table A.5:

|ci(γ)| =
= |(Mi(γ), σi(γ))|
= |(pi, seqi, pi−1, seqi−1, . . . , p1, seq1, γ, σi(γ))|
= |(pi, seqi, pi−1, seqi−1, . . . , p1, seq1, p0, sn, σB, σi(γ))|
= (i+ 1) · |id|+ i · |seq|+ |sn|+ 2 · |sign|
= 6 · i+ 46 bytes

(A.9)

Trivially, we have that ∀i : |ci(γ)| << |ci(γ)|.

Name Value Description

|seq| 4 bytes Sequence number
|sn| 4 bytes Serial number
|id| 2 bytes Peer’s identity

|sign| 128 bytes RSA Signature∣∣sign
∣∣ 20 bytes Aggregate Signature

Table A.5: Spatial parameters.

1

A.5.5 Broker’s load analysis2

In order to evaluate the impact of the aggregate signature scheme, we adopt the same3

scenario depicted in Section A.1, with some observations and adjustments:4

1. Each coin γ is associated to a re-assignment chain rcs(γ) during its life-time.5

Again, ps will give the coin back to the broker, to be properly cashed. We have6

defined the re-assignment limit m as the maximum length of the re-assignment7

chain. Hence, ∀γ, rcs(γ) : s ≤ m. Intuitively, the higher m is, the more the broker8

load is decreased, but the detection of double spending frauds is delayed. In the9

real world is reasonable to set such a boundary.10

2. We focus on two different distributions of ai coefficient: Pareto and FullChain.11

When Pareto is used, the hypothesis is that a high number of coins will be cashed12

after few reassignments, that is likely in the real world. The other distribution,13

namely FullChain, models an optimistic scenario, where each coin is always reas-14

signed until it achieves the limit m, i.e., a0 = a1 = am−1 = 0 and am = C. This15
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distribution is equivalent to the FullChain distribution used in the previous study.1

Other distributions can be used as well as in [Ruffo and Schifanella, 2005], but the2

significance of the results would not change and we did not include other diagrams3

for the sake of brevity.4

Name Value Description

check 1 Verification of one RSA digital signature
gen 20 · check Generation of one RSA signature

check1 115 · check Verification of one single aggr. sign.
check` 57, 5 · ` · check Verification of ` aggr. signatures
gen 5.55 · check Generation of one aggr. sign.

t 0.8 Off-line peer’s rate
f 0.0, 0.05 Frauds rates

lim 10 numbers of coins in a limit certificate

Table A.6: Cost of atomic actions and modeling parameters.

Table A.6 shows the set of system parameters and the cost of the operations considered5

in our analysis.6

The cost of each operation is normalized on the cost of an RSA signature verification7

(check). These values are based on the comparison times estimated in [Barreto et al.,8

2004]. We can observe that the aggregate digital signature scheme looks much more9

expensive than RSA, except for generation (gen < gen).10

Moreover, broker’s performances are sensibly affected when peers involved in trans-11

actions are off-line, and when frauds are detected. Let t be the off-line rate of a peer5, f12

the fraud rate. Finally, let lim be the number of coins that a peer can print by herself13

when she owns a limit certificate.14

Similar to Equation A.2, we define the broker’s load LB in terms of:15

LB = C ∗ ωP + (T − C) ∗ ωR + C ∗ ωCa (A.10)

where ωCa represents the cashing weight function in the case of aggregate signatures16

adoption. The definitions of ω functions change according to three different coin man-17

agement aspects: (1) the minting strategy, (2) the reassignment strategy, (3) the adopted18

digital signature scheme. As introduced in Section 7.3, there are two different coin mint-19

ing strategies: the broker can mint a raw coin for a given peer X or can produce a limit20

5As in [Gummadi et al., 2003], we suppose that a peer is off-line with a 0.8 probability.
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certificate for X. We will refer to these approaches respectively with keywords Raw and1

Limit. As previously introduced, we classify reassignment strategies with labels Basic2

and Layer with the same meaning due in Section A.2. Finally, our evaluation considers3

two different digital signature schemes: RSA and AS (Aggregate Signature).4

A.5.6 Computational analysis5

In the following, we compare the cost of all the strategies, identifying each combination6

with the triplet [M,R, S], where M is the minting strategy, R the reassignment policy7

and S represents the signature scheme. We can reasonably assume that the broker will8

never check the validity of its own signatures, when they are applied to raw coins γ (or9

to limit certificates λ). In fact, the broker stores a copy of all the valid coins and limit10

certificates, and it could simply verify if a given γ (or λ) is in its data base. This has a11

much lower costs than check, and it is the same in all the compared strategies. For this12

reason, this cost can be ignored.13

The triplet [Raw,Basic, RSA] identifies a system where the broker mints raw coins14

(and no limit certificates), no layers are allowed during reassignment, and messages are15

signed under RSA. In this case, if C is the number of coins that circulates in the system16

during ∆t, then the generation of each coin costs ωP = gen. Because layered coins are17

not allowed, the broker is involved during a reassignment with probability t (i.e., when a18

peer is off-line). Hence, ωR is equal to the computational cost of checking a reassignment19

request (i.e., because ρ contains two signatures, then this costs 2 · check) plus the cost20

of generating a new assigned coin (gen). Finally, ωCa is equal to the cost of verifying21

the validity of the coin given to the broker (i.e., check).22

Limit certificates represent an attempt to reduce the broker’s load by way of allowing23

a peer to print a coin by itself. In fact, if lim is the number of coins that each peer can24

extract from a limit certificate, then each raw coin γ′ costs ωP = gen/lim. Furthermore,25

in the case of the triplet [Limit, Basic, RSA], we have an extra signature to be checked.26

Thus, we have that ωR = t(3 · check + gen) and ωCa = 2 · check.27

When layers are used, the broker is not involved during re-assignments, and ωR = 0.28

On the other hand, when a coin cs(γ) is cashed in PPay, it contains as many RSA29

signatures as the number of layers, and ωCa is higher than before. In the estimation of30

ωCa, the number of layers in a coin is given by coefficient s. The broker should peel off31

all the layers, and verify (s + 1) signatures. Hence, ωCa = (s + 1) · check for strategy32

[Raw,Layer, RSA], and ωCa = (s+2) · check for [Limit, Layer, RSA], because even the33

signature of the raw coin should be checked as well.34

Let us calculate an upper bound estimation of ωCa when the AS scheme is used.35

First of all, we do not consider the Basic re-assignment strategy, because it trivially36
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does not benefit from aggregation (i.e., check1 >> check). When a layered coin cs(γ)1

is cashed, the broker makes an important and original assumption w.r.t. PPay: each2

user in the re-assignment chain is accountable for the coin they owned, received and3

transferred. This is important, because the computational load is distributed to the4

peers, making them responsible of verifying received coins and attached signatures. The5

broker will only peel off all the layers for extracting γ, looking for it in its raw coins6

list. But if some frauds are committed, the broker must find the guilty peer(s). Double7

spending can be detected comparing different re-assignment chains. For example, coin8

γ reaches the broker by way of two different chains: rc(γ) and rc′(γ). Comparing both9

chains, if we find that ∀i < j : pi = p′i, then pj is suspected to be the fraudulent10

peer. Another possible attack is illustrated in Section A.5.2: the last peer ps in the11

chain can create a random signature. To prove this, the broker has to call procedure12

verify(Ms(γ), σs(γ)), that costs checks+1. However, this is done only when a fraud is13

attempted, thus ωCa = f · checks+1, where f is the fraud rate.14

Finally, the user prints raw coins (by means of a limit certificate released by the15

broker), nothing changes in terms of protocol definition, except for raw coin γ′ that16

is signed by p0. Hence, in the case of [Limit, Layer, AS], an extra signature must be17

checked: ωCa = f · checks+2.18

Table A.7 summarizes all the computational costs of the ω functions, for different19

strategies.20

Strategy ωP ωR ωCa

[Raw, Basic,RSA] gen t(2 · check + gen) check

[Raw, Layer,RSA] gen 0 (s + 1) · check

[Limit,Basic, RSA] gen
lim t(3 · check + gen) 2 · check

[Limit, Layer, RSA] gen
lim 0 (s + 2) · check

[Raw, Basic, AS] gen t(check2 + gen) check1

[Raw, Layer,AS] gen 0 f · checks+2

[Limit,Basic, AS] gen
lim t(check3 + gen) check2

[Limit, Layer, AS] gen
lim 0 f · checks+2

Table A.7: Values of the ω functions in terms of cryptographic primitives

A.5.7 Computational Results21

The scalability of our market place is strictly bound to the load of the broker: the less this22

central unit is overloaded, the more the market place is resistant. As a consequence, we23

want to identify the combination of coin management policies that stresses the broker as24
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Figure A.3: Computational analysis of different layering strategies: fraud rate
f = 0%.

little as possible. Hence, for comparing different strategies, we set T to a constant value.1

Computational analysis is not straightforward, and it must be analysed in depth. In2

order to make our results independent from a given platform, we normalized all the costs3

to the value of an RSA verification cryptographic operation (check). Hence, the number4

of check operations is displayed in the y axes in diagrams showed below (Figures A.3 -5

A.5). The x axes displays different values of m, the maximum number of reassignments.6

In Figure A.3 we clearly see that a system adopting aggregate signatures outperforms,7

even from a computational point of view, an equivalent framework that uses layers of8

RSA signatures. In fact, if we measure the system performance in terms of number of9

RSA signature verifications, we observe that when we have no fraudulent peers, and10

even when the rate of frauds is quite limited (see Figure A.4), the usage of aggregate11

signatures appreciably improves the broker’s load. As expected, if the fraud rate12

grows (e.g., when f = 5%, lower diagrams in Figure A.4), aggregate signatures slightly13

deteriorate broker’s performance: in fact, when m ≥ 7 (m > 5, with limit certificates),14

if assignment coefficients follow a FullChain distribution, then the broker would perform15

better under the RSA scheme than under AS. However, any re-assignment chains longer16

than 5 are considered unsecure (i.e., fraud detections are delayed), and also unlikely (i.e.,17

coin’s time to live will expire earlier); in practice much shorter chains should be forced.18

Finally, if reassignments follow a Pareto distribution, then broker’s performances19

deteriorates under the AS scheme when fraud rate is ≥ 25%. Again, we are quite20

confident that such a threshold is very unlikely, because coins would be out of validity21

before such a large percentage of simultaneous attacks were run against the system.22
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Figure A.4: Computational analysis of different layering strategies: fraud rate
f = 2% (first line) and f = 5% (second line).
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